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Abstract
China’s sharp power influences has aroused heated discussion in the recent years,
however, there is no systematic research in the academics. This study intends to explore
three issues related to sharp power: first, how is sharp power different from hard power,
soft power, and smart power; Second, how is sharp power different from United Front
tactics; Third, what are the specific impacts of sharp power in Taiwan. The study finds that:
(1) The difference between China’s sharp power, and soft power lies in the fact that the

治
政
measures adopted are non-mandatory but active attribute and
大the process of de-legitimation
立
to weaken legitimacy of others; (2) China’s sharp power is a part of United Front work.
previous one comes from a totalitarian regime, the degree of civil society is restrained, the
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Both intend to achieve the purpose of attracting fellow travelers and strengthening social

‧

opposition through infiltration, co-option, and coercion. However, there are some
concentrating difference in the appealing target and the implementing measures; (3) The
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impact of China’s sharp power in Taiwan, from the cases of 2018 and 2020 election, and
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use the right to work to coerce political expression, has not achieved the improvement and
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positive perception of Taiwanese about China. This shows the maturity and resilience of

engchi

Taiwan’s democratic system is capable of counteract the sharp power attacks from the CCP.
However, the purpose of CCP’s United Front against Taiwan is not merely to change
political position, but to deal with two issues. First, Chinese people’s perception about the
CCP; Second, to arouse people with the same political stance in Taiwan, at the same time
strengthen the existing social opposition, division, create fears within Taiwan. Particularly,
after the 2018 9-in-1 election, Taiwan’s social confrontation has become more serious, so-
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called political polarization. From this perspective, the CCP’s sharp power strategy against
Taiwan has been relatively successful.
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摘要
中國銳實力近年來是非常熱門的議題，但目前的學術尚未有系統性的研究。本
研究欲探討三個與銳實力有關的問題：第一，銳實力與硬實力、軟實力與巧實力有
何不同；第二，銳實力與統戰有何不同；第三，銳實力對臺灣的具體影響是什麽。
本文發現：（一）區分中國銳實力與硬實力、軟實力的不同在於，輸出的國家為極
權政體、公民社會的開放程度、採取的手段是非強制但卻積極的屬性、與削弱他國
合法性的過程；（二）中國的銳實力是統戰的一部分，雖然兩者部分都是透過滲

政 治 大

透、籠絡、強迫的手段，來達到拉攏同路人與強化對立的目的。然而，主要的訴諸
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對象不同，操作的風格也不同。中國銳實力主要訴諸對象為外國資本主義勢力（對
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外），統戰的主要訴諸對象為中國人，包含香港、澳門、臺灣與海外華僑等中國共

‧

產黨認知的所有中國利益所在（對內）。而銳實力主要透過滲透、利誘、脅迫的方
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式使對方自我審查，而統戰主要是利用種族、文化、政治與經濟上的連帶關係，動
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員情感使其自願倡導有利於中共的聲音，以藉此影響他國政府；（三）中國銳實力
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對臺灣的具體影響，以 2018、2020 利用假消息影響選舉結果，與利用工作權脅迫

Ch
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表態政治立場來看，並沒有達到改變臺灣民眾對於中國觀感的改善與正面認同，這
顯示出了臺灣民主制度的成熟與彈性，能夠對抗中國共產黨的銳實力攻擊。然而，
中共對臺統戰的目的並非僅是改變政治立場，而是為了處理兩個問題。第一，中國
境內人民對中國共產黨的觀感；第二，喚起臺灣相同政治立場的人表態，同時強化
原本既有的社會對立、強化分裂、製造恐慌與引導社會爭議議題的走向。特別是在
2018 年九合一選舉之後，臺灣社會對立情況更為嚴重，形成明顯的政治兩極化，
從這個層面來看，中共的銳實力攻擊策略則相對成功。
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Research Motivation
This research is motivated by the cases of China’s influences in the democratic
countries as regard to buying elites, scholars, soldiers, and media to subvert narratives and
to mold favorable attitudes for China. On December 5, 2017, National Endowment for
Democracy published a report, Sharp Power: Rising Authoritarian Influence in the
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政
small Eastern European countries at the media, economic大
academic and culture levels. On
立
Democratic World which detailed elaborating on how China nibbling Latin America and

December 14, 2017, the Economist (2017a, p.9; 2017b, pp.17-19) later described the
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growing international influence of China’s “sharp power”, primarily referring to China’s

‧

various practices such as bribing and coaxing, manipulating the direction of public opinion
and controlling the policy decision of various countries. Such as interfering the U.S.,
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Australia and Germany’s media, economy, cultural, politics and academic fields.
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of democracies around the world. Since
h ethennewly
h i U“The Regulations on the Political
g crevised
n

Simultaneously, similar forms of Chinese sharp power are visible in a growing number

Work of the People’s Liberation Army” 《中國人民解放軍政治工作條例》in 2003, the
“Three Warfares” ( 三 戰 ), Media, Psychological and Legal strategies have been
incorporated into the United Front emphasis, and the CCP’s United Front tactics on Taiwan
has gradually transformed from military battle into heart battle (《三國志·蜀書·馬謖傳》：
攻心為上，攻城為下，心戰為上，兵戰為下). It focusing on the collapse of Taiwan’s
political power in a “non-military” manner, with a view to achieving the goal of “peaceful

1
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reunification of Taiwan” （ 曾 于 蓁 ， 2019 ） 1 . As reported by Bowe (2018, p.2),
“President Xi has placed a greater emphasis on United Front work since assuming office
in 2012, describing it as important for the ‘whole [Chinese Communist] Party’ and
elevating its role within China’s broader foreign policy”. Along with the rapidly raised
popularity of the Internet and social media, Xi Jinping took the advantages of the
characteristics of the new media- Viral spread and concealment, which produced a more
organized and flexible strategy to Taiwan.

政 治 大

It is worth noting that when the mayor election of Taiwan in 2018, there have been
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inklings of CCP trying to interfere in the election with “Fake News” (refer to Table 6). The
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V-Dem program hosted by the University of Gothenburg in Sweden has released the annual
database. Among the “Digital Society Project” units, there is a variable that investigates

‧

the extent to which countries around the world have suffered from foreign information
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attacks. The original research question is “How routinely do foreign governments and their
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agents use social media to disseminate misleading viewpoints or false information to
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htoe0,nthegmore
indicator ranges from 0 to 4, the closer
i U the impact. Taiwan score 0.26,
c h severe
n

influence domestic politics in this country?” (Valeriya, Dan, Brigitte, & Steven, 2019). The

ranking as the first place, which is the country suffered the most false-information in the
world. This revealing that CCP’s “literary attack” against Taiwan has entered a stage of
intense heat.
After the release of the “5-Points Proposal” (習 五 條 ) that Xi Jinping put forth
concerning Taiwan, it can be observed that the CCP is more actively strengthen its “Three

1

For readers’ convenience, the Chinese materials cited in the text are presented in Chinese citation form
throughout the thesis.

2
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Warfares” toward Taiwan. For the first time it has been proposed that to achieve peaceful
unification, “a plan of one country, two systems for Taiwan” will be explored. It signifies
that Beijing has already studied and formulated steps towards reunification and will no
longer postpone tackling the Taiwan issue. On the one hand, through the media, Internet
and “specific person” (be known as CCP’s agent) more seriously diverging and infiltrating
the trend of public opinion in Taiwan. On the other hand, by means of economic and trade,
culture and academic exchanges to conceal CCP’s United Front tactic, simultaneously

治
政
Different from the “soft power” practice recognized大
by the international community,
立

shape the image of Taiwan ruling party “refuse to negotiate”.

the influence of “sharp power” is subversive and pervasive, which can weaken the
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sovereignty of other countries. It is an “asymmetric warfare” in which authoritarian state
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take the advantages of the democratic country’s open and freedom to projecting
interference domestically. With the CCP’s increasingly high-profile publicity, the
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1.2 Research Background
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countries have begun to be vigilant and position the CCP as a threatening “foreign force”.
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China’s sharp Power has caused a heated discussion among the world recently.

engchi

December 5, 2017, National Endowment for Democracy published a report Sharp Power:
Rising Authoritarian Influence, which focuses on how China and Russia have furtively
affected Latin America countries (Peru, Argentina) and Eastern European countries
(Poland, Slovakia). According to the report, sharp power refers to the practice of
authoritarian regime (China and Russia) to expand their influence to a targeted country
through penetrating, subversion, stealth, and traversing its political and information
environment. Sharp power does not publicly suppress others like military force, nor does

3
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it mean to attract the same value as cultural exchange, as if a Trojan horse, secretly
undermining the domestic political economy environment.
As you may ask, what is wrong with the CCP’s huge investment in foreign propaganda
work, Grand Overseas Propaganda Campaign (大外宣) since every country is engaging
in the same business? Foreign propaganda work is also called soft power initially. All
countries are striving to manage and of course they have invested great amount of capital.
For instance, the Korean film and television industry, which is marketed globally, it has

政 治 大
advertisement. Yet, what is inappropriate with the CCP’s Grand Overseas Propaganda
立
also been regarded as a model for the country to invest in cultural innovation and

‧ 國

culture?

學

Campaign, such as the Confucius Institute’s promotion of language education and Chinese

‧

On August 19, 2013, Xi Jinping attended and made an important speech at the National
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Propaganda and Ideology Work Conference in Beijing. The Spirit of the Comrade of his
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speech indicated that it is important to compete for the right to speak internationally:

n

We must meticulously do foreign propaganda work well. Following our
country’s economic and social development… there are still quite a few
misunderstandings about us, the “China Threat Theory”, the “China
Collapse Theory” and other such theories linger in one’s ears… But,
the West still “slights” China. In the international public opinion
structure, the West is strong and we are weak, Western major media
control global public opinion, we often have rationales that we cannot
speak out about, or once we’ve spoken about the, we can’t
communicate them. This problem must be resolved with great efforts.
We must strive to move international communications capacity
construction forward, innovate foreign propaganda methods, strengthen
discourse system construction, strive to forge new concepts, new
categories and new expressions that circulate between China and the
outside world, tell China’s story well, disseminate China’s voice well,
and strengthen our discourse power internationally (Rogier 2013).
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According to Eric (2018), concerning soft power, China was the sole major country
that considered succeed in the trend. “It integrated itself into the post-World War II
4
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international order by expanding deep and broad cultural and economic ties with virtually
all countries in the world”. Now China is the largest trading nation in the world and history,
and it refused to become a consumer of Western soft power. To quote from Eric (2018),
“It rejected Western definitions of democracy, freedom, and human rights, and it retained
and strengthened its one-party political system. In soft power terms, China did not agree to
want what the West wanted—culturally, ideologically, or institutionally”. Economically,
China was an agriculture-based economy. However, it has turned from a poor backwater

治
政
大 lived under the ‘extreme
the “pyramid of poverty”. “Forty years ago, 9 out of 10 Chinese
立

into the largest industrial economy in the world. According to Allison (2018), he calls this

poverty line’ set by the World Bank. Today, the pyramid has been flipped, with only around
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10 percent of Chinese living under that line”. Politically, it is obvious to see as a country

‧

implement socialism, the nation is relatively united as a whole and consistently support
their country leader. As the West is struggling to cope with the shortcomings and the
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complex democratic process, China is taking the opportunity to promote its one-party
political system. Compare with several predecessors, current country leader Xi Jinping
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believes that China’s ideological conviction competition with the West is much deeper.

engchi

Chinese propaganda experts are no longer satisfied with the idea of “dominant democracy”
outside the country, but consider that if the Communist Party expects to continue to take
power, it will be necessary to focus on making China’s ideology attractive. China has
significant performance with regards to its political perspective, economic perspective, also
its power countermeasure tactics to deal with the West. On the report of China’s influence
recently from National Endowment for Democracy, the attempts by Beijing to “wield
influence in the spheres of media, culture, think tanks, and academia is neither a ‘charm

5
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offensive’, nor an effort to ‘win hearts and minds’.” The report argues that “It is better
categorized as “sharp power” that pierces, penetrates, or perforates the political and
information environment in the targeted countries (Walker & Ludwig, 2017, p.6)”.
To begin with, briefly distinguish the differences between sharp power and soft power.
The latter mainly enhances its own attractiveness or persuasion (image) through cultural
communication; the former to use gain as a lure and threat to make the paradox that is
beneficial to the narratives and become mainstream internationally. Avoiding and

政 治 大
by authoritarian powers in expanding economic projects and national image overseas.
立

suppressing negative issues and accountabilities, thus reducing the resistance encountered
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In order to better understand the essence of sharp Power, it will be significant to
understand its predecessors. International Relations theorists distinguish “Power” into a

‧

variety of forms, features and can be exercised with different degree of intensity, either
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good or bad, as force and violence, or with kindness and civility. Power in the field of
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international relations is basically “State Power”, signifying both economic and military
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power. With the aid of traditional understanding and interpretation of power, it connects

Ch
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the relationship between the “State Power” and “sharp power” that the latter needs the
former as an upholder, which will support the aspects of the research. The concept of
different power will be addressed in the Chapter 2.
1.3 Research Objectives
Above mentioned information and operations are undeniably reflecting that Taiwan
government should face up to the harm of democratic values by the “information warfare”
that uses the Internet and media as a tool. Taiwan is at the forefront of the United Front top

6
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list of the CCP, it is necessary to respond to the CCP’s “sharp power” infiltration in national
security level but with flexible manner. In the competition between autocratic and
democratic states, it is also critical to analyze the strategies and tactics that China uses to
manipulate other countries.
In the recent years, due to the strengthening of economic capability and the vigorous
development of military force, the CCP has been convinced that in order to gain the
recognition of the international community, it is necessary to promote “soft power” to

政 治 大

reconstruct and shape the cultural sovereignty and peaceful image to the outside world.

立

However, the CCP is accused of using “soft power” to cloak “sharp power” and
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exporting subversive and pervasive policies to influence and undermine the political
system of a target country. Since China has gradually become an influential power of the

‧

international community, based on the complex historical background of both sides, it will
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have a considerable impact on Taiwan in terms of sovereignty, national security, politics,
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and economy levels. Therefore, it is hoped that through the discussion of this paper, we
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will better understand the practices and implications of the CCP’s sharp power penetration,
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and then explore the difficulties and challenges it may face, eventually benefit our country
in response to the development of the cross-strait situation.
The main research purposes of this paper are as follows:
(1) In Chapter 2, I will explain the difference between sharp power, soft power, hard
power and smart power.
(2) In Chapter 3, I will illustrate the difference and similarity between sharp power and
the United Front.

7
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1.4 In Chapter 4, I will explore China’s sharp power operation in Taiwan.
1.5 Methodology
1.4.1 Research Method
This paper will be proceeded with Case Study method to investigate China’s sharp
power influences in Taiwan. What are the impacts of China’s sharp power in Taiwan’s
society? How does China wield sharp power to influence Taiwan? And, who are the targets
of sharp power’s infiltrating strategy?

治
政
Case study researchers believe that a case is a description
大 of the real situation, usually
立
written in words to stimulate the reader’s deliberation, to get a clear understanding of the
‧ 國

學

facts, the problem and to feasible solutions. Yin (1984) argues that the case study is defined

‧

as: a case study is a practical way of investigation, when the boundary between the
phenomenon being studied and real life is not clear, the current situation is investigated
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through evidence from various sources. And the case studies must grasp the three principles:
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(1) Using multiple sources of evidence; (2) Establishing a database of case study; (3)
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Maintaining the relevance of the evidence. Gillham (2000) argues that there are some

engchi

fundamental elements of a case study: “a unit of human activity embedded in the real world;
which can only be studied or understood in context; which exists in the here and now; that
merges in with its context so that precise boundaries are difficult to draw” (p.1). Liu (2002)
claims that a case study has the following characteristics: 1) Engaged in the study of
phenomena in natural setting; 2) Use a variety of data collections methods; 3) The analysis
unit can be a single case of multiple cases; 4) Understand the complexity of each case; 5)
Case study method is more suitable for problems that are still in the stage of exploration
with less previous study; 6) No variable manipulation, experimental design or control; 7)
8
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Study current phenomena to solve problems at present; 8) Case studies are more advisable
for studying the “why” and “how” questions, which can be used as the basis for future
research; 9) There is a considerable relationships between the quality of the research and
the integrating capability of the researcher; 10) Change the research object and data
collection methods may develop some new hypotheses; 11) Case study does not involves
presupposed dependent variable, or independent variable research setting.
Merriam (1988, p.38-40) classified case study research as following 3 types:

政 治 大

(1) Descriptive Case Study: Mainly in the description of the research target, commonly

立

used in innovation and unique situations, therefore, the information provided is described
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in detail as the basis for future research comparisons, assumptions and theoretical
establishment.
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(2) Interpretive Case Study: Also known as analytical research, summarizing data for
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analysis, explain and develop theory.
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(3) Evaluative Case Study: Including description, interpretation, and evaluation as the
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final stage, thus, the aforementioned steps are also included.
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For the case studies in social, political and economic fields, regardless of “case
experimental method” in quantitative research, researchers often cross the lines of
classification, combine descriptive, interpretive, plus evaluations as complete procedures
for research, as Evaluative Case Study method to improve the validity and readability of
the research report.
Combining the above scholars and the master thesis’s perspectives, the case study
research method is applicable to exploratory research when there is no/ less study about

9
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the topic. In order to ensure the integrity and validity of the research, the case data should
be obtained from multiple sources, and finally propose proposition and hypothesis for
subsequent research. Currently, there are only few reports that are aimed at the infiltration
of China’s sharp power in Taiwan. It is necessary to collect the secondary data as much as
possible to gain a comprehensive understanding of the ways and targets of China’s
penetration.
Therefore, this research will be conducted as Case Study method, and proceed with

政 治 大
situation in Taiwan, 2) the interpretation of the sharp power strategies of the CCP, and the
立
Evaluative Case Study approach, which will include 1) the description of the infiltrating
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evaluation to the whole circumstances in the final stage.
1.4.2 Case Selection

‧

According to the literatures and news reports, Taiwan is the place that suffered the
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most severely penetration by China’s sharp power, especially the report from V-dem
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regarding the false information influence, Taiwan is ranking at the first place to suffered
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the most disinformation from the foreign government. Although Taiwan’s connection with
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China still has a rather complicated and embarrassing historical relationship, in fact, since
the KMT (Kuomintang) government retreated to Taiwan in 1949, with the political reform
and opening up, Taiwan, has its own government, territory, population, and diplomatic
capability. Taiwan also established its own democratic system and political structures.
However, while we are enjoying this beautiful democratic system, China has never given
up its United Front tactics toward Taiwan, and with the time proceeding, it revised and
advanced the United Front strategy in accordance with the present international situation.

10
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According to the Appendix 1, news collected concerning sharp power influence
worldwide. Taiwan was mentioned 7 times out of 20 news articles. Like Hong Kong,
Taiwan is at the battlefront of China’s sharp power penetration. Sharp power, as a part of
the United Front strategy to Taiwan, can not be ignored. It is hoped that by straightening
out the cases, point out the loophole where the country is threatened by foreign forces, the
government can exert its “comprehensive power” to resist further subversion. In the society,
the mass population should also have a better understanding on national defense, prevent
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Taiwan from further subversive actions.
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1.5 Literature Review
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The emergence of sharp power was not gradually incubated by the academic
community, but was proposed by a politically prominent organization and reported
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intensely by the media. It is a highly politicized term used to criticize the ambition of the
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soft power and hard power. However, it is worth noting that this term has conceptual values.
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Academically, it leaves the space for the future academic discussion, while it also warns
the world against the destructive Chinese propaganda. To be clear about, China will be the
primary research object of this paper.
The cases of the CCP’s sharp power operation are all-embracing globally. Taiwan
should have the most manifest perception. For example, for movie stars, corporates with
Chinese market, or multinational corporates such as airline company, hotels or restaurants,
are required to express their position on the political and national identity. It is required to
submit, apologize, and declare to cooperate with the established political principles, even
11
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further conduct self-censorship, curb free speech and academic freedom, or infringe free
well to comply with specific utterances, statements and even force others to obey.
There are also many cases in the cultural and academic spheres that have received
attention and vigilance worldwide. For instance, as mentioned in the chapter “Research
background”, the Confucius Institutes established in many universities is regarded as
concrete illustration of sharp power operation. In the recent year, Australia and the U.S.
have continued to expose Confucius Institutes established in various universities through
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education research, but what it conceals behind is that China uses economic means to
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endowing with subsidies and donations. Ostensibly claiming to engage in Chinese cultural
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interfere with academic freedom, thus causing awareness and rebound from the academic
circles. There have been many cases in which universities have closed Confucius Institutes.
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The U.S. Congress also proposed to include Confucius Institutes as the registration scope
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Although there are research limitations due to the lacks of academic discussion with
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regard to China’s sharp power influences, it is still quite essential to understand and prevent
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China’s sharp power through observation of relevant cases analysis and induction. The
author hopes to make the readers better understand and evaluate the impacts by organizing
the arguments of both sides into the following two standpoints:
(1) Global accusation against China’s sharp power;
(2) The response of the Chinese Communist Party.
1.5.1 Global Accusation Against China’s Sharp Power
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After sharp power has been exposed, it caused international countermeasures, launch
investigations, publicly condemned and enacted new laws to strengthen democratic
institutions. Countries such as Australia, New Zealand, and Canada have repeatedly
exposed cases of Chinese government funding, attempting to bribe and affect politics,
universities, think tanks, and corporations. As the Economist claims — “even if China does
not seek to conquer foreign lands, many people fear that it seeks to conquer foreign minds”
(Economist, 2017a, p.9). China’s sharp power is now influencing the world, in many
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For countries, Australia was the first country to accuse China of interfering Australian
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countries and many fields.
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politics, universities, and publishing, which causes the government to enact new laws to
prohibit “foreign influence”. An Australian senator as the opposition party’s spokesman
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has accused of taking money from China and try to defend China’s side of the argument.
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a Chinese business figure, Huang Xiangmo, who has apparent links to the PRC, at the same
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government to “respect” China’s territorial
U south China Sea (Economist,
h e n gclaims
c h ini the
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time contradicting the policy of both the government and his own party, urging the

2017b, p.17). Australian Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull publicly denounced the
Chinese Communist Party for interfering in Australia’s internal affairs and announced the
new Anti-Espionage Law and Anti-Foreign Intervention Act in December 2017 to prevent
China's further penetration. “The new legislation banning political donations from noncitizens and requiring political lobbyists to reveal if they are working for foreigners”
(Economist, 2017b, p.17). In the academy, criticism of China is not appeared in the
conferences, and academic research topics try to avoid Chinese sensitive issues. The
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problem facing the academic world is that if you say too much criticism about China, you
will not be able to visit China and lose some sense of existence (Economist, 2017a, p.9).
Since China’s influence in terms of economic, political, and cultural are substantial, it
causes huge pressure upon the West. A book named: Silent Invasion: How China Is
Turning Australia into a Puppet State, highlighting the tensions between Australia’s
growing economic dependence on China and its fears of falling under the political control
of the rising Asian superpower, its publisher postponed the release saying it was worried
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college for years, but he left this information off his CV when he later applied for
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about the lawsuits. In New Zealand, a member of parliament had taught at a Chinese spy
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citizenship. This incident later alarms the government to put more scrutiny of China’s
influence in terms of the Chinese diaspora (Economist, 2017b, p.17).
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In Europe, Germany also accused China of trying to tend on politicians and
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government officials by providing free trips (Economist, 2017a, p.9). Peter Mattis from
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U from the Chinese institutions
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cash, it is gradually considered “normalized”
h imoney

The Jamestown Foundation, argues that many of these institutions in the West eager for

which have party link with the PRC. Chinese money is criticized for buying influences in
politics, in the ways of party donations or payments to an individual politician. Norway
was economically “punished” by China because it awards a Nobel peace prize to Liu
Xiaobo, a Chinese pro-democracy activist. China indicates that “conferring the prize to
such a person goes against the purposes of this award, it is a blasphemy of the peace prize”
(Tom Phillips, 2017). As the Economist (2017a, p.9) mentioned, “sharp power helps
authoritarian regimes coerce and manipulate opinion abroad”.
14
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“China has made foreign companies continued access to its domestic market
conditional on their compliance with Beijing’s stance on Taiwan and Tibet” (Chinese
Influence & American Interests, 2018, p.4). For instance, Springer Nature, the world’s
largest academic book publisher, which has removed more than 1,000 articles from its
Chinese Journal of Chinese Political Science and International Politics on the Chinese
website in order to comply with China's censorship directions. All of the articles in question
contained keywords deemed political sensitive by the Chinese authorities, including

治
政
receiving the reward from China, the publisher got the 大
opportunity to sign a profitable
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“Taiwan”, “Tibet”, “Tiananmen”, “Falun gong” and “Cultural Revolution”. After

strategic partnership with Chinese technology giant Tencent (The Long Arm of China,
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2017, p.48). Another case of interfering academic freedom that caused a strong rebound
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was that in 2017, Cambridge University Press (CUP) succumbed to GAPP (General
Administration of Press and Publication [of China]), removing more than 300 papers and
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books review from its important publication— China Quarterly. According to the news
report, there are a lot of donations from the Chinese side. The case caused thousands of
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authors of the journal to jointly protest, later the University of Cambridge decided to
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withdraw the decision. Tim Pringle, the editor from the China Quarterly states that “we are
deeply concerned and disappointed by the removal of more than 300 articles and books
review by the Chinese importer. We would also like to point out that this practice of
restricting academic freedom is not the only isolated measure, but a policy of restricting
pubic participation in the discussion space throughout the Chinese society” （中國季刊：
對中國刪 300 多篇文章深表關注，2017）. In September 2018, Taylor & Francis Group,
an international publisher originating in England has removed 83 journals at the request of
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the Chinese government, including “The Journal of Asian Studies”, which is regarded by
the authorities as “inappropriate” content. According to the report, Beijing authorities
began to use commercial influence to pressure foreign academic publishers to call for the
removal of “sensitive content” （翟思嘉、楊昇儒，2018）.
A superpower like the United States also cannot avoid the impact of China’s sharp
power. “In American federal and state politics, China seeks to identify and cultivate rising
politicians. Like many other countries, Chinese entities employ prominent lobbying and
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public relations firms and cooperate with influential civil society groups. These activities
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complement China’s long-standing support of visits to China by members of Congress and
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their staffs. In some rare instances, China has used private citizens and/or companies to
exploit loopholes in U.S. regulations that prohibit direct foreign contributions to elections”
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(Chinese Influence &American Interests, 2018, p.4). Although the United States has not
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Executive Commission on China (CECC) has held the hearing: The Long Arm of China:
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h epenetration
Marco Rubio blames China’s overseas
i U the core values of democratic
n g c hthreatens

Exporting Authoritarianism with Chinese Characteristics in December 2017. Senator

countries, accusing China has extended its omnipresent “long arm” and stealthily exported
authoritarianism with Chinese characteristics. He also expressed the frustration that
policymakers and business leaders seem pretending to be naive while China arose subtle
attacks on academic independence and free expression, also for American firms or
universities have partnership with China is dazzled by the size of the Chinese market.
Nonetheless, the committee is mulling new legislative and a resolute way to fight back.
China awarded to companies and individuals who comply with the rules of the Chinese
16
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government. Hollywood was also affected by China and had to put a film scripts on hold
because it contained a storyline involving China’s abuse of the Tibetan people (The Long
Arm of China, 2017, p.3).
In Argentina, according to Juan Pablo (2017, pp.41-42), there are power struggles
among political elites. A Chinese-born businessman, Yuan Jian Ping, known as Fernando
Yuan was elected in 2015 to the Buenos Aires city legislature under PRO (Propuesta
Republicana) party list. He was an enigmatic case since he speaks little Spanish, does not
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local policy community, and only his business achievements were discussed. This is
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give interview except to Chinese media, no one knew much about his background in the
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regarded as China’s influence abroad through the political mobilization of the overseas
Chinese. “In fact, Beijing’s support for ethnic-Chinese candidates abroad is not new and
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was referred to as an area ‘for further development’ in internal Chinese official documents
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in trainings in China, promoting partnerships with national television network which may
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have higher willingness to broadcast Chinese-produced content. “They have also been
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successful in inserting the China Watch
regularly into several local media
h e nsupplement
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outlets. This supplement is nothing more than paid content produced by the official Chinese
state media”.
For the fields that has been influence by China’s sharp power, in business, “China
often uses its companies to advance strategic objectives abroad, gaining political influence
and access to critical infrastructure and technology” (Chinese Influence & American
Interests, 2018, p.4). The U.S. Commerce Department announced on May 15, 2019 that
Huawei Technologies Co. and its 70 affiliates were included in the trade blacklist,
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prohibiting Huawei from purchasing components from U.S. companies without the
approval of the Washington authorities. U.S. President Donald Trump issued an executive
order, pointing to the United States is facing foreign threats in terms of communications
infrastructure and services, and U.S. companies are not allowed to trade information
technology and services that may threaten homeland security（郭妍希， 2019）.
As Walker and Ludwig (2017, p.15) suggest that the Confucius Institutes, which are
built on university campuses around the world, teaching Chinese and calligraphy. They
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seem to be harmless, but their activities clearly support the CCP’s political proposition. On
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university campus, Confucius Institutes provide the Chinese government access to U.S.
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student communities. “With the direct support of the Chinese embassy and consulates,
Chinese Students and Scholars Associations (CSSAs) sometimes report on and
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compromise the academic freedom of other Chinese students and American faculty on
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the Chinese embassy and its six consulates
c hasibyUCSSA branches.

subject to increasing pressure. And the CCP sometimes even retaliated via diplomates in

At think tanks, there have been many attempts by Chinese diplomates and other
intermediaries (power holder) to influence activities by researchers, scholars, and other
staffers within the United States. CCP is also intensifying covert influence operations that
include funding Washington think tanks and coercing Chinese Americans. According to
the report, Johns Hopkins School of Advance International Studies, a major foreign policy
education and analysis institute, has received funding from Tung Chee-hwa (董建華), a
vice chairman of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, the party group
18
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that directs the Unites Front Work Department and includes a member of the Politburo
Standing Committee, the collective dictatorship that rules China (Bowe, 2018, p.15). Clear
to be seen that “China has begun to establish its own network of think tanks in the U.S., it
also restrains the access to China and to Chinese officials of American think-tanks
researchers and delegations” (Chinese Influence &American Interests, 2018, p.4).
In media, the scale of Grand Overseas Propaganda Campaign (大外宣) has been
glorious, “with Chinese sources reporting hundreds of millions of dollars being spent on a
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multitude of projects designed to bolster China’s image” (Chinese Influence &American
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Interests, 2018, p.81). One of the most significant example of state-own media expansion
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is Xinhua News Agency. In the United States, the number of Xinhua bureaus have doubled,
and its stationary points have diffused in many big states such as Chicago, Huston, San
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Francisco, Washington, New York, and Lok Angeles. It also recruits local talent to work
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for the cause and it began a TV broadcast in English since 2009. China Central Television
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(CCTV), renamed as China Global Television Network (GCTN) in 2012, is another
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America’s second-largest TV company,
c h itheUChinese ‘Great Wall Platform’,
n

example of the effort to grab the right to speak. “In 2004 it cooperated with EchoStar,

including twelve Mandarin channels, two Cantonese channels, one Hokkien channel, and
one English Channel, and in 2012, it was broadcasting in seven languages” (Chinese
Influence &American Interests, 2018, p.82). Chinese investment in the U.S. media market
is not limited to the central government. Chinese provincial company also have footprint
in the United States, such as Sky Link TV. Chinese investment not only appeared in the
satellite Television but radio, newspaper, and online news. Even the mobile application,
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WeChat is another source of news within the Chinese American community, because it
examines and censor news and comments in accordance with rules set by CCP.
In 2016, Xi Jinping said in the Congress of the Republic of Peru that by 2019, China
would provide training opportunities for 10,000 South Americans. He also mentioned on
the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation 2015 (FOCAC) that 100,000 training places will
be provided to Asian and African developing countries within five years. These so-called
“training” are not simply training but take the opportunity to contact elites in various fields
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parliamentarians, political party members or former diplomats. As Cardenal (2017, p.68)
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that can exert influence in the future, such as opinion leaders, policy makers,
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indicates:
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Beijing is also trying to recruit Peru’s ethnic Chinese population, one
of the oldest and largest in Latin America, the first are those who
maintain Chinese citizenship and, therefore, have stronger, more direct
ties to China; this group includes the descendants of the workers of
Cantonese origin who migrated to Peru after 1849, as well as the socalled new migrants—mostly from Fujian province—who have been
flowing into the country since the 1980s. The second group are
Peruvian citizens born in the country with mixed Peruvian-Chinese
ancestry, locally known as Tusan. The Chinese government regards
overseas Chinese—whether they are PRC nationals or Peruvian citizens
of Chinese ethnicity—as national assets that can be leveraged to
support China’s integration with the world, serve as a lobby against
Taiwan’s independence, and act as soft power promoters of Chinese
pride and culture.
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This approach is equivalent to the one conducted in the United States. China has long
sought to influence, muted critical voice of CCP or supportive argument of Taiwan by
dispatching personnel to the U.S. to pressure these individuals while also pressuring their
relatives in China. “Beijing also views Chinese Americans as members of a worldwide
Chinese diaspora that presume them to retain not only an interest in the welfare of China
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but also a loosely defined cultural, and even political, allegiance to the so-called
Motherland” (Chinese Influence &American Interests, 2018, p.5).
China really has power as an economic development model, an analysis China’s
Trillion-Dollar Sharp Power Play by The Sydney Morning Herald, Bachelard (2018)
indicates that “after China pledged $US3 billion in low-interest loans and financing for
highway and railway projects in the Dominican Republic, the Caribbean nation announced
that, after 77 years of recognizing self-ruled Taiwan, it was switching its allegiance to
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built 27 projects in Papua New Guinea, worth $858 million, over the past decade. Fiji
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China”. “China is also courting the Pacific Island nations with aid and infrastructure. It has
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president Frank Bainimarama received high-level treatment last year, meeting Xi Jinping
and Premier Li Keqiang, who encouraged more Chinese tourists to visit Fiji. A few days

‧

later, Fiji closed its trade office in Taiwan”.
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institutions rely on Chinese market massively to make money, it is often difficult to refuse
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such censorship requirement; (2) The most serious consequence of such censor mechanism
is that it brings a lot of uncertainty, deterring researchers, educators and students from
conducting in relevant research or obtaining relevant information. Simultaneously, causing
more people to start “self-censorship” and trigger a chain of Chilling Effect; (3) In the past,
in the process of democratization or liberalization of many authoritarian countries, the
pressure from the major Western Powers is the most influential reason for opening up
prohibition and promoting civil rights protection. For example, the Chiang Ching-kuo
regime in Taiwan was forced to open up the ban on party, press, and martial law under the
21
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pressure of the United States. However, nowadays almost no country has the will or ability
to exert pressure upon China, or in another word, China does not concern the threats from
the West.
There are even more cases and allegations in the international arena regarding the
devastating Chinese sharp power. The author gives examples of more striking actual cases
for the readers to better understand that Chinese sharp power is far beyond our imagination.
As can be seen from the above discussion, Chinese sharp power through its influence on
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comprehensive power of the authoritarian state, publicly or non-publicly exert pressure, to
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the economic and trade market, the right to work, and even the security of life. That is, the
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influence specific targets, succumb others or self-censorship, and achieve the goal of
manipulation and influence public opinion. Its scope not only includes politics, economics,
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academics, technology sector, human rights, freedom of speech, which are closely related
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1.5.2 The Response of the Chinese Communist Party
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To begin with, these sharp power actions from China indeed cause anti-Chinese
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hysteria around the world as repercussions. According to the Economist (2017b, p.19), for
example, posters were put up in many universities threatening Chinese citizens with
deportations; Chinese teenagers were beaten up at a bus stop in Canberra; graffiti with “Kill
Chinese” in the University of Sydney. Since 1978, about 10 million Chinese have moved
abroad, the Chinese government worried about these overseas residents affected by the
democratic system, which may in turn affect China itself. According to the Economist
(2017a, p.9), as a superpower, China has the ambition to shape the global rules— “rules
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created largely by America and western Europe and routinely invoked by them to justify
their own actions”.
The concept of sharp power has accumulated and quickly projected the image of China
Threat Theory. Chinese scholars were not reconciled to allow the West smash and control
the narratives, one after another wrote articles to refute the paradox trap behind sharp power,
and try to counterattack with the concept of “Balance Power” (和實力) and “Wise Power”
(睿實力). As believed by 譚峰（2015）a reporter from People’s Tribune (人民論壇), the
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so-called Balance Power refers to the fusion of military, economy, discourse, and
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institutional strengths, and the sum of this new power in its process of practical
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interchanges. It is an amalgamation concept that integrates the four major fields of military,
economics, discourse and institutions, representing the inclusiveness of diverse academic
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traits in the field, it is also a refined concept that enriches the essence of Chinese tradition
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for thousands of years. The introduction of this concept shows the cultural values of
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Chinese nation and also forms a diplomatic strategic thinking with Chinese characteristics.
Together with, as claimed by 史安斌（2017), a professor from Tsinghua University,
the concept of sharp power was put forward when the world entered the Chinese-leading
“New Era of Globalization” ( 新全 球化時代 ), reflecting the anxiety of the Western
intellectuals and elites in the face of global changes. Facing some Western media and
scholars attempt to utilize sharp power to challenge China’s efforts in enhancing its global
image and influence in recent years, we must take initiative and respond positively from
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theoretical practical levels. The first thing is to continue to strengthen the construction of
our own theory and propaganda system, create our own Wise Power.
史安斌（2017) further elaborated that, in the past, China incorporated the concept of
soft power proposed by Western scholars into the national strategy, representing the
tradition of Chinese culture. Nonetheless, some Western scholars who hold the “Cold War
Mentality” feel astonished and disturbed on the one hand, insisting that soft power is a
patent of democratic country; on the other hand, eager to throw out the concept of sharp
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power to draw boundaries with China. In this regard, we must conduct Wise Power that
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is— combines the wisdom and moral appeals of Chinese culture, use the idea of “a
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community with a shared future for mankind” (人類命運共同體) as core philosophy, with
the law of propaganda and needs of the audience to improve the external communication
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and public diplomacy in the new era of globalization and enhance its effectiveness of action
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accusations against China, such as China crowd out western company in its domestic
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market, while purchase important assets of the Western countries; mute criticism about
China; manipulate western social elites; Chinese media propaganda in the west; steal
intelligence from the West, and so forth. These accusations are ambiguous, and many of
them are simply based on impressions. These false accusations indicate the west is
unaccommodated about China’s rise, also reflect that the west is reluctant about some elites
to recognize and accept China’s rise. Therefore, looking for various kinds of shackles to
attack China and exaggerate the normal friction between countries in different society to
the maximum. “However, China does not need to be nervous. We must firmly believe that
24
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these disputes cannot influence China’s rise. All our countermeasures should be built on
this amply confidence” （社評：中西這一輪摩擦，2017）.
The Confucius Institutes has always been considered to reflect China’s soft power, it
was originally based on Chinese and cultural studies, but as more and more institutions
point out that the Chinese government controls the Confucius Institute in the United States,
Argentina, Peru, and other democratic countries, intervening in targeted countries’
academic circles, gradually politicized, now it has been considered as a weapon of China’s
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sharp power. In addition to not allowing to discuss sensitive topics such as Tiananmen
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Square Protests, Dalai Lama, and Falun Gong, which surely shouldered the responsibility
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of propaganda for China. Subsequently, sharp power did not increase the strength of soft
power, instead, damage it. Nevertheless, Huanqiu also responded to this issue. According
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to the report, many of the controversial projects were welcomed when they first entered
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tooli ofUexerting sharp power, is actually
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universities, and the conditions for establishment are also negotiated by both sides. Now,

a reflection of the diversification of national interests. With regard to this complexity,
China asserted can face it calmly. As long as it is legal cooperation and also welcomed by
Western society. Yet, when the Western public opinion about the controversies are high, it
should be explained by those countries and Chinese-cooperated agencies. If some Western
countries cooperatives cannot stand the pressure of public opinion, then withdraw. China
will not suffer any losses. “In the future, we Chinese should deal with the West to establish
a sense that the other party’s psychology status often changes from superiority to weakness.
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It should be processed cautiously when dealing with cooperative projects that are prone to
disputes, and avoids carrying out domestic thought in the Western counties. In addition,
sometimes you can consider giving more interests when dealing with them, it is not a bad
idea” （社評：中西這一輪摩擦，2017）.
The Economist (2017b, p.18) also suggest that “they would be unlikely to convince
students in the West that China’s authoritarianism is admirable, even if they tried”.
Shambaugh (2015) points out that China invest 10 billion a year in order to increase its soft
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power influence, nonetheless, it has yet to see any provable improvement in terms of its
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global image, because the way China handles public diplomacy in the same way as building
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infrastructure: investing money and expect to see progress as soon as possible. What China
fails to understand is that despite it has mainstream culture, food, human capital, and
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miracle economic rise over the past few decades, as long as its political system rejects
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In business, the United States arrested and prosecuted Chinese citizens for theft of
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technology. On January 28, 2019, 23 charges against Huawei were announced, including
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allegations that Huawei had stolen T-mobiles robots’ information for testing mobile phone
since 2012, and secretly measuring and taking photo on confidential information, even
stealing part of the electronic device. The U.S. Department of Justice also accused Huawei
of using bonuses to encourage employees to steal confidential intelligence information
from companies around the world. In the lawsuit, the emails sent to its employees by
Huawei as evidence of the allegation. On January 31st, 2019, the Financial Times also
reported that the second Apple Chinese engineer was arrested for stealing the secretes of
autonomous cars. Jizhong Chen, a hardware engineer on the company’s self-driving car
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project, has been charged with stealing trade secrets, and taking photo on confidential
information. According to a criminal complaint file unsealed in federal court, Mr. Chen
had a personal hard drive filled with company’s proprietary material, including details of
car sensors and custom-built harnesses (Hannah Kuchler, 2019). In addition, Ji Chaoqun,
a Chinese citizen serving in the U.S. Army Reserves Program was arrested in Chicago for
recruiting engineers and scientists for Chinese Intelligence, including some U.S. Defense
contractor staff. Mr. Ji was accused of working for an unnamed high-ranking intelligence
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大Affairs at the regular press
2018). As reported by the Chinese Ministry of Foreign
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officer, according to a criminal complaint filed in a Chicago court (“Chinese national”,

conference on January 31, 2019, in the light of the Democratic Party senator of the U.S.
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Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, Mark Warner, worried that Chinese large-scale
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technology companies would acquire and replicate sensitive information with the help of
the Chinese government. And the Senator, Chuck Schumer, accused China of intending to
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replace the U.S. technology dominance position by stealing intelligence property.
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responded: “China recognizes that the
hUnited
e n gStates
c hisi theUworld’s number one technology
n

Geng Shuang, Deputy Director of Foreign Ministry Information Department of PRC

powerhouse, meanwhile, hopes that the U.S. can treat the technological development and
progress of other countries with an open and comprehensive attitude. You cannot only
allow yourself to develop, but not others”. He expressed that “it is completely unreasonable
to defame, blame and suppress the development and progress of science and technology of
other countries”. What is more, he emphasized that “China’s achievements in scientific
and technological development, not relying on stealing nor snatching, but the gains of hard-
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working and struggling by wisdom and sweat of the vast number of scientific and
technological dedicators” （外交部：希望美方以開放包容， 2019）.
Since 2017, Western countries have frequently accused China of infiltrating the
Western value system through sharp power measures. Wang Yi, the State Councilor
adjunct Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Chinese Communist Party, attended the 2019
New Year reception of the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, indicates that China
adheres to the path of peaceful development, never seeks hegemony, and never engages in
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expansion. He pointed out that China insists on not interfering in other countries’ domestic
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affairs and persists in building a pattern of international relations of cooperation and win-
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win. Only in this way can the earth achieve universal and true peace. It is quite a refutation
of the allegations against sharp power （在外交部 2019 年新年招待會上的致辭，
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2019）.
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Xi Jinping, the general secretary of the CCP, published a signed article, titled 「文明
交流互鑑是推動人類文明進步和世界和平發展的重要動力」 [Civilization and Mutual
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Understanding is an Important Driving
for the Advancement of Human Civilization
h eForce
ngchi U
and the Peaceful Development of the World] in the organ of the Central Committee Party
of China—Qiushi Magazine (求是雜誌) on May, 1, 2019. He emphasized in the article
that “we should promote mutual respect and harmonious coexistence among different
civilizations, and let civilization exchanges and mutual understanding become a bridge to
enhance the friendship between communities, promote advancement of human society, and
a bond to maintain world peace”. In conjunction with, he addressed that “all kinds of
civilization have their own merits, there is no good and bad distinction. To understand the
28
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true meaning of various civilizations, we must uphold an attitude of equality and modesty.
Pride and prejudice are the biggest obstacles to the exchange of civilizations. As long as
we adhere to the spirit of inclusive, there will be no “clash of civilization”, and we can
achieve cultural harmony” （ 習 近 平 ， 2019 ） . In this regard, it seems to have
implications on downplaying the accusation of sharp power.
To conclude this section, based on the above information on Chinese side, for a long
time, in order to enable the people of the world, especially for democratic countries, to
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understand the Chinese political system, China has spent a lot of resources to reduce the
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emotional exclusion of Westerners against China, thus affecting the attitude of Western
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governments to facilitate the exchanges and cooperation between the two sides to proceed
smoothly. However, such “defensive” soft power blueprint is now regarded as “offensive”
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tool in the Western community. China believes that such misjudgments will inevitably have
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a devastating impact on cultural exchanges, as well as the development of mutual trust.
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China argued that, if the United States and the West truly understand the essence of Chinese
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understand China’s contribution to h
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h i Upeace, project such as Belt and
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culture, precisely understand China’s development philosophy and goals, and objectively

Road Initiatives, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, it should be noted that China is not
contributing to “sharp Power” but to new choices and positive energy.
Finally, the successful development of China has proved that there is more than one
direction to proceed in the world, and countries can completely follow the path that suits
their national conditions, respectively. China’s proposition of building a community with
a shared future for mankind, constructing a new pattern of international relations embodies
the Chinese wisdom of what kind of approach human being should take in the 21st century.
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Appendix 1 enumerates the news regarding China’s sharp power influences in the
targeted countries in terms of the means used and the comments to it. By the way of
collecting the released news worldwide, this table can authenticate the argument over
China’s ambition to discredit the democracies, also overthrow the Chinese side
counterargument on global accusation.
The purpose of Appendix 1 is to reveal the following three things. Firstly, the influence
of Chinese sharp power is evidently covered the five continents: America, Oceania, Europe,

政 治 大
economic, academic, media, and universal values. Thirdly, China exploits economic
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Africa and Asia. Secondly, the level (aspects) of sharp power perforation includes: political,
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incentive (markets) to expand its global influence and to eliminate criticism.
As specified by Walker and Ludwig (2017, p.6), “what we have to date understand as
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authoritarian ‘soft power’ is better categorized as ‘sharp power’ that pierces, penetrates, or
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perforates the political and information environments in the targeted countries”. In the
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other article by the two authors on Foreign Affairs, the definition is also used consistently
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and more attributes are added on top of it, including how sharp power produces distraction,
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manipulation, self-censor, suppressing, co-optation, exploit, inoculate, subversion and so
forth behavior characteristics. Equivalent description can also be seen in the Economist
(Economist, 2017a; 2017b). Furthermore, when the concept of sharp power is based on this
definition and repeatedly quoted or discussed by different units (media, scholar,
individual…), the concept gradually spawned more negative attributes, including threats,
coercion, disinformation, bullying, intimidate and so on. Surprisingly, these reports and
articles have the same content as the news collected, which almost coincided with the
description of China’s sharp power.
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d means of Chinese development of sharp power. Simultaneously, it is hoped that by
straightening out the cases, point out the loophole where the country is threatened by
foreign forces, the government can exert its state power to resist further subversion. In
society, the mass population should also have a better understanding on national defense,
prevent Taiwan from further subversive actions.
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Table 1 Integration of Chinese Sharp Power Behaviors
Political

•

Snatch diplomatic allies: compressed international space,
perish recognition of ROC.
Agents: bribe politician to issued statement favor China.
Foreign political donations: outlawing money to influence
domestic election.
Political elites: who seek to attract Chinese money or attain
greater recognition may support China even it contradicts
national interests.
Intervene law-making process: to comply with Chinese side of
interests (e.g. Hong Kong Extradition Bill).

•
•
•
•

Economic

•
•

‧ 國
•

‧

Academic
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•

Economic dependence: intimidation to publisher or corporation
from criticizing China (loss Chinese market).
Market incentive: use economic power as a weapon to achieve
its ends (to export its totalitarian model oversea, “go with us or
go home”).
Policy: hope to attract professionals via high salaries (31
Incentives to Taiwan), may become China’s helper in the
future.
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Chinese spy: academic exchange, but collecting information
and affect psychological cognition (cultivate Chinese-friendly
people).
Sponsoring think tank: to lead research agenda and discussion
(censorship on publication).
Confucius Institutes: considered as vehicles for CCP
propaganda and cover for political activities (e.g. Belt and
Road Initiative).
Penetrate oversea Chinese communities, student association, to
gather information.
Ban dissident scholars: intervening the universities personnel
appointment.

•
•

Media

•
•
•
•
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Control media: eliminate criticism, shape favorable opinions.
Mergers/invest newspaper or digital publication: set up English
program to lead and shape image.
Cyber army and content farm: against candidates during
election, distribute fake information on social media (e.g. PTT,
KKnews).
Local media: fund/donate/invest/purchase local media to
conduct infiltrating activities by disseminate biased
information.
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Universal
Rights

•

Human right: through economic factors (Chinese investment)
to influence a country to Veto condemnation for it (e.g.
Greece).
Detaining foreigner or citizens for Rebellion reason based on
their criticism to the CCP or religion (Xinjiang Re-education
Camps, Tibet Re-education Camps).
Religion freedom: influence religion groups to spread the
“patriotic” thinking, and should be leaded and supervised by
the government (Bureau of Religious Affairs and United Front
Department).
Unregistered religious groups are constantly subjected to
various levels of persecution by authorities, including
intimidation, harassment, and detention (e.g. Falun Gong are
regarded as cult).

•
•

•

政 治 大
Through the collection and
立collation of the above literatures and news reports, there is

Source: organized by the author.
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a debate presenting here required to be discussed and settled: many countries and elites
believe that China’s sharp power is highly critical and needs to be confronted and repelled;
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while, there are quite a few countries and elites who believe that China’s sharp power has
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little impacts, inversely, it even accelerates its domestic infrastructure and economic
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development. Correspondingly, for Taiwan, does China’s sharp power have a substantial
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impact? What are the impacts? And, if the impacts do exist, how should Taiwan deal with
it?
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Chapter 2 What’s the Difference between “Sharp Power” and Other
Powers?
In order to better understand the essence of sharp power, it will be significant to
understand its predecessors. International Relations theorists distinguish “Power” into a
variety of forms, features and can be exercised with a different degree of intensity. In the
current international relations theory, there are three primary powers: hard power, soft
power, and smart power. After Walker and Ludwig (2017) along with the Economist
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(2017a; 2017b) gave a description and definition on China and Russia’s overseas
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more discussion space into the academic community.
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penetration behaviors, the word “sharp power” aroused heated discussion and injected
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such a term to describe specific behavior of a particular country? 2
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However, how is sharp power different from the other two? Why do we need to coin
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In this chapter, my goal is to answer the difference between sharp power, soft power
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U provides a theoretical basis
will help the upcoming discussion inhChapter
e n g3cand
h i4, which

and hard power. After I clearly distinguished the sharp power from the other two, this result

for comparison with the United Front, and also distinctly define the scope of the research.
Therefore, in the first four sections (2.1-2.4), I will define and describe these four kinds of
power, respectively. In the fifth section (2.5), I will conduct a more in-depth discussion
and comparison of sharp power with the other two, point out the differences and

2

I only introduce the background and definition of Smart Power in the section 2.3, do not discuss smart
power for further comparison with soft power, hard power and sharp power in section 2.5, because smart
power is not a new concept, it is merely a term brought up by Nye (2009) to refer to the comprehensive use
of combining Hard Power and Soft Power, which is not full-discussed in section 2.5.
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correlations and claim that: the definition of sharp power itself is evidently different from
the identification of soft power and hard power, the key point are (1) whether the executed
country is a totalitarian regime or a democratic regime, because this is related to the degree
of openness of civil society; (2) the degree of civil society openness; (3) Mandatory (強制
性) and Positiveness (積極性) of taking measures; (4) De-legitimation as a process of
stimulating, forming and sustaining social support, and granting rights and privileges to
selected social elites via key individuals in order to divide, weaken and isolate others (Want

政 治 大
advocated by sharp power scholars for future in-depth exploration by interested researchers.
立
& Groot, 2018). In the sixth section (2.6), I will put forward some conceptual deficiencies
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In the last section (2.7), I will summarize this chapter, explaining the arguments and
findings, and how the findings of this chapter help Chapter 3 and 4. The core of this paper
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lie in Table 2, which are the factors to first, distinguish sharp power from other powers;
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Second, to explain the difference between sharp power and United Front work; Third, to
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explain why China’s sharp power is not productive in Taiwan in terms of election results
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Table 2 Decisive Factors between Sharp Power and Other Powers

Totalitarian Regime

Non-mandatory but Active
Measures

Stifle public criticism

Infiltration

Control the media

Purchase

Lead propaganda work

Bribery

Civil Society

Legitimation

Freedom of speech

立

Normative values

政 治
Stimulating social support
大

Weaken and isolate others
Maintain Party hegemony
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Credible story

Source: organized by the author.
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2.1 Hard Power
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The development of the concept of hard power is quite unique. It is actually
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highlighted by the concept of soft power
be introduced later. Originally in the
h e nthatg will
chi U

theoretical framework of international political relations, a country used military and
economic coercion and conciliation to force another country to surrender, is a typical model
under the international realism framework and has not been given a specific term for hard
power (Campbell & O’Hanlon, 2006). Later, owing to the proposition of soft power, the
original typical model was relatively defined as hard power. In the 1980s, Professor Joseph
Nye from Harvard University distinguished the notion of “hard power” and “soft power”
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when he coined soft power as a new and different form of power in a sovereign state’s
foreign policy (Kayhan, 2008).
The definition of “hard power” is the means of using military and economic power to
influence the behavior or interests of other political bodies. The degree of this sort of
political power is considered aggressive, coercive. However, it is the most instantly
effective way when imposed by a country upon another country which with less military
and economic power. It relies on power measurement by the realist school of thoughts in
international relations theory.
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According to Joseph Nye (2003), “hard power involves the ability to use the carrots
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and sticks of economic and military might to make others follow your will.” The “carrots”
here represent the favorable actions—for instance, the reduction of trade barriers, the offer
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of an alliance or military protection. In contrast, “sticks” speak for threats, including
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military intervention, economic sanctions, or coercive diplomacy. As another American
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Scholar Ernest (2008, p.114) described, “hard power as the capacity to coerce another to
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act in ways in which that entity would do not have acted otherwise”. Therefore, hard power
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can be generalized as linked with the possession of certain tangible resources, such as
population, territory, natural resources, economic and military strength. Hard power also
remains important and crucial for a state to protect and guard its national sovereignty and
independence. Hard power has always been a normal measure pertaining to the U.S.
foreign international relations. The U.S. has become a super power since the Second World
War of the 20th century. Relevant cases in proof can be seen in the Korean War, the
Vietnam War, the Cold War confrontation. Furthermore, the Iraqi War (also known as the
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Second Persian Gulf War), the Afghanistan War, and the war on terrorism all regarded hard
power as a guideline.
Since the U.S. relies too much on unilateralism, it is believed that the unilateral use of
hard power means can resolve international disputes. Yet, the complexity of international
issues often far exceeds the expectations of policy makers. Hard power has begun to be
questioned and challenged by scholars at the end of the 1900s. According to Nye (2004),
he criticized “they focus too heavily on using America’s military power to force other

政 治 大
of military force on foreign soil has been harshly criticized in the case of Iraq and
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nations to do our will, and they pay too little heed to our soft Power”. For example, the use
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Afghanistan War, and both provide a stand for the arguments that such “hard power”
approach cannot effectively succeed in fighting terrorism and nation-building. Excessive
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use of force may actually lead to terrorists abetting and recruiting local populations to
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become members of the organization. “An extra dollar spend on hard power will not
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necessarily bring an extra dollar’s worth of security (Armitage & Nye, 2007, p.10)”.
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Wagner (2014), also points out that “The German invasion into Poland in 1939 and the UN
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economic sanctions against Iraq in 1991
U Gulf War are examples of the
h efollowing
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use of hard power”. Furthermore, as an authoritarian regime hard power and coercion can
be deployed freely at their will, while in a democratic system, they are responsible for the
electorate, which means that they cannot merely wage war or compel other nations.
Although hard power capabilities are a necessary under the current international situation,
it is not enough to guarantee states security. He argued that the role of soft power is much
more important in helping a country from having more enemy, prevent terrorists from
earning more supporters from the moderate majority. For a small country, it has less hard
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power resources and bargaining power to put other states under pressure and negotiate. In
the case of Norway, Leonard (2002) argued that when compared with hard power, “the
accessibility of soft power depends much less on the size of a state”, which delivering the
idea of small states have definitely the ability to build soft power. Regarding cooperation,
there are difficulties in dealing with multilateral framework among states. At this point,
soft power can play as an intermediate force by conveying and transmitting values to shape
the preferences of others through appeal and attraction, as an alternative or complementary
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the rest of the world- not out of step and out of favor”. 大
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approach. In the light of Armitage (2007, p.9), “the United States should be a beacon for
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2.2 Soft Power

Soft Power is a concept describing the ability to attract and co-opt rather than coerce
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or using force as a means of persuasion. Its main intention is to balance the tendency of the
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U.S. rely too much on hard power, also to remind government officials to have other
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options instead. The concept was coined in Nye’s book Bound to Lead: The Changing
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Nature of American Power in 1990. He further fully developed the concept in his book,
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Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics in 2004. In this book, he defined soft
power as followed: “A country may obtain the outcome it wants in world politics because
other countries—admiring values, emulating its examples, aspiring to its level of prosperity
and openness—want to follow it” (Nye, 2004, p.5).
The composition of soft power is primarily including a country’s culture, political
values, and its foreign policy. It is perhaps the most important tool that enables the country
to draw from their resources in order to spread their values and attract audiences. Also,
more effective in the contemporary world because of its endurance and sustainability. Nye
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(1990, p.167), claimed that “When countries make their power legitimate in the eyes of
others, they encounter less resistance to their wishes”. “If its culture and ideology are
attractive, others will more willingly follow”. His suggestions to the U.S. government that
the values of American’s liberal democratic politics, free economics, human rights should
be spread to the world to influence others perspectives. Soft power is a force changes one’s
attitude to act voluntarily. As Gallarotti (2011, p.30) stress, “compulsion leads to conflict
and voluntariness to consent which explains why soft power solutions tend to last longer

治
政
in the form of volunteering and intercultural exchanges: 大
立

than hard power solutions”. Rieffel and Zalud (2006, p.1) describe the positive influences
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Overseas volunteer work is a form of soft power that contributes
measurably to the security and well-being of Americans. Volunteers (…)
contribute to institutional capacity building, social capital, democratic
governance, and a respect for human rights, all of which help to make the
world a safer place for Americans both at home and abroad.
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Hence, soft power has beneficial influences for both the host and the home countries
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in terms of promotes intercultural appreciation and therefore prevent future conflict.
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p.99) indicates, “soft power is morehdifficult
e n gtocwield,
h i Umany of its crucial resources are

However, there are many limitations to its creation and implication. As Nye (2004,

outside the control of governments, and their effects depend heavily on acceptance by the
receiving audiences. Moreover, soft power resources often work indirectly by shaping the
environment for policy, and sometimes take years to produce the desired outcome”. Time
is an issue here since generating hard power requires less time as its resources are tangible,
while soft power takes relatively longer to build its “intangible” resources. Windsor (2000,
p.53) argues that the borders between hard power and soft power are getting blurred. The
argument is that “armed forces can also be called to participate in humanitarian and
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interposition peacekeeping operations”, which expresses the value and attractiveness of
hard power means (military). Cooper (2004) also points out the weakness of developing
soft power: Firstly, he questions the strength of cultural influence does not equal political
power. Secondly, the outcomes of soft power strategy are limited to particular situations.
Thirdly, the agenda for soft power practice may take too long even after the originators’
demises.
2.3 Smart Power
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“Smart power” is a term that Nye developed to counter the misperception that soft
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power along can produce effective foreign policy (Nye, 2009). Nye (2004) suggests that
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U.S. need a better strategy for wielding soft power. As a matter of fact, he does not consider
that soft power itself can supersede hard power. In order to meet the new challenges facing
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the U.S., he suggests that these two powers should be integrated and properly combined in
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terms of strategies and resources to achieve the best outcome. Surely, some foreign policies
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This notion of integration “is an approach that underscores the necessity of a strong
military, but also invests heavily in alliances, partnerships, and institutions at all levels to
expand American influence and establish the legitimacy of American action” (Armitage &
Nye, 2007, p.7). In order to achieve this so-called norms-based internationalism, the U.S.
needs an effective forum for coordinating global strategic thinking on a set of specific
practical challenges, following the interweaving effects of purpose, people, and money to
create the trust across government and the private sector. The core values to these
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endeavors of providing global good is momentous, because it helps the U.S. reconcile its
overwhelming power with the rest of the world’s interests and values.
Nossel (2004) published an article in Foreign Affairs, using the term “Intelligent
power” as a generalization of “smart power”. She explains the term by introducing many
practices such as using diplomacy, persuasion, empathy for cultural norms and religious
sensitivities, understanding of history, supporting the issue through scientific analytic
arguments, molding public opinion, pointing out human-rights violations and certainly the
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“Smart Power” by borrowing U.S President Dwight Eisenhower’s words: “leadership is
立

interaction with hard power. Nye (2009, pp.161-162) try to redress the connotation of
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about getting people to do something not only because you tell them to do it for you”.
Sometimes that is possible, but sometimes not, but it is certainly an important aspect of
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power. Thus, “Contextual intelligence is needed to produce an integrated strategy that
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According to Crocker (2007, p.13), he also argues that only hard power or soft power
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is inadequate when dealing with certain issues. “Smart power involves the strategic use of
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diplomacy, persuasion, capacity building, and the projection of power and influence in
ways that are cost effective and have political and social legitimacy”. For example, when
combatting terrorism simply use soft power resources to change the Taliban’s mind would
be ineffective and useless, hard power component needs to be introduced. On the other
hand, when coordinating with the Muslin world, soft power will be necessary since the use
of hard power would have negative effects. The Pentagon is another case of the argument:
it is the best military force department of the U.S. government responsible for national
security, but in the context of hard power there are limits to what can be achieved, such as
43
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promoting democracy, human rights, or development of civil society. As Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) asserts, “terrorism is a real threat and likely to
be with us for decades, but we pointed out that over-responding to the provocations of
extremists does us more damage than the terrorists ever could (Parmar & Cox, 2010, p.10)”.
The best way to combat terrorism is to find a new positive ideology to replace the subject
of a “war on terror” for American foreign policy. “The U.S. need a shared aim to strive for,
not simply a tactic to fight against (Armitage & Nye, 2007, p.12)”.
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changed rapidly in terms of how the military conducts warfare and in the mix of military
立
Although armies and militaries are important to a nation, their relative role has
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and nonmilitary assets. Ernest (2008, pp.111-113) claims that “the world of warfare has
become more digital, networked, and flexible, and nonmilitary assets like communications
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have risen in the mix of instruments of state power”. For instance, Bush administration’s
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national security and foreign policies were focusing on military strength; as a result,
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projecting an image of savage to the world which compromised the diplomatic and security
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interests of the U.S., enraging resentment around the world. Concurrently, the People’s
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Republic of China (PRC) deployedhdifferent poweri resources
strategies. President Hu
engch U
Jintao and his advisors analyze the world trend and adopt a balanced, integrated

arrangement of instruments to achieve their political goals: “the ‘China’s Peaceful Rise’
(中國和平崛起) is a clear counterpoint to President George W. Bush’s approach, which
has focused largely on the need to maintain military superiority”. Even non-state actor Al
Qaeda knows how to use the media across multiple platforms to deliver messages in
addition to enhance its position and influence on the world stage. This is a practice of the
new fundamental “Smartness”. Here comes to the wisdom of what instruments are most
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appropriate under what circumstances: one needs the ability to identify when to use one
kind of power rather than another on the context. Ernest (2008, p.116) argues that knowing
the strengths and weakness of each instrument is important because this is related to the
competent “to combine the elements of coercive power with the power to persuade and to
inspire emulation (to combine soft and hard power)”. As Ernest (2008, p.115) depicts in
the work that:
A genuinely sophisticated smart power approach comes with the
awareness that hard and soft power constitute not simply neutral
“instruments” to be wielded neutrally by an enlightened, all-knowing,
and independent philosopher king: they themselves constitute separate
and distinct institutions and institutional cultures that exert their own
normative influence over their members, each with its own attitudes,
incentives, and anticipated career paths.
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To conclude, as Nye (2009) suggests, in order to become a smart power, investing in
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global public goods is critical, which is to “providing things that people and governments
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in all quarters of the world want but cannot attain on their own”. Proponents of soft power
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need to be more convincing to convey that they have the ability to advance the welfare of
the country and to executive without hesitation (Machiavellian); while the advocates of
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hard power need to acknowledge the conversation in and outside the meeting publicly:

engchi

good diplomacy can prevent serious military conflicts (Ernest, 2008). By complementing
its military and economic might with greater investments in its soft power, that would be
truly smart power.
2.4 Sharp Power
Different from the military and economic coercion as a weapon—the hard one, nor the
soft one—uses cultural advantages, democratic values, and civil society to promote its
national image positively. Walker and Ludwig (2017, p.13) defined sharp power is a
45
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political operation from an authoritarian regime to a targeted country through penetrating,
subversion, stealth, and traverse its political and information environment. Compare with
the so-called “Charm Offensive”—a calculated campaign to use one’s charm to gain favor
or support, sharp power is a more straightforward, perforates, and robust assailing
manipulation.
November 16, 2017, Foreign Affairs Magazine published an article The Meaning of
Sharp Power by Walker and Ludwig. On the December 5, 2017, National Endowment for
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Power: Rising Authoritarian Influence. This report detailed the current situation of China’s
立
Democracy (NED), a Washington-based think-tank also published a report named Sharp
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manipulation of sharp power. The conclusion called for Western countries to counter these
attempts with their precious assets and values, such as counter-intelligence, law, and
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independent media. These two documents are invariably challenging the “soft power” and
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“hard power” propositions in national diplomacy. Both are direct analyzing of the
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strategies of China and Russia to export its political influence to democratic countries,
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countries are the authoritarian regime
U high pressured top-down
hinenature,
h i adopting
n g cwhich
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including Latin America (Peru, Argentina) and East Europe (Poland, Slovakia). These two

governance internally as they fight against dissidents, control Freedom of the Press,
monopolize information flow; externally, they actively control through media, culture,
think tanks, academic channels, incorporating with economic or diplomatic incentives and
intimidation to export its ideology so to achieve a specific political economy goal.
According to the Economist (2017b, p.18), it also explained the concept of sharp power—
“It works by manipulation and pressure, seeks to penetrate and subvert politics, media, and
academia, surreptitiously promoting a positive image of the country, and misrepresenting
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and distorting information to suppress dissent and debate”. These components have a series
of an interlocking phenomenon: by combining subversion, bullying, and pressure to
promote self-censorship. “These regimes are not necessarily seeking to ‘win hearts and
minds’, the common frame of reference for “soft power” efforts, but they are surely seeking
to manage their target audiences by manipulating or poisoning the information that reaches
them (Walker & Ludwig, 2017, p.13)”.
Australia was the first country response and criticize China’s sharp power tactics, as it
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“Like many counties, China has long tried to use visas grants, investments and culture to
立
accusing China of interfering in Australian politics, universities and publishing faces.
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pursue its interests. However, its actions have recently grown more intimidating and
encompassing (Economist, 2017a, p.8)”. By referring to the report Sharp Power: Rising
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Authoritarian Influence (2017, p.6), “Critical to the headway made by authoritarian
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regimes has been their exploitation of a glaring asymmetry: In an era of hyper-globalization,
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Russia and China have raised barriers to external political and cultural influence at home
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while simultaneously taking advantage of the openness of democratic systems abroad”.
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Because the democratic state is anhopen society, coupled
e n g c h i U with the current high-speed
globalization, the dissemination of information and the movement of characters are quite
convenient. The democratic countries have thus opened their doors, and the authoritarian
countries have been able to reach out easily. In contrast to authoritarian states, it is possible
to erect high walls in the country to prevent the influence of democratic countries on their
politics and culture. Such “asymmetry” has caused democratic countries to be attacked by
authoritarian states, and the authoritarianism of China and Russia has infiltrated, affecting
not only democratic countries but the whole world.
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China has drawn up members of the public sector/ civil society groups of other
countries through various economic incentives, exchange visits or forum platforms. The
purpose is to achieve the political agenda that China has actively set, which is quite
consistent with the position of the party and the state, and obviously to weaken the voice
of overseas criticism of China. In other words, the ultimate goal is to achieve a forcibly
public opinion manipulation by using the economic incentives of sharp power, suppressing
criticism of the CCP’s remarks, and maintaining its political influence and economic
interests.
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Table 3 Four Types of Power
Behaviors
Command (Nye, 2004)
Coercion (Nye, 2004)
Inducement (Nye, 2004)
Deterrence (Nye, 2004)
Bully (Nye, 2004)
Enforcement (Nye, 2004)

Agenda setting (Nye,
2004)
Attraction (Nye, 2004)
Co-option (Nye, 2004)
Shape preferences (Ying,
2008)
Communications
(Servaes, 2012)
Public Diplomacy (Nye,
2008)
Seduction (Nye, 2004)
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Sharp Power
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Strategic Diplomacy
(Crocker, 2007)
Persuasion/ Mediation
(Crocker, 2007)
Capacity Building
(Crocker, 2007)
Projection of Power/
Demonstration (Crocker,
2007)
Mutual Reinforcement
(Nye, 2004)
Public Opinion (Nye,
2006)
Penetration, Infiltration,
Manipulation,
Subversion, Stealth,
Traverse, Bribery, Selfcensorship, Temptation
(Economist, 2017a;
2017b)

Nat

Smart Power (a
combination of hard
power and soft
power)

學
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Soft Power
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Hard Power

Resources
Military/ Economic Capability
(Ernest, 2008)
Force/ War (Nye, 2004)
Sanctions (Nye, 2004)
Payments (Nye, 2004)
Bribery (Nye, 2004)
Coercive foreign policy (Nye,
2004)
Institutions (Nye, 2004)
Values / Human Right /
Freedom (Nye, 2004)
Culture / Ideology / Moral
Appeal (Rothman, 2011)
Policies (Nye, 2004)
Languages (Hashimoto, 2018)
Political values (Wang & Lu,
2008)
Positive Global Engagement
(MacDonald, 2017)
Cultural Exchange (Lutter,
2015)
Military / Economic Power
(Nossel, 2004)
Foreign Policy (Doug 2008)
Cultural Norms (Raimzhanova,
2015)
Religious sensitivities (Nossel,
2004)
History (Nossel, 2004)
Media (Nossel, 2004)
Human Rights (Nossel, 2004)
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Control media, political elites,
social elites, think tank,
Infrastructure program,
Confucius Institute, to mislead
the public opinion and deliver
false information for shaping
positive state image (Walker,
Kalathil, & Ludwig, 2018)

Source: organized by the author.
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The purpose of Table 3 is to provide the reader with a clearer comparison of the
difference between the four powers regarding its behavior and resources (approach), with
this table, the reader can explicitly identify the elements of these four powers when
exercising.
Hard power is the act of coercion, deterrence, and enforcement to force another
country to yield through threats, military power, rewards, or bribery approach; Soft power
is the act of attraction, agenda setting, through values, culture, policies, and customs to

政 治 大
peaceful manner; Smart power is the act of diplomacy, lobbying, good offices, and military
立
fascinate other countries to cooperate voluntarily to achieve their respective goals in a
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demonstrations, combining the attractiveness foreign policy and cultural values, through
both hard and soft approaches to cooperate or settle disputes; Sharp power is the behavior
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of totalitarian states through manipulation, temptation, persecution, bribery, infiltration and
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self-censorship, by controlling the news media, social elites, and political elites of other
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countries to disunite or mislead the public opinions of the target country, or cover up and

n

divert the public’s attention from the negative information of the country, in order to shape
its positive state image.
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2.5 What are the “Decisive Factors” between Sharp Power and Other Powers?
In the previous section, I have elaborated that the differences between the behavior of
sharp power, soft power, and hard power and the use of resources (approach). With the
introduction of sharp power concept, many originally soft power activities are no longer in
the category of soft power, but are regarded as in the sharp power field. However, what
factors have caused the difference in the recognition of soft power and sharp power? Also,
what factors have led to the difference in the recognition of sharp power and hard power?
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In particular, some power-research scholars believe that sharp power is actually a kind of
hard power, it is a disguised version of military and economic power. What kind of
argument is this claim based on?
In this section, I will cross-discuss the sharp power with the other two powers, based
on the proposition of power-research scholars, and the analysis of collected information.
The purpose is to find out the “decisive factors” between sharp power, soft power and hard
power in order to provide the reader with a lucid picture, simultaneously contribute an
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explicit theoretical basis when compare the meaning of sharp power and United Front in
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the Chapter 3.
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To begin with, there are some discrepancies of the soft power after Nye joined the
discussion of sharp power. On the one hand, soft power doctrine asserts that the distribution
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of power and tangible resources cannot be equated, resources may not represent power, not
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consistent with the mainstream American academic community (Neorealism), believes that

Ch
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the authority of soft power resources is actually the advantages of hard power. For example,
he indicated that the leading edge of U.S. information technology is the most significant
soft power resource in the 21st century which is what China and U.S. competitors lacks
(Nye & Owen, 1996). Countries with the most powerful information technology will be
able to offer the most free and self-serving information, dominant discourse hegemony.
According to his argument, if information power is soft power to the United States,
then what is the distinction of Russia and China’s information power? Nye and Owen (1996)
argued that “credibility” is the winning key to the information overloaded era. The
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competition among countries regarding soft power is to establish the credibility of one’s
information, in the meantime destroy the credibility of other countries information. If so,
what kind of information is much more credible, and how to make the information more
trustworthy than others? When answering this question, Nye deviated from the “tangible
resources priority” principle, also appealed to the prestige of normative values. This
pronouncement is coherent with the report and magazine from NED and the Economist.
That is, the essential source of soft power is civil society. These arguments assume that a
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information technology. Such a country will not only 大
prevail in the military but also
立

strong country with a democratic society will win the competition of soft power based on

produce the best-selling stories.
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According to Nye (2018), he clearly explained the dividing line between soft power
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and sharp power. In terms of soft power and sharp power, truth and openness are the
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distinct factors between the two. Nye argued that state advertising and persuasion surely
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involves some degree of framing, which limits voluntarism. “But extreme deception in
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framing can be viewed as coercive; though not violent, it prevents meaningful choice” (Nye,
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2018). Specifically, when Xinhua, China’s
new agency broadcasts blatantly in
h e nstate-owned
gchi U

other countries, it is making use of soft power techniques, that is normal; yet, when China’s
investment in propaganda grown huge, and secretly backs 33 radio stations in 14 countries
and even more, “the boundary of sharp power has been crossed, and we should expose the
breach of voluntarism”. Moreover, that is a smart move when China employed exchange
programs that augmented mutual communication and personal relations among students
and young leaders. “But when visas are manipulated or access is limited to restrain
criticism and encourage self-censorship, even such exchange programs can shade into
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sharp power”. Nye (2018) believed that due to the lack of an unrestrained civil society,
excessive state-led (party control), soft power is essentially regarded as sharp power.
Pursuant to this standpoint, authoritarian countries like China and Russia are not
willing to allow their society to have the right to express free will, consequently, they
cannot exert soft power at all, or even if they use, they will be like what the world have
seen today, that the state-owned soft power have become the exposed sharp power,
representing the failure of soft power. In political science, the power of state must be
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the guarantee for balancing the government from autocracy. In other words, if the
立
regulated, yet the power exercised by society is not, because the power of civil society is
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difference between soft power and sharp power is that, the former is exercised by civil
society, and the latter is not from civil society but a country wants to intervene in the civil
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society of other country. In this fashion, sharp power itself should be noticed, prevented,
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vigilant, and restricted.
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credible? Nye and Keohane (1998, p.9) have illustrated that there are three dimensions the
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democratic society outperform non-democratic society. They claimed that “to be credible,
the information must be produced through a process that is in accordance with professional
norms and characterized by transparency and procedural fairness”. Hurrell (2006) also
contended that the distribution of ideas, rather than material elements, is the key to the soft
power competition. International politics are both competitions for material power and
legitimacy. That is the degree of recognition that a country has won in the international
community. In consonance with Nye (2008), countries with soft power will be apt to make
their objectives legitimate, and have moral authority in other’s eyes, which cause it difficult
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for opponents to express their preferences and enhance the advantages in the agenda
setting.
Correspondingly, 郭盛哲（2018), explained how to differentiate sharp power, soft
power and hard power. He argued that both soft power and sharp power can be regarded
as comparison of hard power, which achieve the purpose by non-mandatory means, yet the
biggest difference between the two is positiveness (積極性) of taking measures. Soft power
is a means of attracting others with their own distinctive culture or values, and willing to
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cooperate with oneself, which is belonged to passive and voluntary means. Nevertheless,
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although sharp power is based on cultural values, it is a positive means of taking initiative.
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He introduced China as a case to illustrate that as Nye (2004) believes, China has many
qualities of soft power that attracts the world; In contrast, the authors of sharp power
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believe that China is disguised with soft power, in fact, actively trying to prettify other’s
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and foreign policy (Walker & Ludwig, 2017; Cardenal, 2017).
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郭盛哲（2018) summed up two levels of the three powers, one is whether the power
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is mandatory or non-mandatory; the other one is whether the power is active or passive.
Table 4 indicates the results of categorizing the three powers on these two dimensions.
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Table 4 Classification of Powers on Two Dimensions

Mandatory

Active

Passive

A: Hard power

C: Contradiction, not yet
appearing

Non-mandatory

B: Sharp power

D: Soft power

Source: 郭盛哲（2018，頁 34), translated by author.
He explained that A is the traditional hard power, both mandatory and proactive; D is
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compulsory but passive, there is no suitable types of power that can be classified; B is the
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soft power, which is both non-mandatory and passive; C, due to the contradictory state of
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emerging sharp power, it has the same positiveness as the hard power, also the same nonmandatory as the soft power.
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In the power study in political science, it involves the analysis on scope and domain.
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scope of power) as well as what topics are involved (the domain of power)”, “even when
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we focus primarily on particular agents or actors, we cannot say that an actor ‘has power’
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without specifying power ‘to do what’”. In his article on Project Syndicate, China’s soft
and sharp power, he defined hard power is the ability to influence the behavior of others
by coercion and payment; while soft power is the ability to influence the preference of
others by attraction and persuasion; sharp power is the ability to change the behavior of
others rely on subversion, information manipulation and pressure, which combine to
promote self-censorship (Nye, 2018). The common ground of these three powers rest in:
one actor tries to use some approaches to alter the preference or action of another actor,
and such motivation and process have given rise to some kind of power relationship
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between the two. In that, what part of an actor, such as behavior, preference, policy
orientation, or other changes sharp power have brought? From Nye’s perspective, if soft
power changes the preference of others, and that is based on voluntarism and indirection;
while sharp power changes the values of others, especially the freedom of speech, an
involuntary result.
Many discussions about the role of soft power resources in different scopes and
domains often neglect to clarify what effect does it have on which objects. However, after
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progress, because sharp power considers the domain, “who is influenced by China” (such
立

the emergence of sharp power, the analysis of “Chinese soft power” can have greater
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as neighboring countries) and scope, “how China affect” (infiltration, inducement,
intimidation), which created more opportunities for more systematic verification in the
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future.
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social elites via key individuals in order to divide, weaken and isolate others, which in
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Mao’s times were regarded as ‘anti-Party elements’ or today’s terms, civil society-like
elements”; “By legitimizing certain groups or individuals as representatives or ‘friends’ in
their given fields, the Party can de-legitimize by containing, dividing or denouncing others
so that critics can be co-opted, neutralized or isolated”. I argue that the concepts of
legitimation and de-legitimation can distinguish sharp power from other powers, also can
explain the relations between sharp power and United Front. According to the article, the
purpose of Unite Front is not to win hearts and minds of other countries, but attempt to
united all potential allies, in order to strive against common enemy even there are
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significant compromise to make. As a result, the cooperation of both sides is based on
legitimacy, for example, both sides are considered as Chinese, which is a source of
legitimacy. Because we all agree that we are Chinese, so we can cooperate to confront
those who oppose China and harm China’s interests. So, legitimation is a process to
stimulating, forming, and sustaining social support, and the other sides is to weaken the
legitimacy of others, which is the idea of de-legitimation. Utilize fellow travelers to attack
the true enemy for the purpose of de-legitimation of other government and cause fears.

治
政
on CCP; Secondly, to enhance the existing opposition and大
patriotism with targeted society.
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This tactic has two issues to deal with: Firstly, to handle the perception of Chinese people

buying specific people, which is the idea of sharp power.
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However, China’s control on sovereignty is limited, therefore, it must attack others by
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Exclusively, Nye (2018) illustrated how China’s economic hard power undercut its
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first, but when the debtor struggled to make payment on the debt he had taken from the
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and 15,000 acres of land around it for
h99eyears.
h i Ucase, China punished Norway for
n g cAnother
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Chinese government, like Sri Lanka port project, the government took control over the port

awarding a Nobel Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo, a Chinese human rights activist in 2010.
Since then, its salmon exports to China have plummeted. Also, threatened Australian
publisher, Allen & Unwin to restrict access to the Chinese market for a book, Silent
Invasion: China’s Influence in Australia critical of China. Clear to be seen, “China’s
economic success has generated both hard and soft power at first, but not if the terms turn
sour”. Moreover, 張登及（2018，頁 127）considered that Chinese and Russian regimes
understand and do not care about that sharp power is difficult to increase their
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attractiveness. Both countries also do not pursue the image of the country’s legitimate and
the moral authority.
As specified by Nye (2018), “sharp power is a type of hard power. It manipulates
information, which is intangible, but intangibility is not the distinguishing characteristic of
soft power. Verbal threats, for example, are both intangible and coercive”. In consonance
with Nye, 張登及（2018，頁 127）also claimed that “sharp power is obviously not soft
power, but a hard power implemented by a specific regime”; “To put it bluntly, only China
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and Russia have the ability to display sharp power in the current international system”. He
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believed that according to the definition, the sharp power wield by Beijing and Moscow is
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actually “compulsion without gunfire, payment without business” (不聞砲聲的施壓，不
見貿易的收買), in fact, it is a disguised version of military and economic power. 張登及
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（2018，頁 128）further argued that from the perspective of Neorealism, there are some
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derived from tangible power. Secondly, power based on material capability, whether it is
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sharp power or soft power, has what realists call, fungibility of power (權力可轉換性).
That is to say, power can flow and transform between different issue areas, especially for
great states.
According to Chapter 1.5 and Appendix 1, it is noticeable that the economic power
and other actions are almost mutual-affected. China through its economic influence,
whether the market inducement or acquisitions, funding, donations, etc., matching up with
the guidelines of the country’s external development to influence either Chinese-friendly,
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infiltration or even coercion behaviors at many levels. Consequently, it is boldly inferred
that the exercise of sharp power may be correlated with the hard power of a country.
Based on the above discussion, although we can explicitly distinguish sharp power,
soft power and hard power from whether the behavior is mandatory and its positiveness,
and its polity, we cannot argue that certain form of power is independently exercise out of
the other two. As propositioned by 郭盛哲（2018，頁 44-45), he argued that hard power,
soft power and sharp power are the relationship of “embeddedness” (鑲嵌). That is, soft
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power and sharp power are embedded in hard power. He refers to the concept of
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“embeddedness” in political economy (Polanyi, 1944; Granovetter, 1985), claimed that
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hard power can be seen as a complex political and economic action, interweaved with soft
power and sharp power in diverse degree in terms of strong or weak, active or passive,
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which has a profound impact on the process and outcome of hard power. In fact, it is
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actions in war still contain a wide range of acts that are in the hard-power domain, such as
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mass media, psychological warfare, political operations, and economic blockades” （郭盛
哲，2018，頁 44）.
2.6 Theoretical Deficiency of Sharp Power
Firstly, because the concept of sharp power was based on the specific empirical
cases—the two authoritarian systems of China and Russia, the degree and flexibility of this
concept is still far from conceptualization. That is, the use of cross-cases comparison to
verify the original interpretation. Because this may be related to the idea of “concept
59
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traveling” and “concept stretching” problem, especially when the concept was originally
formed based on a particular experience (China and Russia) to be applied to other cases.
To such a degree, what are the definitive attributes of sharp power? When cross-domain
comparisons are to be made, do other cases countries meet all the current attributes that
have been developed of sharp power? Besides, whether the use of sharp power only belong
to state as we have seen in the definition, or the concept can also be applied to individuals,
groups, and any actors? Such as hard power and soft power—can be mastered by different
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大the current sharp power, but it
In another word, the country may be the main customer of
立
actors, even though the main actors of international relations are still sovereign countries.

is not to exclude the role of other actors logically. These problems concerning the
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conceptualization and generalization of sharp power have not yet been discussed in the
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literatures.
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by population, territory, economic development,
h e n g c number
h i Uof troop and military weapons.
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material resource. In the light of this perspective, the measurement of power can be defined

When a country accumulates a relative amount of these elements, it is usually considered
having relatively enormous state power (Comprehensive National Power, CNP), such as
the United States. In the same way, when a country enjoys a great amount or development
of a certain element, especially military power, it can also be considered relatively powerful,
such as North Korea’s concentrated development of military power.
On January 8, 2019, when Nye (2018) commented on sharp power after the report
from NED and magazine from the Economist was published, he argued that “sharp power
60
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is a type of hard power”. Given that, can the measurement and determination of sharp
power be analyzed from the perspective of power of resource elements? For instance, the
strength of sharp power is determined by the country’s completeness of national power
elements, the degree of military and economic development, even if the current definition
of sharp power is primarily about the manipulation or penetration of political and
information environments. In other words, in terms of the information manipulated by the
authoritarian states against democratic countries, whether the big country has more “hard

治
政
大 can it still develop or have
even if the small country does not have “hard power” assets,
立

power” than the small country, will it have more sharp power than the small country? Or,

advantages in sharp power? Or, some small countries may not be able to exercise sharp
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power due to the lack of hard power?
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Therefore, whether the capability of sharp power is actually determined by the size of
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the country’s hard power, it needs further discussion and comparison, not to mention any
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unanimous opinion on it. These theoretical deficiencies can be explored by here after
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researchers to avoid the abuse of the concept of sharp power.
2.7 Conclusion
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The purpose of this chapter is to answer the differences between sharp power and other
powers. From the above discussion, I find that: Hard power is the means of using military
and economic power to influence the behavior or interests of other political bodies. It
involves the behaviors of threats, military intervention, economic sanctions, or coercive
diplomacy. Hard power can be generalized as linked with the possession of certain tangible
resources, such as population, territory, natural resources, economic and military strength
(Campbell & O’Hanlon, 2006; Ernest, 2008; Nye, 2003); Soft power is a concept
61
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describing the ability to attract and co-opt rather than coerce or using force as a means of
persuasion. The composition of soft power is primarily including a country’s culture,
political values, democratic values, free economics, human rights, and its foreign policy.
A country may attain the outcome it wants in world politics because other countries–
admiring values, emulating its examples, aspiring to its level of prosperity and openness–
want to follow it (Nye, 2004); Smart power is a term suggests that hard power and soft
power should be integrated and properly combined in terms of strategies and resources to
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大in ways that are cost effective
capacity building, and the projection of power and influence
立

achieve the best outcome. Smart power involves the strategic use of diplomacy, persuasion,

and have political and social legitimacy (Nossel, 2004; Crocker, 2007; Nye, 2009); Sharp
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power is a political operation from an authoritarian regime to a targeted country through
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penetrating, subversion, stealth, and traverse its political and information environment. It
is a more straightforward, perforates, and robust assailing manipulation. The authoritarian
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regime in nature, which adopting high pressured top-down governance internally as they
fight against dissidents, control Freedom of the Press, monopolize information flow;
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externally, they actively control through media, culture, think tanks, academic channels,

engchi

incorporating with economic or diplomatic incentives and intimidation to export its
ideology so to achieve a specific political economy goal. These regimes are not necessarily
seeking to “win hearts and minds,” the common frame of reference for “soft power” efforts,
but they are surely seeking to manage their target audiences by manipulating or poisoning
the information that reaches them (Walker & Ludwig, 2017; the Economist, 2017a; 2018b).
After a more in-depth discussion on the three powers, I summarized the factors that
can distinguish soft power, hard power, and sharp power:
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(1) Whether the country is a totalitarian regime. Due to the fact that totalitarian states
are hardly open up to civil society, they stifle the public’s criticism of the government,
control the news media, and lead the country’s external propaganda work. In Western
democracies, what is regarded as soft power behavior, when it occurs in a country
dominated by a totalitarian government, the government not only limits domestic civil
liberty but also manipulate the perception of citizens of other countries. On account of this,
a totalitarian state like China, even when exercising soft power, will be exposed by the

政 治 大

international community as it is now and accused of wielding sharp power (Walker &
Ludwig, 2017).
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(2) Therefore, the degree of openness on civil society has become an important basis
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for judging the exercised power is sharp power. The temptation and attractiveness of a
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country’s story lies in that the information provided is credible, and credible information
is to have “normative values”, and normative values is formed in the civil society. The
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speech, censor the opinions of the people, which result in the lack of voice from civil

engchi

society. With such an opaque and totalitarian approach, the story told cannot win the
recognition of the international community, nor it cannot make its own behavior legitimate
in others eyes (Nye, 2018).
(3) When a country is trying to achieve a certain political goal, whether the measures
adopted are mandatory. If not, the measures adopted are active or passive. If the measures
adopted by a country are mandatory, such as through military deterrence and economic
sanction, these acts are direct and have no choice, then these behaviors can be attributed to
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hard power; if a means is belonging to non-mandatory domain, such as through cultural,
value appealing, or even via infiltration, manipulation, or bribe political elites, the basis of
judgment is whether the positiveness of these actions are active or passive. Soft power is
to attract others to cooperate with its own special culture and values, which is a passive and
voluntary behavior. Although sharp power is also relying on cultural and political values
for attraction, it is driven by initiative to penetrate and buy into the political and media
environment of other countries in order to prettify its own image （郭盛哲，2018）.
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individuals as representatives of ‘friends’ in their given fields, the Party can de-legitimize
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(4) It involves the process of de-legitimation. By legitimizing certain groups or
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by containing, dividing or denouncing others so that critics can be co-opted, neutralized or
isolated. “Communists sustain their legitimacy not only by beating political rivals but also
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by conquering ideological alternatives within civil society, trade unions, churches et cetera”
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explored by here after researchers to perfect the concept and to avoid the abuse of the
concept:
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(1) Deficiency in the conceptualization and generalization of sharp power:
The origin of sharp power is based on the political interference of two totalitarian
countries, China and Russia to other countries. Therefore, the degree and flexibility of this
concept is still far from conceptualization. That is, the use of cross-cases comparison study
to verify the original interpretation is needed. In other words, do other countries conform
to the attributes of China in exercising sharp power? And whether the use of sharp power
only belong to state as we have seen in the definition, or the concept can also be applied to
64
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individuals, groups, and any actors? Like the concept of hard power and soft power, can
be mastered by different actors.
(2) How to measure sharp power:
Realist scholars believe that the concept of power can be measured through population,
territory, economic development, number of troop and military weapons. On January 8,
2019, when Nye (2018) commented on sharp power after the report from NED and
magazine from the Economist was published, he argued that “sharp power is a type of hard
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大instance, the strength of sharp
from the perspective of power of resource elements? For
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power”. Given that, can the measurement and determination of sharp power be analyzed

power is determined by the country’s completeness of national power elements, the degree
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of military and economic development. In other words, in terms of the information
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manipulated by the authoritarian states against democratic countries, whether the big
country has more “hard power” than the small country, will it have more sharp power than
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the small country? Or, even if the small country does not have “hard power” assets, can it
still develop or have advantages in sharp power? Or, some small countries may not be able
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To sum up, we can determine whether the influence of a country’s output falls into the
league of sharp power analysis by evaluating the state’s regime, the openness of civil
society, and the measures of wielding influence. According to Walker & Ludwig (2017,
p.6), “What we have to date understood as authoritarian ‘soft power’ is better categorized
as ‘sharp power’ that pierces, penetrates, or perforates the political and information
environments in the targeted countries”. In the articles of the two authors and other scholars,
this definition is likewise adopted very constantly, and more attribute descriptions are
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added on top of this, including how sharp power generates “distraction”, “manipulation”,
“self-censor”, “suppression”, “co-optation”, “exploitation”, “inoculate”, “subversion”,
“infiltration”, etc., these non-mandatory but highly active attributes.
Therefore, I consider the emergence of sharp power reinforce the analysis of “Chinese
soft power”. Because many discourses about power often neglect to demonstrate “what
effect does it have on which objects”, which lacked a systematic analysis on the role of soft
power resources in different scopes and domains. However, after the emergence of “sharp

治
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大(such as neighboring countries)
power considers the domain, “who is influenced by China”
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power”, the interpretation of “Chinese soft power” can be largely improved, because sharp

and scope, “how China affect” (infiltration, inducement, penetration those above-
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mentioned attributes), which produced better opportunities for further precise
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verification in the future. Especially, there are many reports and articles, different mouths
but same voice, investigated the negative impact of China’s soft power influence, and
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However, when the definition of sharp power is repeatedly quoted or debated by
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different actors, this concept gradually extended even more negative attributes,

engchi

including “threats”, “coercion”, “bullying”, “intimidation”, etc., these hard power
attributes that primarily based on the “economic incentive”. China through its economic
influence, whether the market inducement or acquisitions, funding, donations, etc.,
matching up with the protocols of the country’s external development to influence either
Chinese-friendly, infiltration or even coercion behaviors at many levels. Consequently, it is
boldly inferred that the exploit of sharp power is corelated with the hard power of a country,
the so-called embeddedness relationship as discussed earlier.
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This argument is unanimous with 吳介民、黃健群、鄭祖邦（2017）, the three
authors refer to the “China Factors (中國因素)” as the notion of the CCP use its national
financial capacity and global political influence to accommodate economic and political
purposes in the China rise era. They define “China Factors” as: “The Chinese government
uses capital and other related instruments to engage in economic absorption or integration
of other countries or region outside its territory, causing it economically dependent on
China, thereby facilitating the implementation of its political goals” (pp. 30-40). According

政 治 大
influence operations”, and “sharp
立 power” in the western academic circle. He analyzes that
to 楊昇儒（2019）, Wu, Jieh-Min indicates this concept can be refer to the “Chinese
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the mode of the “China Factors” infiltration is to apply business as “United Front” tool,
and handle money, material benefits, or commercial behavior as a temptation exchange

‧

mechanism for political purposes, and accommodate it to different countries and regions.
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performing, which is the embeddedness
n g c h i InUother words, sharp power is the
argue that sharp power involves the attributes of soft power and hard power when

output of China’s “comprehensive power”. It’s like using the Confucius Institute to sneak
political propaganda; and using investment and job opportunities to pressure them to obey
the will of the CCP, and self-censor. As a result, it affects not only freedom of expression,
but also the politics of the target country. The proposition of sharp power complements the
analysis of “Chinese soft power” and alert the world to be vigilant of China’s sharp power,
because China, under the party-state system, does not have an independent civil society,
social groups, or non-governmental organizations, that is, it must be led by party officials
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or affiliated with government agencies. Public diplomacy under this system is regularly
considered as the application of sharp power, increasing the uncertainties and dreads of the
international society about China’s expansion.
Although this Chapter helps the readers better understand the distinction between
sharp power, soft power and hard power, and offer the academical foundation for further
discussion, it still raises a question for further exploration in Chapter 3. Wu, Jieh-Min
pointed out that the Western academic community refers to the “China Factors” mainly by

政 治 大
And the mode of the “China Factors” infiltration is to adopt business as “United Front”
立

the conceptions of “Chinese influence operation” and “sharp power” （楊昇儒，2019）.
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tool, and use money, material benefits, or commercial behavior as a temptation exchange
mechanism for political purposes, and accommodate it to different countries and regions.
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For this reason, can the “United Front” operation be regarded as sharp power? What do
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Chapter 3 Is United Front Sharp Power?
When we are discussing sharp power here, many reports and news articles also bring
up the concept of United Front work to explain China’s operations of overseas influences.
The Chinese government uses the so-called United Front work to co-opt or eliminate
potential opposition force that may thwart the CCP policies or ruling authority. In addition
to focusing on resistance forces within the country, the United Front Work Department
(UFWD)—the agency responsible for implementing the CCP’s United Front policy, has

政 治 大

another imperative task, that is to carry out its influence activities abroad. Under Xi

立

Jinping’s leadership, the role of the United Front work in China’s overall foreign policy
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has become increasingly important.

In order to carry out overseas influence operations, the UFWD mobilized the
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“Overseas Chinese work ( 華 僑 工 作 )” to co-opt overseas Chinese and Chinese
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Among these groups, organization such as the Chinese Students and Scholars Associations

engchi

(CSSA), although they do not seem to have a clear connection with the official United
Front policy and institutions, can be seen from the many activities they are engaged in and
under the supervision of the CCP, these organizations are still somewhat controlled by the
United Front work policy.
From the perspective of strategy and purpose, the goals and strategies of the United
Front work seem to be very similar to sharp Power: both through the means of co-opting
and absorbing overseas “co-optees”, to achieve the purpose of “suppressing criticism of
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the CCP’s rule and preaching positive image of China, and encourage voters in democratic
countries to influence domestic policies and make their direction favorable to China”. Then,
can we say United Front work is sharp power? What is United Front work? Is there any
similarity or connection between the two ideas?
Groot (2018) believes that Chinese United Front can be a kind of sharp power, through
the “persuasion” of individuals, groups, or enterprises to achieve two purposes: (1) to
strengthen the status of the CCP, and (2) to stop supporting opposition groups. the goal of
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of their ultimate goal, however, there are some differences regarding their appealing target
立

this chapter is to explain that sharp power is actually a part of United Front work in terms
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and implementation modality. Thus, in the first section (3.1), I will introduce the
background and role of the United Front work. In the second section (3.2), I will explain
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the purpose, the affected groups and the guidance policy of the United Front. In the third
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In order to achieve its political interests, the CCP implemented a strategy which was
borrowed from the former Soviet Union in mid-1930s, called the “United Front” (The
United Front Work Department’s Historical Development, 2018). The United Front
concept was originally a Leninist tactic of strategic alliances, basically, it is a concept of
uniting lesser enemies to defeat greater ones. As specified by Lenin (1920, p.67):
The more powerful enemy can be vanquished only by exerting the
utmost effort, and without fail, most thoroughly, carefully, attentively
70
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and skilfully using every, even the smallest, ‘rift’ among the enemies,
of every antagonism of interest among the bourgeoisie of the various
countries and among the various groups or types of bourgeoisie within
the various countries, and also by taking advantage of every, even the
smallest, opportunity of gaining a mass ally, even though this ally be
temporary, vacillating, unstable, unreliable and conditional. Those who
fail to understand this, fail to understand even a particle of Marxism, or
of scientific, modern Socialism in general.
Specifically, the background of the CCP first adopted the concept and put it into
practice was during the time when coping against Japanese aggression with the
Kuomintang (Nationalists) as alliance in 1936. And from 1946 to 1949, the civil war
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Since then, the CCP put great effort into the United Front building and recruit “fellow
立
between Communists and Nationalists broke out after the Japanese surrendered in 1945.
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travelers”, including “famous intellectuals, writers, teachers, students, publishers, and
business people who were not necessarily themselves Communists” (Groot, 2014). Besides,
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CCP further enlist many groups outside the party’s ideological thinking, such as peasants,
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e n g c h U circumstances and culture.

The CCP’s United Front can be used in both domestic and foreign policy. United Front
activities incorporate working with groups and prominent individuals in society;
information management and propaganda; and it has also frequently been a means of
facilitating espionage”.
For the domestic reason, the CCP has drawn and subverted potential opposition forces
through the United Front work. It has not only successfully eliminated large-scale and open
opposition forces, including religious groups and ethnic minorities, but also motivated the
71
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public to show loyalty to the CCP (Charlotte, 2017). These policies are also used to
suppress China’s rising middle class and the other emerging opposition. According to Sun
Chunlan (孫春蘭), Minister of the United Front Work Department from 2014 to 2017,
once said “the new social class would be ‘a key focus’ of United Front work, which
historically has been an effort by the party to mobilize allies outside the party—students,
intellectuals, overseas Chinese and political associations and organizations in China—to
promote the prevailing party line” (Li, 2016).
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When the United Front work has achieved high success in China, the CCP has also
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extended its reach, in an attempt to influence foreign actors and policies to serve the
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interests of the Beijing’s authority. According to Kynge, Hornby & Anderlini (2017), they
indicated that a book titled “China United Front Course Book” (統戰訓練手冊), which
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“set out at length and in detail the organization’s global mission in language that is intended
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are intent on splitting the Chinese”. Since Xi Jinping assumed the office in 2012, he placed
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a greater focus on the United Front work, estimated 10 billion a year, and described the
work as important for the “whole Chinese Communist Party”, which should be carried out
together. Xi also change the name of the meeting from “National United Front Work
Conference” (全國統戰工作會議) to “Central United Front Work Conference” (中央統
戰工作會議), symbolizing the emphasis and elevation of the role on United Front work
regarding its foreign policy （申亞欣、欣楊柳， 2015）. He described the United Front
activities as “magic weapon” that aim at co-opting Chinese overseas communities and
building relationships with Western allies to make these foreign friends serve the CCP
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(Anne-Marie Brady, 2017). He said that “The Chinese Dream, winning “hearts and minds”
at home and abroad through United Front work is crucial to realizing the “great
rejuvenation of the Chinese people” (Kynge, Hornby & Anderlini, 2017).
Regarding the organizational leadership, as specified by June Teufel Dreyer (2018a),
the creation of Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC, 中國人民政
治協商會議), an organ that bring together the representatives of the various factions and
interest groups, which is led by the CCP’s Politburo Standing Committee (中國共產黨中
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央政治局常務委員會)—China’s highest-level decision-making authority, that embodied
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and concreted the concept of United Front work in an “institutional form”. And at the
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operational level, the CCP’s United Front Work Department (UFWD) handles the United
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Front activities plus other important organizations at home and abroad.
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Figure 1 United Front Work Department Organization

1st: Minor Parties Work Bureau: (oversees
China’s eight “democratic parties”)
2nd: Ethnic Work Bureau: Concerns China’s
ethnic minorities

3rd: Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan United
Front Work Bureau
General Office:
Coordinates business and
administrative work

United Front Work
Department

立
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Retired Cadres Office:
Implements policy
concerning
departing/retired personnel

4th: Non-public Economy Work Bureau:
(united front work on businesspersons and
private companies)
5th: Non-Affiliated and Minor Party
Intellectuals Work Bureau

6th: New Social Strata Individuals Work
Bureau: (targets urban professions such as
employees of foreign company)

學

Policy Research Office:
Researches United Front
theory and policy and
coordinates propaganda

Party Committee:
Responsible for
ideological and
disciplinary matters
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7th: Tibet Work Bureau: (oversees Tibet
policy)
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Xinjiang policy)
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9th: Overseas Chinese Affairs General
Bureau: (regional responsibilities)

10th: Overseas Chinese Affairs Bureau:
(media, educational, and cultural work)

11th: Religious Work Bureau: (functional
responsibilities, e.g. religious schools)

12th: Religious Work Bureau:
(responsibilities for specific religions)

Sources: Alex Joske (2019), p.8.
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The UFWD is the functional department of the CCP’s United Front work at home and
abroad. It is directly responsible to the Central Committee of the CCP and implements the
United Front strategies formulated by the CPPCC. As explained by Marcel (2017), the
organizational structure of the UFWD is divided into four offices and nine bureaus, each
of which is responsible for the United Front work of a specific group (階層人士). After
taking office, Xi Jinping intentionally set up two bureaus for the “new social classes”
(middle class) and Xinjiang work in 2015, try to foster the support and loyalty of the
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to the CCP, at the same time, suppress the separatism movement in the area, such as impose
立
emerging middle classes and Xinjiang people (Uyghur ethnic group, Muslim minorities)
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“political re-educational campaign” for “rehabilitation” (Marcel, 2017; Rubio, 2018).

Except for the official institutions, other organizations also play a crucial role in
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overseas United Front work, by using a range of methods to influence overseas Chinese
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preferred positions and policies. Official/quasi-official machineries including the Chinese
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Confucius Institutes, China
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Association for International
h e n g c h i U Friendly Contact

(CAIFC),

Chinese Students and Scholars Associations (CSSA), are all engaged in overseas United
Front work under the guidance or funding of the United Front Work Department (Bowe,
2018; Bethany, 2017; Saul, 2017).
In addition, in the light of June Teufel Dreyer (2018b), along with Hsiao (2018), the
UFWD is also responsible for supervising the United Front work against Hong Kong,
Macao and Taiwan. The various influential activities in these areas are aimed at
suppressing local independence movements, undermining local identity and promoting
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local support for the political system of the Beijing authorities (Bowe, 2018). In these cases,
the United Front work serves the following purposes: promote the preferences narratives
of Beijing, force individuals living in a free, open society to self-censor, avoid talking about
issues that the CCP is not happy with, harass or even destroy groups that having a critical
opposition against Beijing.
Eventually, to wrap up this section, “China’s attempts to guide, buy, or coerce political
influence abroad are widespread”, countries like Australia, New Zealand and other states

治
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大 approaches, adapted to fit
part of a global strategy with almost identical, longstanding
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in Europe are also under the wave. Eventually, “China’s foreign influence activities are

current government policies. They are a core task of China’s United Front work; one of the
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CCP’s famed ‘magic weapons’ (法寶) that helped bring it to power” (Anne-Marie, 2017,
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p.2).
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important tool, by exploiting individual’s sympathy for Chinese emotion and ideology, as
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well as providing financial assistance to the key groups, in order to strengthen support for
the CCP at home and abroad (Bowe, 2018; Jichang, 2017). The escalating role of United
Front is also reflected in the personnel appointment. According to Groot (2015), not only
more and more United Front Department Officials have entered high-level positions in the
CCP and government, but also more than 40,000 new United Front cadres have been
recruited in Xi’s tenure. As reported by James Kynge, Lucy Hornby, & Jamil Anderlini
(2017), Beijing are constantly reinforcing efforts in the work overseas, “almost all Chinese
embassies now have assigned staff formally tasked with UFWD”. Also, for the purpose of
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ensuring the United Front work follows Xi Jinping’s guidance, the Central Committee of
CCP established a “Leading Small Groups” (LSGs, 領導小組) on United Front Work with
Xi at its head, “signifying a direct line of command from the Politburo to United Front”.
Conforming to Johnson, Kennedy & Qiu (2017), “LSGs are coordinating bodies that
address important policy areas that involve several different (and occasionally competing)
parts of the bureaucracy”. Because the Politburo Standing Committee must have some
assessments and analyses on policy details before a decisive conclusion on major issues,

政 治 大

in addition, it must have an authoritative decision-making essence before being delivered
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to the relevant units of PRC’s State Council, accordingly, it not only has decision-making
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functions. Moreover, it is often necessary to first allow the heads of relevant departments
to reach a consensus on the content and the nature of the issue, so that they can provide
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reference for specific projects before submitting to the Politburo Standing Committee, as
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a result, the project can be smoothly promoted. Therefore, the LSGs is a mechanism similar
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to “party-government coordination” and “party-government operation”. This originally
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setting and implementing than ever before
h i tenure.
g cXi’s

v

created information-gathering agencies have become much more involved in the policy

Xi Jinping has begun to sense that the outside word is biased against China, must take
the initiative to control the world’s impression. According to the report from Hudson
Institute, The Chinese Communist Party’s Foreign Interference Operations: How the U.S
and Other Democracies Should Respond, “the CCP’s goal is to quell dissenting and
negative voices at home and abroad and influence civil society and governments abroad”.
“The CCP, by changing how democracies speak and think about the PRC, is making ‘the
world safe’ for its continued reign”. “Its targets range from prominent politicians and
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businesspeople to academics, students, media, and Chinese diaspora communities. With
deep coffers and the help of Western enablers, the CCP use money, rather than Communist
ideology, as a powerful source of influence, creating parasitic relationships of long-term
dependence” (Parello-Plesner & Li, 2018, p.3-4). In the light of Gerald Groot, an author of
Managing Transitions: The Chinese Communist Party, United Front Work, Corporatism,
and Hegemony (2004), he pointed out that the United Front work is about telling China
preferred “China story”, historical interpretation of the CCP’s preferences, and encourage

治
政
大to shape foreign public opinion
believed by Annie-Marie (2017, p.6), “Xi’s massive efforts
立

“stooge” in various countries to promote the Chinese version of narrative (Kuo, 2018). As

in order to influence the decision-making of foreign governments and societies, reflects
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both growing confidence of the Xi government in China’s international influence, and the

‧

high stakes strategy he is pursuing to maintain his regime through boosting economic
growth and tightening control of information”. Intending to further promote favorable
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narratives serve Beijing authorities, the CCP utilize overseas United Front work to stifle
criticism of its governance and promote positive image on China. It also encouraged voters
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in democratic countries to influence domestic policies in ways advantageous to China.
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All in all, the primary mission of United Front work is to “guide” overseas Chinese,
in other words, overseas Chinese are the main targets. As said by Hamilton & Joske (2018,
p.4), “their essential purpose is to mobilize sympathetic or potentially sympathetic Chinese
community groups to serve the interests of the CCP while at the same time suppressing or
marginalizing organizations hostile to the Party”, by using ethnic, cultural, political, and
economic ties, ideally of their own accord. Bowe (2017, p.7) also argued that “the UFWD
teaching manual directs operatives to win overseas Chinese over to the CCP’s side by
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emphasizing ‘flesh and blood’ ties to China with the goal of securing political, moral, and
financial support for the CCP. In order to achieve this goal, UFWD officials often meet
with local chapters of ‘Hometown Association (海外同鄉會)’, sometimes along with
senior staff from Chinese consulates”.
In March 2018, the CCP reorganized and merged the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office
into the UFWD, and fully responsible for overseas Chinese, ethnic and religious affairs.
According to Yang Shu (楊恕), a specialist in Central Asian studies at Lanzhou University,

政 治 大

explained that “it means management of religious affairs and ethnic issues will be stepped
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up, and we could see the authorities taking a tighter grip than before” (Ng & Lau, 2018).
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Chinese intelligence agencies will also force overseas Chinese to serve as informer and
monitor other overseas Chinese, both in the United States and other countries. This shows

‧

that these co-optees are trying to actively engaged in overseas Chinese work while covering
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up official contacts stealthily. For example, as identified by Chen Yonglin (陳用林), a
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“When I worked at the Chinese consulate, they were very concerned about the attitudes

Ch

engchi

of overseas [Chinese] students, The Chinese government is definitely organizing them
to report back to the party, using a twin-pronged approach of threats and profit” (Ng &
Wong, 2018). And he further explained that “On the one hand they threaten and put
pressure on them, and on the other they say that the party will reward those who
cooperate, the Chinese Communist Party has poured huge amounts of money into its
infiltration networks” (Ng & Wong, 2018).
Over and above, Chinese intelligence agencies will also specifically target minorities,
such as Uighurs living abroad, threatening them to be Chinese informer, otherwise they
79
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will send their relatives in Xinjiang to the “re-education camp”. As a case in point, “Barna,
a Uighur who lives in a major U.S. city received an odd message from her mother, who
lives in China, asked her to send her U.S. car license plate number, her phone number, her
U.S. bank card number and a photo of her ID card”. “Barna knew that their conversation
was likely being monitored by the China authority, thus she agreed to send the photo of
her ID card”. Barna said, “From her unsettled voice, I can tell she has been pushed by the
authorities, for the sake of my mom’s safety, I said OK” (Allen-Ebrahimian, 2018). James

治
政
expressed that “I’ve heard about many of these cases of大
influence and intimidation from
立

Millward, a professor of Chinese and Central Asian history at Georgetown University, also

Chinese authorities being extended to Uighurs abroad, whether they are students or
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journalists or everyday people”, “In many cases they are permanent residents, green card

‧

holders, or even citizens in the United States, Australia, or elsewhere” (Allen-Ebrahimian,
2018). Referring to interviews conducted by Rajagopalan (2018), a news reporter at
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BuzzFeed News from Istanbul:
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Every person interviewed for this article said state security operatives
told them their families could be sent to, or would remain in, internment
camps for “reeducation” if they did not comply with their demands. It
was a campaign, they said, that aimed not only to gather details about
Uighurs’ activities abroad, but also to sow discord within exile
communities in the West and intimidate people in hopes of preventing
them from speaking out against the Chinese state (Rajagopalan, 2018).
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In conclusion, the purpose of this section is to explain how the United Front work
operates. I introduce the organizational structure of the United Front, how the CCP
eliminate dissentient voice domestically, further explain how they conduct operation
overseas through the hands of the oversea Chinese. In order to make the readers better
understand the essence of the United Front work, I quote the conference paper authored by
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Annie-Marie (2017), which evidently arrange the purpose of the United Front operation,
the agencies responsible for the activities and the policies they have conducted. According
to the paper, Xi-era’s political influence activities can be summarized into four key
categories:3
1.

A strengthening of efforts to manage and guide overseas Chinese communities

and utilize them as agents of Chinese foreign policy.
Purpose: to harness the overseas Chinese population for the CCP’s current economic

政 治 大
ambition. Bring together the hearts and the power of the overseas Chinese.
立

and political agenda, builds on existing practices and then takes it to a new level of
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Agencies: State Council Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, CCP United Front Work
Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of State Security, PLA Joint Staff

‧

Headquarters’ Third Department, and other relevant organs.
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務社團工作); establish Overseas Chinese Service Centres (海外華僑華人互助中心)
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to coordinate this work, cherry pick which groups to work with.
•

Sponsor and support the emergence of new united front organizations to represent

the overseas Chinese, recognizing that they are a diverse group and flexibility is
required to establish a positive working relationship with them. Avoid directly
interfering in overseas Chinese community affairs unless there is a situation that

3

In this section, I direct quote from Annie-Marie (2017): Magic Weapons: China's political influence
activities under Xi Jinping. In this report, the author evidently categorized China’s United Front global
operations in four categories, and respectively illustrated the purpose, agencies responsible for the
activities, and the policies of conducting measures. Pp.7-11.
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directly affects China’s political interests, such as the whistleblower Red Capitalist
Guo Wengui (Miles Kwok), whose international campaign to expose corruption and
espionage activities of the Chinese government at the highest level has provoked a
massive counter-attack.
•

Unite the ethnic Chinese communities through nurturing and subsidizing

authorized Chinese cultural activities.
•

Supervise Chinese students and visiting scholars through the united front

政 治 大
Encourage influential figures within the overseas Chinese community who
立

organization the Chinese Student and Scholars Association (中國學生學者聯合會).
•

‧ 國

Chinese public opinion on political matters.

Encourage wealthy overseas Chinese who are politically acceptable to the PRC

‧

•
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are acceptable to the PRC government to become proactive in helping shape ethnic
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Draw on China’s agents and informers abroad to enhance China’s political
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•
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government to subsidize activities which support China’s political agenda.

This policy encourages overseas Chinese who are acceptable to the PRC government
to become involved in politics in their host countries as candidates who, if elected,
will be able to act to promote China’s interests abroad; and encourages China’s allies
to build relations with non-Chinese pro-CCP government foreign political figures, to
offer donations to foreign political parties, and to mobilize public opinion via Chinese
language social media; so as to promote the PRC's economic and political agenda
abroad. Of course, it is completely normal and to be encouraged that the ethnic
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Chinese communities in each country seek political representation; however, this
initiative is separate from that spontaneous and natural development (Annie-Marie,
2017, pp. 7-8).

2.

A re-emphasis on people-to-people, party-to-party, plus PRC enterprise-to-foreign

enterprise relations with the aim of coopting foreigners to support and promote CCP’s
foreign policy goals.

治
政
大
goals. Make the foreign serve China.
立

Purpose: in order to coopt foreigners to support and promote China’s foreign policy

Agencies: CCP International Liaison Department, Ministry of State Security, CCP
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national, provincial and city government leaders, Chinese State-Owned Enterprises

‧

and Red Capitalists, the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign
Countries and other such CCP Front organizations.
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Strengthen party-to-party links.

•

Building a global network of strategic partners—a classic united front approach.

•

Appoint foreigners with access to political power to high profile roles in Chinese
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companies or Chinese-funded entities in the host country.
•

Use sister city relations to expand China’s economic agenda separate to a

given nation’s foreign policy. The CCP front organization, the Chinese People’s
Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries is in charge of this activity.
•

Coopt foreign academics, entrepreneurs, and politicians to promote China’s

perspective in the media and academia. Build up positive relations with susceptible
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individuals via shows of generous political hospitality in China. The explosion in
numbers of all-expenses-paid quasi-scholarly and quasi-official conferences in China
(and some which are held overseas) is a notable feature of the Xi era, on an
unprecedented scale.
•

The use of mergers, acquisitions, and partnerships with foreign companies,

universities, and research centres in order to acquire local identities that enhance
influence activities; and potentially, access to military technology, commercial secrets,

政 治 大

and other strategic information (Annie-Marie, 2017, pp. 8-9).
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The roll-out of a global, multi-platform, strategic communication strategy.
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Purpose: aims to influence international perceptions about China, shape international
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debates about the Chinese government and strengthen management over the Chineselanguage public sphere in China, as well as globally. Make the CCP’s message the
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loudest of our times.

Agencies: Xinhua News Service, CGTV, CRI, State Council Information Office/Office
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for Foreign Propaganda, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and other relevant state organs.
Policies:
•

engchi

The approach is multi-platform and multi-media. The Xi era media strategy creates

new platforms which merge China’s traditional and new media such as Wechat, and
takes it to new global audiences in the developing world, the former Eastern Bloc, as
well as to developed countries.
•

Under the policy known as to “borrow a boat to go out on the ocean” (借船出海)

China has set up strategic partnerships with foreign newspapers, TV, and radio stations,
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to provide them with free content in the CCP-authorized line for China-related news.
The formerly independent Chinese language media outside China is a key target for this
activity.
•

Integrate and “harmonize” the overseas Chinese media with the Chinese media (海

外華人媒體融合).
•

Under the policy to “buy a boat to go out on the ocean” (買船出海) China’s party-

state media companies are engaging in strategic mergers and acquisitions of foreign

政 治 大
Under the “localizing”
立(本土化) policy, China’s foreign media outlets such as

media and cultural enterprises.

學
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CGTV are employing more foreigners so as to have foreign faces explaining CCP
policies.

‧

•

A new focus on the importance of think tanks in shaping policy and public opinion.
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China is making a massive investment in setting up scores of China, as well as foreign-
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based, think tanks and research centres to help shape global public opinion, increase
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China’s soft power, improve international visibility and help shape new global norms.
•
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Setting up academic partnerships with foreign universities and academic publishers;

then imposing China’s censorship rules as part of the deal.
•

Offering strings-attached academic funding through the Confucius Institutes and

other China-connected funding bodies, and investment in foreign research centres.
•

Under the slogan “tell a good Chinese story,” ( 講 好 中 國 故 事 ) restoring to

prominence China’s cultural and public diplomacy. Central and local governments are
once again providing massive subsidies for cultural activities aimed at the outside world;
from scholarly publishing, to acrobatics, to Chinese medicine. This policy builds on and
85
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extends efforts established in the Hu era. China promotes Chinese culture and language
internationally through Confucius Institutes, cultural centres, and festivals. The revised
strategy particularly focuses on youth; and in countries with a significant indigenous
population, attempts to develop close relations with indigenous communities (AnnieMarie, 2017, pp. 9-10).

4.

The formation of a China-centered economic and strategic bloc.

Purpose: encouraging public-private partnerships between Chinese SOEs (State-

政 治 大

Owned Enterprises) and Chinese Red Capitalists in China and overseas to acquire global

立

natural resource assets and seek international infrastructure projects to create a China-
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centered economic bloc, one that is “beyond ideology” and will reshape the global order.
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Agencies: National Development and Reform Commission (lead agency), State-owned
Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council, Ministry of
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Foreign Affairs, and other relevant state agencies, Chinese SOEs and Red Capitalists,
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Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries or such CCP united
front organizations.
Policies:
•
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Use OBOR to stimulate China’s economic development via external projects;

secure access to strategic natural resources.
•

Set up trade zones, ports, and communications infrastructure that connects back to

China.
•

Provide China-based “China-model” training programs and exchanges for foreign

government officials.
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•

Get foreign governments to do the work of promoting China’s OBOR to their own

citizens and neighboring states (another version of “borrowing a boat”).
•

Work closely with both national and local government leaders on OBOR projects.

Local governments control considerable assets and can make planning decisions at the
local level.
•

Invest in both China-based and foreign-based OBOR think tanks to help shape

global public opinion, strengthen China’s soft power, improve China’s international

治
政
大access to the Chinese market.
Offer governments who sign up to OBOR privileged
立

visibility, and ability to help shape new global norms.
•
•

Draw on the resources and assistance of overseas Chinese entrepreneurs to extend
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the objectives of OBOR.
•

‧

Promote the view that that OBOR is a win-win strategy both for China and the

countries who accept OBOR projects.
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Use united front work to increase support for OBOR (Annie-Marie, 2017, pp. 10-
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3.3 Similarity and Difference between Sharp Power and United Front?

engchi

Traditionally, the discussion of the concept of power does not confine to the discussion
on elements or resources. This power as a “possession or property of states” was challenged
by “relational power” approach by many scholars in different fields, including psychology,
philosophy, sociology, economics, and political science (Baldwin, 2012). Power can be
understood as a causal relationship in which the behavior of actor A causes a change in the
behavior of actor B, even just slightly. From this perspective, behavior can be apprehended
as beliefs, attitudes, preferences, opinions, expectations, emotions, and predispositions to
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act. Referring to the discussion in Chapter 2, hard power is the ability to influence the
behavior of others by coercion and payment; while soft power is the ability to influence the
preference of others by attraction and persuasion; sharp power is the ability to change the
predisposition of others rely on subversion, information manipulation and pressure, which
combine to promote self-censorship. The common ground of these three powers lie in: one
actor tries to use some approaches to alter the preference or action of another actor, and
such motivation and process have given rise to some kind of power relationship between

治
政
and indirection; then, sharp power change the values of 大
others, especially the freedom of
立

the two. So, if soft power changes the preference of others, and that is based on voluntarism

speech, an involuntary result. Consequently, if sharp power is a part of United Front, when
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sharp power is the ability to change the preferences, beliefs, attitudes, opinions, values, and

‧

predispositions of others through an involuntary measure, in that way, what has the United
Front changed for other actors? By what means?
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Let’s begin with sharp power. According to the discussion in Chapter 2, sharp power
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censorship mechanism, thereby weakening the integrity of independent institutions. At the

engchi

same time, sharp power has the role of restricting free speech and distorting the political
environment, so it is also known as “sharp” influence, trying to penetrate, infiltrate, pierce
the political and information environment of the target country. Also, sharp power is a kind
of hard power that uses information to conceal deceit. In order to establish a positive
national image, and compete with the western countries for the right to construct a national
image, China has strengthened the CCP’s external communication mechanism by adding
overseas business of official media, acquiring overseas local media, absorbing foreign
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language talents, etc., for the purpose of establishing a national propaganda system that can
compete with the Western mechanism. Furthermore, the CCP has strived to foster proBeijing forces overseas and infiltrate other countries via Chinese companies and funds.
Also, has adopted coercive and inducement measures against western companies and
scholars, such as the refusal to issue visas and cancellation of publications. As a result,
many people have taken the initiative to self-sensor, evaded sensitive topics such as human
rights and Tibet issue, because of the fear of retaliation by the CCP. Even more, the Chinese

治
政
大 business and academic
elections, privately lobbying Australian politician, and persuading
立
government has helped influential people (political elites) win the Australian Parliament

leaders to speak for Beijing in a way that threatens economic punishment. These are the
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empirical evidence that the CCP has exploited the openness, freedom, and convenience of

‧

the democratic society to invade and infiltrate to guide public opinion and exert influence.
How about the United Front work? Since Xi Jinping took office, the CCP has received
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prejudiced against it and must take the initiative to control the world’s perception of China.
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One of the prominent ambitions of the United Front work is to “consolidate all forces” to
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“bat hostile forces overseas”. Exploit personal sympathy for China’s affections and

engchi

ideology, and provide financial assistance to key groups to strengthen domestic and
overseas support for the CCP, in an attempt to influence foreign actors and policies to serve
the interests of Beijing authorities. In order to further promote the narrative Beijing wanted,
the CCP also exploited overseas United Front work to stifle criticism of the party rules and
facilitate a positive view of China. China’s United Front movement has evolved into a
systematic job of recruiting “fellows”. These fellows do not necessarily members of the
CCP, most of them are well-known intellectuals, scholars, writers, and business people.
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Through the United Front work, the CCP has attracted or overturned potential opposition
forces. Not only it has successfully eliminated large-scale and open opposition forces
including religious groups and ethnic minorities, but also encouraged the public to show
loyalty to the CCP authorities. These policies are also used to suppress China rising middle
class and other emerging opposition forces.
The goal of “overseas Chinese work” is to utilize ethnic, cultural, political, and
economic ties to mobilize the affections of overseas Chinese communities. Under the best

治
政
while marginalizing China’s opponents. By emphasizing 大
the “flesh-and-blood” connection
立

scenario, these overseas Chinese communities will voluntarily advocate the CCP’s interests

between overseas Chinese and mainland China, they have won the financial and political
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support of the overseas Chinese. So, the United Front work serves the following purposes:

‧

(1) to promote the preferences of the Beijing authorities, to force individuals living in a
free and open society to self-censor, and (2) to avoid talking about the sensitive issues that
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the CCP unwanted, and to harass or even destroy groups that have a critical stance on
Beijing. In addition, Chinese intelligence agencies will force overseas Chinese to act as
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informer and monitor the overseas Chinese, specially target minority groups, such as

engchi

Uyghurs living overseas, threatening them to be Chinese informer, or they will have to
send their loved ones in Xinjiang to “reeducation camps”. This shows that these agencies
are trying to actively engage in “overseas Chinese work” while covering up official links.
Except for the official institution, there are a series of non-governmental organizations
that are actively engaged in United Front work under the direct/ indirect leadership of the
United Front Work Department or the CPPCC. Other organizations also play an important
role in overseas United Front work, using a series of means to influence overseas Chinese
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communities, foreign governments, and other actors so that they adopt or support the
positions and policies preferred by the Beijing authorities. For example, Council for the
Promotion of Peaceful Reunification (CPPRC), which is directly affiliated with the United
Front Work Department, has at least 200 branches in 90 countries around the world. Now
CPPRC has become an important group that claims to represent the overseas Chinese
community, as well as a leading organization to mobilize the global Chinese community to
support the Beijing authorities. The strategy adopted by the United Front Work Department

治
政
these organizations aim to promote Chinese culture to大
Chinese and foreigners, and to
立
for foreign intelligence work is to use the kindness and harmless appearance, claiming that

distinguish them from other CCP affiliates. The vast majority of Chinese entities dealing
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with their foreign friends clearly serve the party-state goals, either by following official or

‧

unofficial guidelines or avoiding positions that would violate the CCP’s guidelines or
endanger the regime.
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Chinese Student and Scholars Associations (CSSA) has been assisted by the local
Chinese embassy since its initiation, and its number has continued to increase. So far, at
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least 142 branches have been established in the United States. CSSA has undertaken the

engchi

work of friendship centers in foreign countries, “helping Chinese students acclimate to life
abroad, bringing Chinese students on campus together, and demonstrating the Chinese
culture”. Although CSSA provides many social services for students, it often tries to cover
up the relationship with the Chinese authority. Through the close relationship with the
embassy/ consulate, it receives the command of the Chinese authorities and actively
launches overseas Chinese work in line with the Beijing authorities’ United Front strategy.
Relevant reports and activists likewise pointed out that CSSA usually conspires with the
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Chinese government to participate in harassment, intimidation and surveillance of overseas
Chinese student movements, oppressing their freedom of speech.
The Confucius Institute is an educational institution funded by the CCP that teaches
Chinese language, Chinese culture and history from elementary to university around the
world. It also promotes the narrative preferred by the Beijing authorities, and undermines
academic freedom and institutional autonomy, such important academic principles. The
point is that the Confucius Institute is funded by the Publicity Department of the

治
政
大Institute can be universally
consulate or embassy. The reason why the Confucius
立
Communist Party of China (CCPPD) and even supervised by the staff of the Chinese

established in universities stems from the willingness of these universities to receive
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financial assistance, and even the willingness of the university to jeopardize the academic

‧

principle ostensibly. That’s take the United States as an example, in addition to teaching
Chinese to American students, the Chinese government will also subsidize American
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students to study in China. One of the prominent purposes of these exchanges is to
formulate a cordial speech environment for China by imparting beneficial opinions to
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shareholders, and later further disseminating by them. Liu Yunshan (劉雲山), another
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former member of the Politburo and Minister of the Central Propaganda Department, wrote
in 2010 that China should “actively launch an international propaganda war” on core issues
and “build and operate overseas cultural centers and Confucius Institutes” （秦雨霏，
2018）. Faculty teachers experience the pressure of self-censorship, and the contracts
signed between the university and the Confucius Institute are hardly made public. China
uses financial aid as a bargaining chip, causing it more difficult for the school to condemn
China. The Confucius Institute also teaches students a discriminatory and biased
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presentation of Chinese history and avoids mentioning Chinese political history and human
rights infringements. The constitutions of association also require the organizers to “avoid
undermining the prestige of the Confucius Institute”. This reveals that China’s spirit of soft
power is not to cultivate China’s attractiveness, but to focus on cracking down on Western
and foreign discourses on China.
According to Wang & Groot (2018, p.579), they explain the United Front work under
Xi’s government has been re-enforced and emphasized. Xi Jinping’s ‘Grand United Front

治
政
Xinjiang where the effectiveness of United Front work 大
is taken seriously for promotion
立
Work’, which “used to be seen only in provinces like Fujian, Guangdong, Tibet, and

because of their geographical significance to Taiwan, Hong Kong, internal stability and
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India, and Central Asia respectively”. That means, the implication of Grand United Front
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Work will not be limited to local affairs. Its concept means that every Chinese, including
individuals, government officials, university teachers, organizations must bear the
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responsibility to carry out the United Front job. Therefore, the United Front has two
meanings, one is to cross the boundary of the organization, the other is the cross the
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boundary of country. The United Front is inward, but the inward here is not just confined

engchi

to China. It includes all Chinese interests recognized by the CCP, such as Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Macau, and overseas Chinese, which representing the whole world indeed. Thus,
the dividing line here is not country, but nationality or the interests represent national
interests. The United Front is a inward language, the CCP fight against internal enemies
(Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, and overseas Chinese) is named as United Front; the CCP
fight against foreign capitalist enemies is named as sharp power.
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In conclusion, to answer the question, when China’s sharp power is the ability to
change the preferences, beliefs, attitudes, opinions, values, and predispositions of others
through an involuntary measure; the United Front work also try to change the preference
and predisposition of others (including foreign government, overseas Chinese communities,
and other actors, such as political and social elites), by coercion and inducement (best
scenario is that these overseas Chinese communities and foreign friends voluntarily
advocate the CCP’s interests), make them adopt or support the positions and policies

治
政
大United Front can be a kind of
and ruling authority. As Groot (2018) believed that Chinese
立
preferred by the Beijing authorities, and eliminating forces that may oppose CCP’s policy

sharp power, through the “persuasion” of individuals, groups, or enterprises to achieve two
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purposes: (1) to strengthen the status of the CCP, and (2) to stop supporting opposition

‧

groups. The “persuasion” here, in my own understanding can be the combination of sharp
power and the United Front that rely on overseas Chinese communities (indirectly) and
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“exploitation”, “inoculate”, “subversion”, “infiltration”, etc., these sharp power attributes.

engchi

China’s United Front approach is very similar to sharp power, all of which conceal
political goals in the use of soft power. The first step is to make friends, the second step
provides different benefits, the third step is to identify the goal of the Chinese nation, and
the last step is to subvert the local opposition force. However, there are some differences
regarding their appealing target and implementation modality, for example, the Chinese
sharp power primarily focusing on bribe political elites, use economic coercion, manipulate
media, and fund think tanks to put pressure on these areas, seek to subvert and manipulate
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the narrative of the targeted country (foreign capitalists), through misrepresenting and
distorting information to suppress dissent and debate, surreptitiously promoting a positive
image of China; while the United Front mainly focusing on influence overseas Chinese,
make them endorse or reinforce the stands and policies preferred by the Beijing authorities.
The CCP uses these organizations as a shield, secretly exporting influence to infiltrate other
countries. Including military organizations, cultural associations, academic groups, and
Confucius Institutes, these official/ semi-official organizations, are all engaged in overseas

治
政
Between Chinese sharp power and United Front,大
there are some obvious and
立

United Front work under the guidance of funding of the UFWD.

overlapping tools discussed in the literatures: the Confucius Institute, media, think tanks,
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economic incentives, and academic exchanges programs. For the Confucius Institute, both

‧

use cultural soft power, smuggling political purposes, intervene in the decision-making
process of other universities via self-censorship, financial aids, and interference in teaching
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execution is exactly the same; For media, both acquisition of local media and establish
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official media channel, set up strategic partnerships with foreign newspapers, TV, and radio

engchi

stations, to provide them with free content in the CCP-authorized line for China-related
news; For think tanks, the CCP funds academic research institutions, which causing the
research topic to deviate from the CCP sensitive topic and statements, indirectly influence
the academic freedom, same logic with the Confucius Institute; For the exchange program,
the Chinese government will subsidize foreign students to study in China. One of the
prominent purposes of these exchanges is to formulate a cordial speech environment for
China by imparting beneficial opinions to shareholders, and later further disseminating by
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them; For the economic incentives, the CCP exploit China’s market to force whoever want
to do business in China to comply with the CCP’s political views, otherwise they may lose
that Chinese market, and get foreign governments to do the work of promoting China’s
OBOR to their own citizens and neighboring states, to promote the view that that OBOR
is a win-win strategy both for China and the countries who accept OBOR projects.
Chinese exile writer Yuan, Hong-Bing stated in an interview that the so-called “sharp
power” is literally called “United Front infiltration” in the traditional political terminology

治
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大 and businessmen of various
the CCP has continued to buy politicians, media, journalists,
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of the CCP. It means buying the entire world with the United Front tactics. For a long time,

causes in the democratic world through political, economic benefits, capital, and women’s
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sexuality. They want to progressively diminish the will of the free world from the political,
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economic, and cultural realms, so they can adopt a policy of Appeasement (綏靖政策) to
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facilitate the expansion of the totalitarianism of the CCP globally（郭曜榮，2017）.4
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their primary appealing target and implementation
h e n g c hmodality.
i U Referring to the discussion of
n

in terms of their purpose and ultimate goal, however, there are some differences regarding

the first paragraph in this section, when I observe sharp power and the United Front work
from the “power” perspective, sharp power can be applied to describe the operation of the
United Front work, that through “persuasion” by individuals, groups, or businesses, to
achieve two political goals: (1) to consolidate the CCP’s status; (2) to subvert and topple

4

Appeasement: Appeasement policy in an international context is a diplomatic policy of making political
or material concessions to an aggressive power in order to avoid conflict.
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groups that defy the CCP, which are in a fashion of “sharp” influence to “interfere” other
countries by changing their predisposition and behaviors.
However, it is worth noting that the United Front work not only confine to the overseas
Chinese community. Although the CCP primarily focus on the overseas Chinese groups as
the core guideline of the operation, the party also try to co-opt foreign “enablers” in the
academics, entrepreneurs, and politicians to promote China’s perspective in the media and
academia, as we have regarded nowadays, sharp power.
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大 is a part of United Front that
United Front in terms of its target and process. Sharp power
立

Referring to table 2, the 4 factors explain the difference between sharp power and

attempt to attack the authority of other country and the enhance the existing patriotism and
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opposition force within the target country. But sharp power represents the operation of

‧

attacking foreign capitalist through non-mandatory but active measures; while United
Front concentrating on co-opt overseas Chinese, utilize flesh-and-blood to draw support
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Table 5 Comparison between Sharp Power and the United Front Work
Sharp Power
There is no specific institution
responsible for wielding sharp
power, it depends on the sphere and
target country. Usually, sharp power
is stealth operation involving money,
and benefit relationship between
China and specific object.
From this view, these overseas
“enablers” is China’s sharp power.

United Front
Responsible
The Chinese People’s Political
Unit
Consultative Conference
(CPPCC) is a United Front
organization and coordinating
agency that brings together
representatives of various
parties and interest groups. At
the operational level, the
United Front Work
Department (UFWD)
coordinates the United Front
work.
Appealing
Social, political elites, specific
Primary overseas Chinese
Target
groups, businessmen, scholars, think communities and individuals,
tanks, media, internet of the target
along with student, scholars’
country.
associations, and parties.
Implementing Bribe politician, fund think tanks,
To emphasize “flesh-andmeasures
acquire media, manipulate
blood” bond, and ethnic,
information, restricting free speech,
cultural, political and
use economic incentive to exert self- economic ties, to draw support
censorship, academic and cultural
from them, and then use them
exchange, covered with political
to voice for the CCP, in order
attempt and idea manipulation.
to influence foreign
Combine all the measures for the
government. Although this
purpose of infiltrating target
operation also involves the
country’s information environment
foreign targets, overseas
to change their ideas.
Chinese is the main weapon. I
I argue that these behaviors are
argue that these behaviors are
“direct” penetration (refer to table 2). “indirect” penetration (refer to
section 3.2).
Purposes
Through the above-mentioned
the CCP utilize overseas
measures to weakening the integrity United Front work to stifle
of other government or independent
criticism of its governance and
institution, distorting political
promote preferred positive
information environment, in order to image on China.
establish a positive national image.
It also encouraged voters in
Furthermore, the CCP has strived to democratic countries to
foster pro-Beijing forces overseas
influence domestic policies in
and infiltrate other countries via
ways advantageous to China.
Chinese companies and funds, to
subvert local force and promote its
favored narrative.
Source: organized by the author.
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Table 5 compare the difference between sharp power and the United Front work. In
order to wrap up this chapter, the purpose of this chapter is to answer, is the United Front
sharp power? After the examination, I argue that the CCP’s United Front is a part of the
sharp power operation in terms of their political purpose, which is to establish preferred
positive image on China. However, there are some concentrating difference in the
appealing target and the implementing measures. For sharp power, I argue that these
penetrating behaviors are in a “direct” fashion that try to manipulate foreign country’s

治
政
大 while the United Front
freedom of speech, cripple the integrity of independent institutions;
立
political environment and people’s idea, also through the self-censor mechanism to restrain

work primarily concentrate on the overseas Chinese to emphasize “flesh-and-blood” bond,
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and ethnic, cultural, political and economic ties, to draw support from them, and then utilize

infiltration behaviors are in a “indirect” fashion.
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them to voice for the CCP, in order to influence foreign government, I argue that these
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The V-Dem program hosted by the University of Gothenburg in Sweden has released
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the annual database. Among the “Digital Society Project” units, there is a variable that
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investigates the extent to which countries
the world have suffered from foreign
h e naround
gchi U
information attacks. The original research question is “How routinely do foreign
governments and their agents use social media to disseminate misleading viewpoints or
false information to influence domestic politics in this country?” (Valeriya, Dan, Brigitte,
& Steven, 2019). The indicator ranges from 0 to 4, the closer to 0, the more severe the
impact. Taiwan score 0.26, ranking as the first place, which is the country suffered the most
false-information in the world. This revealing that CCP’s disinformation against Taiwan
has entered a stage of intense heat.
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As a result, in order to further and comprehensively investigate China’s sharp power
influence in Taiwan, it is not sufficient to merely investigate China’s “Sharp power”
without including China’s “United Front” works. Before China’s sharp power invaded
western societies, they had extended its hands into Taiwan. China claims to the world that
Taiwan belong to its core interests. The CCP’s United Front personnel in Taiwan often
appear not cover up as if they were entering or leaving their own house. However, China
is relatively cautious about the western countries. Because in Taiwan, China can exploit

治
政
大I carefully observe China’s
resort to language and cultural affinity. However, when
立

“same language and same ethnic” as shield, but in western countries, it is more difficult to

influence in the globe, it is not difficult to notice that it is literally the same series of
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measures with different shapes, which is through the principle of: temptation and coercion,

‧

both sharp power and the United Front share this principle. After you fall into the trap with
harmless appearance, they will threaten you to fulfill their demand. That is, as Wu Jieh-
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Min indicated, “United Front work with a business model”: a digitally totalitarian country
with high leadership power, controls business behaviors for political purposes, and its
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control capability is not limited domestically, but farther to the world （ 吳 介 民 ，
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2017）. As you can see, China’s sharp power influence is everywhere.
Thus, in Chapter 4, I will use Taiwan as a case to analyze the methods and
attempts implemented by the CCP in the concept of sharp power and the United Front,
owing to the argument that the United Front work is actually a part of sharp power. I will
explain the analytical process in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 A Case Study of Taiwan
In this chapter, my goal is to find out the influence of China’s sharp power in Taiwan.
I start this chapter with the argument that in order to better investigate the influence of
sharp power in Taiwan, the United Front work should be covered. In the first section (4.1),
I will present the table of the news reports collected concerning the issues of “sharp power”
and the “United Front” influence in Taiwan, the time frame is from December, 2017 (when
the concept of sharp power has exposed) to present, December 2019, the purpose of this

政 治 大

table is (1) to demonstrate the situation of sharp power and the United Front in Taiwan is
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needed for attention; and (2) to clear up the upcoming issue of the “case-selection bias”.
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From the second section to the third section (4.2-4.3), I will investigate one issue to each
of the section, from the aspect of (1) what is the issue; (2) what is the purpose (attempt) of
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the issue; (3) the process of the issue; (4) whether the attempt reach the effect it wants. In
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On January 2, 2019, “5-Points Proposal” (習五條), was promulgated by the General

Ch

engchi

Secretary of the CPC Central Committee, Xi Jinping, at the 40th Anniversary of the
“Message to Compatriots in Taiwan (告臺灣同胞書)” at the Great Hall of the People in
Beijing. In response to the Taiwan issue, Xi Jinping reaffirmed that “the two sides of the
Taiwan Strait belong to one China and strive together to pursue national reunification of
the 1992 Consensus”. And extended Deng Xiaoping’s “6-Points Proposal” (鄧六條)
introduced in 1983, for the first time it has been proposed that to achieve peaceful
unification, “a plan of one country, two systems for Taiwan” will be explored. Moreover,
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Xi Jinping further publicly criticized “different systems, is not obstacles for reunification,
nor excuses for division”. It signifies that Beijing has already studied and formulated steps
towards reunification and will no longer postpone tackling the Taiwan issue.
After the announcement of the “5-Points Proposal” (習五條) that Xi Jinping put forth
concerning Taiwan, it can be observed that the CCP is more actively strengthen its “Three
Warfares (三戰)” toward Taiwan, to wash out the morale of the people in Taiwan, diminish
the authority of the Taiwan government, and form an atmosphere of “anti-independence,

政 治 大

promote reunification”. On the one hand, through the media, Internet and “specific person”
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(be known as CCP’s enablers) more seriously diverging and infiltrating the trend of public
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opinion in Taiwan. On the other hand, by means of economic and trade, culture and
academic exchanges to conceal CCP’s United Front tactic, simultaneously shape the image
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of Taiwan ruling party “refuse to negotiate”. At the same time, it has also expanded to
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Warfares” refers to: Public Opinion Warfare (輿論戰), Psychological Warfare (心理戰),

Ch

engchi

and Law Warfare (法律戰). On the whole, the “Three Warfares” launched offensives in
the field of politics, ideology, spirit, psychology, law, and public opinion, for the purpose
of reaching “Non-military” confrontation model. As suggested by 曾于蓁（2019，頁 2）,
she claims that “from the perspective of academic analysis, we can use the concept of
‘sharp power’ and ‘Grand Overseas Propaganda Campaign ( 大 外 宣 )’ to
distinguish mission and objectives, strategies, and tactics, and try to analyze and interpret
the connotation and purpose of the ‘Three Warfares’ of the CCP”. She argues that, “in
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terms of overall strategies, the CCP intends to conduct political penetration and ideological
contention in democratic society, devotes its national strength to develop foreign
propaganda, directly or indirectly manipulate Chinese or non-Chinese media, and spreads
a voice that is beneficial to the CCP; and via the use of the ‘Three Warfares’, shaping the
domestic and foreign context and atmosphere is conducive to the implementation of the
CCP’s anti-Western hegemony or the United Front against Taiwan”.
Figure 2 Implication and Objective of the “Three Warfares”
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Indirect legal deterrence is used to
implement the CCP’s policy objectives.
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Indirectly beautify the image of China.
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Sharp Power

Through the use of “Three
Warfares”, carry through the
CCP’s goal of anti-Western
hegemony or the United Front
against Taiwan.

Through the power of the CCP, it
directly or indirectly manipulates
Chinese or non-Chinese media to
spread voices that are beneficial to
China.
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Tactics:

學

Political penetration
and ideological
contention in a
democratic society.

政 治 大

er

Mission and
Objective:

Law War

Feedback and enhancement

Source: 曾于蓁（2019，頁 2）, translated by the author.
Therefore, she argues that sharp power can interpret the mission and objective of the
“Three Warfares” operation, and the “Three Warfares” is actually the tactics levels of the
“United Front” work in Taiwan. As discussed in Chapter 3, I argue that the CCP’s United
Front is a part of the sharp power operation in terms of their political purpose, which is
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to establish preferred positive image on China. However, there are some concentrating
difference in the appealing target and the implementing measures.
Consequently, in order to investigate the impact of sharp power in Taiwan, the CCP’s
United Front work must be covered. Especially Taiwan and China shared the same
complex historical, and the “same language and same ethnic” background. Furthermore,
since 1949, Taiwan still has identity issue within the society. In this background, it is more
conform to the United Front strategy of the CCP, that is, the concentration on the “overseas
Chinese”.
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The CCP’s infiltration of the United Front in Taiwan is quite serious, which has put
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Taiwan’s national security in acute vulnerability. For example, politicians and media from
certain political parties in Taiwan, many “red-top politicians (紅頂政客)”, scholars, and
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celebrities have actually become the CCP’s political agent in Taiwan. In general, their
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bought and is currently doing（郭曜榮，2017）.
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4.1 Sharp Power and the United Front work in Taiwan
Recently, more and more news reports and national security documents have pointed
out that China’s sharp power influence and the infiltration of the United Front have become
increasingly serious in Taiwan. As indicated by Bowe (2018, p.18), “The CCP is active in
waging information warfare against Taiwan to suppress independence movements,
undermine Taiwan’s government, and recruit politicians in Taiwan and third countries to
advocate for China’s preferred cross-Strait outcome: unification of Taiwan with the
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Mainland”. The CCP’s United Front activities against Taiwan include sponsoring
Taiwanese with free trip to China and providing trade orders and job opportunities
(Blanchard, 2018). In addition, the United Front operation against Taiwan also includes
lobbying activities in third countries to change the international community’s discourse of
Taiwan’s international status. To illustrate, Huang Xiangmo, the chairman of the CCPRC,
sponsored a reunification event held in the Tasmanian Parliament in October 2017 and
advocated that Taiwan should be reunified with China (John Dotson, 2018). Furthermore,

治
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大by
and destabilize society,

China’s United Front work in Taiwan includes sponsoring organized criminal activities to
stir up inter-ethnic conflict
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using threats, violence,

disinformation and even democratic instruments, these groups seek to intimidate civilians
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and elected officials in the pursuit of their objectives (June Teufel Dreyer, 2018b; Michael
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Cole, 2017a). For instance, Chinese Unity Promotion Party (CUPP) and the Patriot
Alliance Association (PAA) once mobilized 200 people, consisting of gangsters and pro-
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Chinese people, to protest against Hong Kong social movement leaders Joshua Wong and
pro-self-determination Hong Kong legislators (Michael Cole, 2017b).
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In Taiwan, from the experience h
of the local elections
e n g c h i Uin 2018, the CCP has been good

at using operational “opposition” to manipulate public opinion, and its purpose is not solely
to promote China’s positive image or crack down on specific political parties. It is through
“fostering imaginary communities on specific issues, gaining community trust,
disseminating fake news”, and using various kinds of false information to stimulate the
opposition and even the mobilization of the Taiwan people, thereby achieving a strategy of
“attacking democracy with democracy” （曾于蓁，2019，頁 6）. This assertion is
unanimous with Cole’s argument that “seek to turn Taiwan’s democracy against itself”
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(Michael Cole, 2014). The USCC (U.S.-China Economic and Security Review
Commission) 2018 annual report also confirmed the argument that “China is also
intensifying its political warfare activities in Taiwan. Beijing has employed a variety of
tactics seeking to undermine Taiwan’s democracy, and the Tsai Administration in
particular, including supporting opposition political parties and spreading disinformation
using social media and other online tools” (USCC, 2018, p.30).
These “Chinese termites” lurking in all corners of Taiwan for a long time have created

政 治 大
characteristics of instant social networking to deliver information, instigate and control
立
false rumors in the name of freedom of speech and freedom of the press, use the
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public opinion, and distort rational discussion of public issues. At the same time, the media
supported by China cooperated in political operations, disseminated unchecked fake news,
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and created more contradictions, antagonisms and conflicts in Taiwan society （陳隆志，
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Front in Taiwan by collecting online news via searching Chinese and English keywords:
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Sharp power (銳實力), and United Front (統戰). The time range of the data is from
December 2017 to December 2019. The reason for choosing this period is that the word
“sharp power” has been reported by the Economist and the National Endowment for
Democracy Foundation at approximately the same time since December 2017. Since then,
the news media has paid more attention to the “United Front” reports as well. The table is
organized by means of impact and the comment to Sharp power and the United Front. The
two most discussed issues are selected for analysis in the next two sections.
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Table 6 News Concerning Sharp power and the United Front work in Taiwan
Date

Media

Jan
Apple Daily
6,
2018

Headline
What can Taiwan
do regarding
China’s sharp
power?

Sender
Country
China

立

Comment

Citation

Chinese spy:
Chinese think tank
staff uses their stay in
Taiwan to investigate
and study Taiwan’s
political and economic
development, social
custom, and collect
information.

In order to cope
with China’s sharp
power infiltration,
Taiwan has to
strengthen its
democratic values,
freedom, and as the
Economist suggests,
strengthen the
functions of
counter-intelligence,
laws, and
independent media
are must have.
At present, it seems
that the means of
sharp power can
only disrupt the
public opinion of
other countries in
the short term (such
as increasing
criticism of the
government), but for
achieving long-term
effective political

李釋釗
[Li Shizhen]
(2018, Jan 6)
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China has proposed 31
Incentives Policy for
Taiwan, hoping to use
high salaries to attract
Taiwan's
professionals. It is not
difficult to imagine
that these entangled
Taiwanese may
become China's
helpers in influencing
Taiwan's in the future.
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How China uses
sharp power to
influence
democratic
countries
（中國如何用銳
實力影響民主國
家)
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Mar Lado Post
23,
（六都春秋)
2018
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（被中共「銳實
力」鯨吞蠶食的
台灣能做什
麼？）

Target
Country
Taiwan
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葉耀元、吳
冠昇 [Yeh
Yaoyuan, Wu
Guansheng]
(2018, Mar
23)
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85 Café declare
supporting the
1992 Consensus,
Presidential
Palace: not a
behavior civil
society should
have

China
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Nov Financial
21,
Times
2018
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（85 度 C 聲明支
持九二共識 總統
府：不是文明社
會應有表現）

翁嫆琄、陶
本和 [Wong
Rong-juan,
Tao Ben-he]
(2018, Aug
15)

‧
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Aug ET today
15,
2018

goals (for example,
turn Taiwanese to
recognize China
because they hate
the government),
relying on sharp
strength may not be
enough.
President Tsai Ing-wen Anyone who
pass by one of the 85
imposes their
Café in Los Angeles
ideology on
before her trip to visit
international
Belize, which caused
enterprises is not a
Chinese netizens to
proper manifestation
criticize 85 Café as a
of a civilized
“Taiwan independent
society, and
company”. Later the
condemns this kind
company issued a
of infringement that
statement to support
violates market
1992 Consensus, “both order and freedom
sides is a family”, and of speech.
change Tsai’s title
“President” to
“Leader”.
Beijing is trying to
Officials say China
meddle from within as is seeking to corrode
the island’s voters
Taiwan’s body
prepare to pick
politic through
mayors, regional and
infiltration and
local lawmakers, as
disinformation— an
well as borough
accusation that

China
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Kathrin Hille
(2018, Nov
21)
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wardens and village
heads.

China
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information operations
launched by China’s
cyber army against
candidates during the
election campaign is
“the biggest crisis
facing Taiwan’s
democracy.”

學

Taiwan a
Textbook Case of
China’s Sharp
Power Approach:
Scholar
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‧ 國

Nov Focus
21,
Taiwan
2018

治
政
大 of
Taiwan
The panoply
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Dec The News
14,
Lens
2018

Can Wu Paochun’s
“Reunification
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Taiwanese bake Wu
Pao-chun went to
Shanghai to open a

echoes the growing
debate in a number
of western countries
over attempts by
authoritarian states
to weaken
democratic
adversaries.
Taiwan has long
been more heavily
impacted by China’s
sharp power than
other targeted
countries, partly
because China has
proxy forces in
Taiwan.
Furthermore,
Taiwan is
vulnerable to that
kind of attack
because of its fragile
and challenging
diplomatic position
in the world and its
heavy economic
dependence on
China.
State clearly your
position has become
a problem that

Shih Hsiuchuan (2018,
Nov 21)

朱家儀 [ Zhu
Jia-yi] (2018,
Dec. 14)
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bread incident”
really “only
understand bread,
but no politics?”
（吳寶春的統獨
麵包事件，真的
能「只懂麵包，
不懂政治」
嗎？）

立

new shop, but because
of an article published
by a Shanghai selfmedia say that “rather
starve than come to
Mainland”, he was
alleged “Independent
Bread”, Chinese
people resisted buying.

Taiwanese
companies cannot
avoid in China.
Many Taiwanese
businessmen’s
political attitude
may be proTaiwanese or even
independent, but
when they meet
To this end, Wu later
China’s
issued a statement
requirements, they
stressing that “I am
have to pretend to
proud of being a
support 1992
Chinese”, “I support
Consensus. From
1992 Consensus”,
this point, it is not
“both sides of the strait Wu’s problem, but
are a family”.
China’s pressure.
Taiwan is at the
We must carefully
forefront of China’s
analyze whether
sharp power, and it is
China’s penetration
facing the loss of
in various countries
diplomatic countries
is malicious.
and the international
space being
compressed.
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（示警中國銳實
力滲透世界各國
英學者：「我們
都是台灣人」）
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Dec Central News Warning China’s
19,
Agency
sharp power,
2018
British Scholar:
We are all
Taiwanese
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郭中翰
[Guo
Zhonghan]
(2018, Dec
19)
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Apri New Bloom
l 13, Magazine
2019

Is China
Attempting to
influence
Taiwanese
elections through
social media?

China

立

Taiwan

Namely, moderators of
such Facebook pages
report being
approached by unusual
Facebook accounts,
asking them if they
would be willing to
sell their pages. In
particular, such
moderators have been
addressed using the
term “管管” for
moderator, which is
much more commonly
used in China than in
Taiwan, leading to the
suspicion that these
Facebook accounts are
operated by China.
Taiwan’s media
environment,
including the
traditional media and
new media, has
become a fertile
ground for China’s
infiltration activities.
For example, before
the local elections in
2018, Taiwan’s social
platform PTT became

政 治 大
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China intervenes
in Taiwan
elections, US
Think Tank GTI
Report: PTT
account can sell
some 200
thousand NTD

Nat

Oct
Apple Daily
23,
（蘋果日報)
2019
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（中國干預台灣
選舉 美智庫研
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Given the apparent
Brian Hioe
ability of Internet
(2019, April
streaming to
13)
influence political
discourse in Taiwan,
it would not be
surprising that
China would also
seek to prop up
Internet celebrities
of its own in order
to try and promote
pro-unification
views in Taiwan as
part of its “United
Front” strategies
directed toward
Taiwan.
Many reporters in
Apple Daily
traditional media
(2019, Oct
often put the
23)
contents without any
verification, further
expanding the
information that
may be false to the
maximum. Thus, the
traditional media
has become a
potential channel for
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究：PTT 帳號可
賣 20 萬元）

the main tool for
Chinese fake news.
China

立

Taiwan

The talks focused
mainly on
disinformation
disseminated by China
as part of its scheme to
influence Taiwan’s
elections, including its
activity during last
November’s local
elections and how it is
trying to influence the
presidential and
legislative elections in
January 2020.

政 治 大

學
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‧ 國

Oct. Taiwan News Taiwan should
24,
move to restrict
2019
disinformation
spread by Chinafunded media: US
scholar.

Facing the Reality China
of the Chinese
Regime
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y

Nat

Oct. EPOCH
30,
TIMES
2019

Taiwan

Ch

In Taiwan, we face the
last two attacks: the
collecting of private
information, or
stealing of technology,
as well as the
utilization of private
information to deliver
problematic messages
to different groups of

n
U
engchi

iv

Beijing to try to
influence Taiwan’s
society.
Speaking about
methods to counter
disinformation,
Schmitt considers it
important for
Taiwanese society
to foster media
literacy and
establish factchecking
mechanisms.
Schools ought to
provide programs
for students to
acquire the ability to
correctly process
information.
Among the solutions
Shen proposes to
deal with China’s
tactics is the
enacting of a foreign
agent registration
act, such as that
implemented in the
United States, which
requires entities

Teng Pei-ju
(2019, Oct.
24)

OMID
GHOREISHI
(2019, Oct.
30)
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people which can
produce distrust.

CCP spy revealed China
the fact that they
had infiltrate
Taiwan’s election.

立

Chinese spy Wang
政 治
Liqiang大
seeks political

Taiwan

學

asylum in Australia, as
he admits that Beijing
used to carry out
various kinds of
organizational
infiltration, cyberattacks and media
acquisition in Hong
Kong and Taiwan.
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Nov. Yahoo News
25,
2019
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（中共間諜爭議
揭露對台滲透介
選的事實）
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Dec. CNA （中央
12,
通訊社）
2019

Richard Bush: If
Tsai wins,
continues to seek
for balance
between China
and the US; if
Han wins, should
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For Beijing, the better
option is to apply nonviolent coercion,
through the pillage of
Taiwan’s diplomatic
allies, economic
sanctions, and more

representing the
interests of foreign
powers to disclose
their relationship
with the foreign
entity to the
government.
Beijing’s primary
goal is to change the
structure of crossstrait relations from
within Taiwan, exert
pressure and
influence the people
of Taiwan, drag
down political that
are resistant to obey
and succumb to
Beijing, and then
raise and cultivate
political forces
willing to obey or
even vassal to
Beijing.
When asked how
Beijing will use
sharp power and
traditional power to
deal with Taiwan,
Bush pointed out
that Beijing’s

張宇韶
[Chang Yu
Shao] (2019,
Nov. 25)

陳永昌
[Chen, YungChang]
(2019, Dec.
12)
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promise to look at
China’s
challenge pragmat
ically.

normalized military
exercises around the
Taiwan Strait, etc., to
undermine the
confidence of the
people and
administration in
Taiwan.

（卜睿哲：蔡贏
美中間求平衡 韓
勝須務實看中國
挑戰）

China

Taiwan

‧

‧ 國

The Potter
Incident
detonated before
the election!
German media:
too much Chinese
interference may
recommit the
same error

政 治 大

學

Dec. Liberty
17,
Times Net
2019

立

ambition for Taiwan
will be firm even if
Taiwan undergoes
drastic changes.
Beijing is reluctant
to acknowledge the
DPP government,
but it is also
reluctant to go to
wars with extremely
high risks.
The internet celebrity
Germany media
Potter co-produced
Deutsche Welle
with President Tsai
believes that this
Ing-wen recently, but
incident, like the
because of calling her incident of Chou
“president” in the
Tzu-yu in 2016,
video, he was
may once again
pressured by the
cause voters to
Chinese partners
rebound because of
(Papitube) to delete the the CCP’s
video. Potter was
interference in
raged and not willing
Taiwan.
to cater to the Chinese
side, he later decided
to terminate the
contract.
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（波特王事件選
前引爆！德媒：
中國管太多恐重
蹈覆轍）

“波特王事件
選前引爆”
(2019, Dec.
17)
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Source: organized by the author.
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Direct pressure from the CCP on Taiwan is often counterproductive and fails to
achieve its intended goals. Therefore, indirect pressure is progressively becoming an
important mode of operation. The central idea of the United Front is to “unite the secondary
enemies to fight against the main enemy”, also “crumble the enemy from inside”. Thus,
the CCP through the means of cajolement and infiltration to co-opt “Local confederates
(在地協力者)”, plant contradictions within the society. Local confederates here refer to
the CCP’s “cultivation” of various political, business, academic, traditional media, and

政 治 大
CCP’s political behavior in Taiwan. For example, the authority subsidizes air ticket,
立
even religious groups that support its political stance, making it an agent voice for the

‧ 國

學

encouraging Taiwan businessmen to return to Taiwan to vote, or through the Chinese
Unification Promotion Party (CUPP) in Taiwan to carrying out propaganda activities in

‧

Taipei Main Station, or through Local media to report news partially comply with Beijing’s
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y
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political stance. These means of indirect pressure can also be called “agent mode”.
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On the other side, the CCP uses the “information warfare” approach (new media) to
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Facebook communities, ProfessionalhTechnology
i U Online Bulletin Board (PTT),
e n g c hTemple
n

take advantages of Taiwan’s free and open society, through purchasing highly popular

establish content farms, or via advertising company, Line groups, to disseminate fake polls,
false information, or biased information, in order to manipulate the trend of public opinion
in Taiwan. For instance, using Facebook fans group of Han Kuo-yu (the 2020 Taiwan
President KMT Candidate) to spread false information of “the vote of persistent vegetable
state electorate will be drawn out of the box”, for the purpose of attacking Tsai’s
administration （黃順祥，2019）.
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By collecting the news above regarding the influence of CCP on Taiwan, it can be
observed from two aspects: external and internal threats. Externally, the CCP had adopted
a relatively low-cost military deterrence and matched up with high-level diplomatic,
political and economic pressures; internally, the new media and traditional media are used
to disseminate controversial information, manipulate Taiwan’s public opinion, and
strengthen its penetration in Taiwan society, through its local political agents to conduct a
variety of words and deeds to affect the morale of the people in Taiwan also interfere with

政 治 大
The concept of sharp power and the United Front here is the use of aggressive and
立

elections.

‧ 國
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subversive policies, such as “infiltration”, “bribery” and “co-option” to arouse internal
confrontation in Taiwan and manipulate public opinion, create ideological conflict. This

‧

strategy not only deviated from the discussion significance of the issue per se but also limits
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the space for rational discussion or the position of a third party in a democratic system. To
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er

sum up, regarding the impact of the CCP’s sharp power and the United Front in Taiwan,

al
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n
C
disinformation interfering Taiwan’s h
9-in-1 election ini 2018;
e n g c h U (2) the CCP used the right to
n

the author summarizes the two most discussed issues in the country: (1) the CCP used

work influencing Taiwan’s public opinion. These two issues are respectively discussed in
section 4.2 and 4.3.
4.2 The CCP Used Disinformation Interfering Taiwan’s 9-in-1 Election in 2018
The 9-in-1 local election on November 24, 2018 in Taiwan can be an outbreak of a
discussion of China’s sharp power influence. Compared to the winning seats of 13 cities
and counties in 2014, the DPP won only 6 counties and cities in the 2018 elections.
International media’s analysis of the DPP’s defeat in this election, including economic
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growth, employment, and annuity reforms, are the key rebuke of this election（外媒：人
民不信任投票，2018）.
However, since the concept of sharp power was proposed, many scholars and watchers
have started to pay attention to the fact that China’s infiltration has become more and more
serious, specifically the influence of disinformation on politics. Owing to the development
of the Internet and technology, the degree of disinformation, misinformation and fake news
is getting even worse in the island. Taiwan’s certain news media seems to couple with

政 治 大

China’s aggressive foreign propaganda campaign to strengthen the CCP’s United Front

立

strategy against Taiwan. Due to the market integration and conglomeration, Taiwan’s

‧ 國
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media culture has changed to emphasize that business profits outweigh the public goods.
The right to survival and prosperity of the media seems to have become the priority. Taiwan

‧

society is therefore experiencing political polarization.
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Before and after the 2018 9-in-1 election period, according to the National Police
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Agency (NPA), there are 64 reports on disinformation and fake news, 40 cases have issued
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to the prosecutor, and found the IP address of these false information to be located in the

engchi

United States, Singapore and China （蘇志宗，2018）. According to the Ministry of the
Interior, since January 1 to December 1 of 2019, there are 279 reports on fake news, 191
cases have been detected, 88 cases still under investigation. With the rapid growth of the
disinformation cases, Minister of the Mainland Affairs Council, Chen Ming-ton claim that
the CCP has attempted to interfere with election results through various means, such as
spreading false information via social media, injecting illegal funds or making political
purchases（顧荃，2019）. China’s sharp power attack Taiwan is featured with high
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volume of manipulated and fabricated disinformation, which has widely circulated before
the 2018 election.
After the 2018 9-in-1 election, December 13, 2018 specifically, six U.S. senators,
Catherine Cortez Masto, Marco Rubio, Christopher Coons, Cory Gardner, Michael Bennet
and Ted Cruz cosigned a letter to Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin, Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats, and FBI Director
Christopher Wray, suggesting that “Allegations such as those surrounding Taiwan’s recent

政 治 大
interferences including CCP used illegal funds to support pro-Beijing political candidates
立
elections must therefore be pursued with seriousness and urgency”. Those alleged
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and political campaigns and disinformation to shape public opinion of political candidates
deemed unsympathetic to Beijing’s interests (Josh, 2018; Masto, Rubio, el at., 2018).
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National Security Bureau (NSB) also confirm that China has its own cyber force on “self-
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media”, such as Weibo, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter to launch “cognitive space warfare”
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via disinformation.5 NSB found that China has a fixed mode of operation in distributing
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defense, and Tsai government’s policy,
h ereported
h i byUChinese state-owned media, like
n g cfirst
n

fake information to Taiwan, that is, select issues such as cross-strait relations, military

Global Times, 今日海峽, 台海網, later the content was edited by cyber force and 50 cent
party (五毛黨) and spread through social media such as PTT, Facebook, LINE, and
YouTube （鍾麗華，2018）.

5

“Cognitive space warfare” also called the “cognitive domain,” is a term used in the psychology of
advertising. US think tank Rand Corp describes “cognitive space warfare” as having a number of features,
including mass production of information; multiple channels of dissemination; rapid and sustained
repetition; meticulously realistic presentation; and repeated changes and confusion.
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A case of China’s attempt to attack the perception of the information-receiver on DPP
via disinformation is, a fake news accusing Wu Shengxiong, a National Policy Consultant
of the ROC, who was paid 350,000 NTD per month spreading widely in the Facebook
groups among the KMT supporters (such as: 「監督年金改革行動聯盟」、「靠北民進
黨」、「藍色力量」、「中華兒女站起來」). However, according to official website
of the Presidential Palace, he was not a consultant but an advisor of the public policy, and
it was non-paid position. Investigation found that the article originated from a website

政 治 大
identical to “歡享網” (http://happytify.cc),
which is a website involved in the fake news
立

named “ 新 政 聞 ” (http://funnyanecdote.comv), and the style of the entire website is
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accusation, regarded as “content farms (內容農場)”. Moreover, “歡享網” includes 16
subnets, and its domain are all set up in Alibaba Cloud in China （龔雋幃，2018）. In
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order to increase the click-through rate (CTR) of the content farms websites, most of the
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articles only seek to entitle eye-catching titles and do not require the veracity of the
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information, which become a channel for China to spread false information to Taiwan.
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Although such platforms were initially designed to generate advertising revenue, society

engchi

and the government authority have quickly realized the potential of content farms to
manipulate public perceptions. This political propaganda involves a technique called
“repetition”— “convince your opponent (or erode his resistance) through the sustained
reinforcement of a notion, or create new facts by saturating the environment with signals
that reinforce the message” (Michael Cole, 2017c). The influence of this strategy will only
get stronger when the online and traditional media both involve in the fake news effort that
fail to properly corroborate information. Clear to be seen, China’s element is involved in
Taiwan’s politics.
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A striking case of China’s disinformation campaign against Taiwan’s government and
affected online public opinion is a misfortune happened two months before the 2018 9-in1 election. Su Chi-cheng, who is a deceased director of the Osaka branch of the Taipei
Economic and Cultural Office. This incident concerned the rescue of stranded Taiwanese
citizens at an airport hit by Typhoon Jebi in September 2018. A news article from “觀察
者”, a state-affiliated outlet in China, claimed that the Chinese Consulate in Osaka had
arranged 15 buses to evacuate stranded tourists from China, and Taiwanese who admitted

政 治 大
was the buses were arranged立
by the Japanese authorities, not the Chinese side. As reports

they were citizens of China can also hitch a ride （王可蓉，2018）. However, the fact
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indicated, Su Chi-cheng said in his suicide note that he had been troubled by this false
Chinese disinformation, which claiming that the Chinese Consulate have done way more

‧

than the indifference response from the Taiwan’s Osaka Office (Stacy Hsu, 2018). It is
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from the opposition party along with the media focused on this fabricated news and
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castigated the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the representative office in Japan（陶本和，
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2019）. A news report from the Japan media expressed that Su’s suicide was due to the
pressure from disinformation （劉彥甫，2018）. Not only the fabricated news from the
content farms overseas, but the PTT has also become a channel for fake news distribution.
Because it was found that the fake content posted on social media and PTT came from IP
address in Beijing （抓到了！關西機場，2018）.
Referring to the report from Global Taiwan Institute, Schmitt & Mazza (2019, pp.7-8)
point out that “Taiwan’s media environment—comprising both new and traditional
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outlets—has become a fertile milieu for PRC influence operations”. For example, PTT has
been a major tool of Chinese disinformation effort. Prior to the 2018 9-in-1 local election,
a large number of PTT accounts were bought and sold not only on auction site in Taiwan,
but also Taobao, a PRC based auction site. “Influential accounts are sold for as much as
NTD 200,000 (approximately US$6,500). Many accounts purchased ahead of the elections,
interviewees said, switched their tenor from moderately pro-DPP to strongly pro-KMT or
even pro-CCP. These accounts posted frequently in the early morning hours, so that PTT

政 治 大
Another attempt targeted agriculture products and the business with China, including
立

users would see their posts first thing in the morning”.
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fake news about tens of thousands of pineapples dumped in a dam and two million tons of
pomelos being dumped into the Zengwen Reservoir before the 2019 legislative by-

‧

elections. In the pineapple case, the report includes a photo and a video, with the caption
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under the photo of tens of thousands of pineapples floating on the water wrote that: “after
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the DPP hold the reins of government, there is no quality governance. China has refused
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southern Taiwan’s ‘independent fruit and vegetables’, poor farmers worked hard for
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nothing! Very sad!” (Charles Yeh, 2018).
the pomelos
h e nIn g
c h i Ucase, a farmer in Tainan claimed
that two million tons of pomelos were thrown into the Zengwen Reservoir on Taiwan’s TV
channel, CTiTV. Later, the allegation was proven to be untrue, as the Zengwen Reservoir
is unable to accommodate the number of pomelos alleged by the farmer. The farmer later
apologized, claiming two million catties instead were thrown into the river bank of the
Zengwenxi, but the “2 million catties” here is merely an adjective to describe the large
number of pomelos, not indeed the number（楊金城，2019）. CTiTV was later fined 1
million NTD dollars. Because the report was based on the personal statement of the
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respondent without verification, the media did not review the content to be credible, and
there was no balanced interview to verify（劉麗榮，2019）. CTiTV is a news channel
belong to the Want Want China Times Group, its boss, “Tsai Eng-meng, was the target of
the Anti-Media Monopoly Movement in 2012, when university students and civil society
protested against his purchasing Taiwan’s cable network and inserting advertorials in the
China Times newspaper to promote China’s political agenda” (Ketty Chen, 2019,
p.14). Evidently, as one study from Reporters Without Borders found, since the China

政 治 大
China fell by two thirds”, and “the tone of the article also became less critical, emphasizing
立
Times acquisition by the company in 2008, “the newspaper’s coverage of human rights in
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positive reforms rather individual violations” (Cedric Alviani, 2019, p.40). It should be
aware of that Want Want Group is not the only media outlet involves business interests in
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China. As one article reported, “Reuters has found evidence that mainland authorities have
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paid at least five Taiwan media groups for coverage in various publications and on a
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television channel, according to interviews with 10 reporters and newsroom managers as
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well as internal documents reviewed by Reuters, including contracts signed by the Taiwan
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Affairs Office, which is responsible for overseeing China’s
h e n g c h i U policies toward Taiwan”

(Yimou Lee & I-hwa Cheng, 2019). When funding from the Chinese government become
a big part of your revenue, it’s impossible not to exercise self-censorship, it gives China
space to manipulate politics and influence public opinion in Taiwan.
Above evidences consistent with the argument asserted by the University of Oxford
and the Reuters Institute noted that “posts on social media accounts run by China’s
People’s Liberation Army were picked up widely this year by Taiwan’s news outlets,
which ran photographs and video from the military’s accounts without checking their
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veracity” (Chris Horton, 2018; Lihyun Lin, 2018). These fabricated pieces of news all
attempt to attack Tsai Administration with the negative perception, based on the premise
that “China does not purchase Taiwan’s agricultural produce”. Although the news finally
proven to be false, this sensational news has been broadcasted and roundly criticized and
denounced, and was linked to President Tsai’s refusal to accept the 1992 Consensus and
the DPP’s China Policy, further the omission of the DPP governance. Clear to be seen, the
purpose of disinformation either from the Internet or the local media having the political

治
政
大professor Wang Taili at the
Administration. According to a research conducted by
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stance on the CCP side, all try to attack and give rise to the rage on Tsai’s

Graduate Institute of Journalism at National Taiwan University, confirmed that “fake news
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has the potential to affects voters’ voting behavior, with the younger, female, and lower-

‧

income voters having the least ability to assess news authenticity. She analyzed that it
might have to do with the greatest sense of uncertainty and anxiety about the future being
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p.32).
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A notable case of China’s largehvolume of Internet
e n g c h i Uinterference has serious affected

public opinions and politics in Taiwan, is the victory of the KMT Mayor candidate Han
Kuo-yu in Kaohsiung, where the opposition party, DPP has been ruled for 2 decades.
Although KMT’s victory in the 2018 9-in-1 election does not imply that China plays a
decisive role in the process, it is undoubted that China has helped KMT Kaohsiung Mayor
Candidate Han Kuo-yu increase massive rallying of supporters through social media. Han
was an unknown name four months before the 2018 election, but his popularity had lead
20 percent ahead the DPP candidate Chen Chi-mai through the polls.
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As investigated by a journalist from Foreign Policy, Paul Huang argued that Han’s
overwhelming present swept across the internet and media has played a critical role in
propelling him to victory, especially the Facebook platform. In Taiwan, about 19 million
out of the 23.5 million population have a Facebook account. However, aside from Han’s
official Facebook page, another group also played a critical role in the campaign.
According to Paul Huang, “a Facebook named “Han Kuo-yu Fans for Victory! Holding up
a Blue Sky! (韓國瑜粉絲後援團必勝！撐起一片藍天)”, was created on April 10, 2018,

政 治 大
2019). And the group soon become the largest unofficial fans page for his supporters.
立

just one day after Han declared his candidacy for the KMT mayoral race” (Paul Huang,
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Members in this group through distributing propaganda materials to support Han and fake
news to attack Chen Chi-mai and DPP administration, later the group become “a hub for
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Han’s supporters to create, disseminate, and amplify weaponized information in their
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respective corner of social media, messaging apps, friends’ circles, or the family dinner
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table”, and after his thorough investigation, this group supporting Han’s campaign was
“not spontaneously created by Han’s fans. It was created, managed, and nurtured by what
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looks very much like a professional cybergroup from China”
h e n g c h i U (Paul Huang, 2019).

In his investigation report, he interviewed two experts on the Chinese military and
political warfare fields, below are the content quoted from Paul Huang’s report:
(1)
Ying-Yu Lin, an assistant professor at Taiwan’s National Chung Cheng
University and an expert on the Chinese military, believes the
cybergroup can be traced back to the Strategic Support Force (SSF) of
China’s army. The SSF was created in December 2015 as part of a
massive military reorganization initiated by Chinese President Xi
Jinping, and it was made into an independent branch of the Chinese
military that is now charged with conducting a wide range of operations
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including space, cyber, and electronic warfare. Lin said that Chinese
cyberespionage activities heated up in late 2018, as a number of major
Chinese hacker groups were observed to have returned to active duty
after a few years of being dormant during the army’s reorganization. If
Lin is correct, this would be the first confirmed case of China’s new
cyber force attempting to influence foreign elections (Paul Huang,
2019).
(2)
Another expert has a different assessment. A psychological operations
officer serving with the Political Warfare Bureau under Taiwan’s
Ministry of National Defense who uses the pen name “Lieutenant Ho”
believes this particular cybergroup was likely a private team contracted
through a Chinese company rather than being a dedicated military or
intelligence unit in itself—albeit with the Chinese government
ultimately pulling the strings (Paul Huang, 2019).

政 治 大
Accordingly, the two experts
立 believed that China’s interference in the 2018 local
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election is indeed and the CCP is highly possible involved in the operation, and there were
even more websites, content farms, and platform out there used to drive Han to the success,
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like I have discussed above.
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establishment of an intelligence station in Taiwan and the formation of cyber force, have
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successfully affected the result of the 2018 9-in-1 election, the same model is being used
to interfere with Taiwan’s 2020 presidential election. Want told the Australia media: “I
directly involved in the 2018 9-in-1 election operation, we have not only established more
than 200,000 online accounts to attack the DPP, but also created many fans group for
cyberbullying” （果殼，2019）.
Not only the social media helped Han boosting his popularity, traditional media such
as CTiTV and CTV, that belong to the Want Want China Times Group, have long reported
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biased towards Han, and helped create the “Han Wave” (韓流). According to a report from
Financial Times, Beijing has always been inclined to use business people to influence
Taiwan’s attitude toward China. Tsai Eng-meng, is the man used by Beijing to influence
Taiwan’s free media environment. After acquiring CTiTV, CTV, and China Times, these
media have changed from mainstream publications to what critics’ call, the mouthpiece of
the CCP. As the report indicated, “journalists working at the China Times and CTiTV told
the Financial Times that their editorial managers take instructions directly from the Taiwan

政 治 大
China coverage by assigning stories and editorial positions to China-based correspondents
立
Affairs Office”. “A CTiTV journalist said Chinese government officials would ‘organize’
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of a range of Taiwanese media”. “They have a say in the angle of the story, and whether it
goes on the front page” (Kathrin Hille, 2019). An incident may confirm this argument that
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these partial media have excessive report on Han. Taiwan’s National Communication
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Commission (NCC) has fined CTiTV a total of NT $100,0000 (US$32,000) for seven
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violations, including posting over 50 percent of its headlines about Han in only one month.
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Wong Po-tsung, NCC Deputy Chief indicate that the main reason for punishing CTiTV
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was that “it had violated its own operation plan and production
h e n g c h i U and broadcasting standards,
moreover, CTiTV had not made any improvements to its ‘failure to control internal news’
mentioned by its own ethics committee” (Keoni Everington, 2019).
In addition, Taiwan citizen journalist Lin Yucang also exposed that 23 Taiwanese
online media have directly reposted the full text of the articles from “ChinaTaiwan (中國
台灣網)”, a website under the Taiwan Affairs Office of the State Council（林序家，
2019）. In an interview with Australia media, Chinese spy Want Li-qiang said: “We have
spent 1.5 billion RMB just to fund media companies in Taiwan”. “In order to change the
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public opinion of Taiwanese people, we have invested heavily in Taiwanese media, such
as CTiTV, CTV, EBC, and TVBS” （果殼，2019）. Recalling the situation in 2018, a
few months before the 9-in-1 election, Taiwan TV stations appeared to be racing to report
Han Kuo-yu news, and even an abnormal phenomenon of broadcasting Han 24 hours a day.
A survey report published by the NCC about this situation indicated that the 4 Taiwanese
TV stations that broadcast the highest proportion of Han are just exactly CTiTV, CTV,
EBC, and TVBS named by Wang Li-qiang（果殼，2019）.
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Especially, there are some 70 media personnel from Taiwan were present at the
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opening ceremony of the 4th “Cross-Strait Media People Summit” (兩岸媒體人峰會) in
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Beijing on May 10, 2019, during the forum, Wang Yang, chairman of the Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) and the member of the Politburo Standing
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Committee in charge of the United Front work, asserting that “media on both sides must
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deepening the integration of emotions, and continuing to promote the peaceful

Ch
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development of cross-Strait relations and promote the process of peaceful reunification of
the motherland, and strive to realize the China dream” (Michael Cole, 2019).
Unsurprisingly, Want Want China Times Media Group was the co-organizer. Eventually,
Taiwan’s media have been interfered by the CCP is an explicit fact without any ambiguity.
4.3 The CCP Used the Right to Work Influencing Taiwan’s Public Opinion
The core principle of the United Front is to combat the authority and confidence of the
Taiwan government through the mouth of the Taiwan people. That is the idea of “united
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secondary enemy to against the primary enemy”, “plant contradiction within the society”,
the concept of sharp power application.
There is no denying that Tsai Ing-wen’s administration has faced the biggest challenge:
the economy. In terms of domestic affairs, in order to keep the national finances from
bankruptcy, Tsai administration promote annuity reform, it is inevitable that it has
encountered many criticisms （謝佳珍、游凱翔，2018）; in terms of foreign policy,
because there is still controversy over the 1992 Consensus between the two sides of the
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strait, cross-strait relations have fallen into a deterioration, and the number of tourists from
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China has decreased, which has directly impacted Taiwan’s tourism-related industries. For
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instance, the tourism market has shrunk, and hotels in central and southern Taiwan begun
to sell their business, other business that also rely on the Chinese tourists for their
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livelihood, such as restaurants, guesthouses, tourist coach companies, travel agencies, tour
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2017）. In short, Taiwan’s domestic live economy is now under pressure from a downturn,
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low wages, and reduced pensions. Although the government has vigorously promoted the
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New Southbound Policy to balance the economic, trade, and tourism resources that overly
depend on China, the number is still insufficient.
This allowed the CCP to focus on wielding sharp power. In recent years, it has
constantly thrown out preferential policies and benefits to the people of Taiwan, actively
attracted Taiwanese people’s goodwill toward China, and tried to cause people’s
dissatisfaction to the Tsai administration（呂苡榕，2018；楊涵之，2019）. In other
words, these preferential policies serve political purpose through economical means. Some
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commentators believe that the CCP deliberately launched the public opinion warfare
through the mouth of the Taiwan people to accuse Tsai administration of refusing to
recognize the consequences of the 1992 Consensus. Also, attempted to create the
perception that the Tsai administration is indifferent to those who were lonely working
abroad, but only engaged in the ideological manipulation, and Tsai administration is the
troublemaker on the both sides of the strait, to crack down on government credibility.
The cases of the CCP’s sharp power operation are all-embracing globally. Taiwan

政 治 大
Chinese market, or multinational corporates such as airline company, hotels or restaurants,
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should have the most manifest perception. For example, for movie stars, corporates with
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are required to express their position on the political and national identity. It is required to
submit, apologize, and declare to cooperate with the established political principles, even
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further conduct self-censorship, curb free speech and academic freedom, or infringe free
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(1) Enterprises:
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China uses its vast market and economic influence as incentives to exert political
purpose and agenda to shape people in Taiwan, which has not merely happened in recent
years. For enterprises, it can be traced back in 2012. HTC chairman Cher Wang (王雪紅)
held a press conference in her personal name and expressed her views on cross-strait
peaceful development and the 1992 Consensus before the 2012 presidential election. She
emphasized that holding a press conference is her own idea, and her statement does not
represent HTC. Wang express that “whether it is a Christian or a person in charge a
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company responsible for Taiwan society, it is hard to imagine a cross-strait relationship
without the 1992 Consensus”, “it is also difficult to imagine that some people say no to the
more peaceful cross-strait relations”, calling up Taiwanese to cherish the “1992 Consensus”
between the island and the Chinese mainland and said that without the consensus, Taiwan
would become an “unpredictable” society（吳佳穎，2012）.
In the same year, Chang Yung-fa (張榮發 ), founder and chairman of Taiwan’s
Evergreen Group told the press that the “1992 Consensus is in the best interests of Taiwan”.
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Chang said that “due to the 1992 Consensus the cross-strait relations can have a foundation
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for cross-strait dialogue”, without this foundation, cross-strait relations will be unable to
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communicate and Taiwan’s economy will be miserable” （林朝億，2012）. Lin Yi-shou
(林義守), the founder of the Kaohsiung’s E United Group said that “the 1992 Consensus
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was beneficial for both sides, and it was the only and best way to narrow Taiwan’s south-
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north growth gap” （陳宥臻，2012）. Other Taiwanese entrepreneurs who have also
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of the Far Eastern Group, Frank Liao (廖錦祥), chairman of Chi Mei Corp, Wang Wen-
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yuan (王文淵), president of Formosa Plastics Corporation, and Terry Gou (郭台銘),
chairman of Hon Hai Precision Industry Co. Ltd.
However, evidence could be introduced to illustrate the fact that China has
strengthened its use of economy to influence politics in Taiwan. China uses its vast market
and economic influence to put pressure on others, to subject them to self-censorship, and
to achieve the effect of manipulating public opinion. Haipawang (海霸王), a Taiwanese
Restaurant Group was alleged as “Green Business (綠色台商)”, and after Tsai Ing-wen
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took office in 2016, the company was fined 400,000 RMB by the Chinese officials for spot
check and pressure on the grounds of mislabeled. Considering the pressure from the
Chinese side, Haipawang had to issue a statement: “Resolutely support the both sides of
the Taiwan Strait belong to one China” （李修慧，2016）.
One of the striking examples happened in 2018, which is the case of Wu Pao-chun (吳
寶春), a Taiwanese baker who went to Shanghai to open a new shop, but Chinese netizens
found out his interview with the media in 2016 stating that “although China has 1.3 billion
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markets, there are more than 7 billion in the world, I will not look at China alone”. This
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remark was misinterpreted as “rather starve than making a penny in the mainland”, and the
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Chinese netizens accused him as “pro-Taiwan Independence”, and threatened to resist
“Taiwan independence bread”. In order to calm the dispute, Wu issued a statement that he
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is a baker from “Taiwan, China”, “I am proud of being a Chinese, and “both sides of the
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In fact, expressing a stance onh cross-strait relations
e n g c h i U has become an unavoidable
problem for Taiwanese companies to do business in China. Similar incident happened in
August, 2018. At that time, President Tsai Ing-wen of Taiwan passed by one of the 85 Café
in Los Angeles before her trip to visit Belize, she entered the coffee shop to buy coffee and
chatted with the Taiwanese staff, one of the staffs took out a pillow for Tsai to sign on it,
but later the China state-owned media Global Times issued a condemnation to the 85 Café
for giving Tsai “a big gift”, which caused Chinese netizens to criticize 85 Café as a “Taiwan
independent company”. China’s local government has also put pressure on the 85 Café in
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China on the grounds of food safety. Due to the pressure from both the society and authority,
the company issued a statement to support 1992 Consensus, asserted that “both sides of the
Taiwan Strait are a family”, and change Tsai’s title from “President” to “Leader” （翁嫆
琄、陶本和，2018）. There were even more cases regarding the pressure from the
Chinese authority and the netizens requesting for express political position. Garmin
Corporation, which started the business with GPS navigation, was found on its website
including Taiwan as a country. In fact, one of the founders, Min Gao, was born and raised

政 治 大
China’s sovereignty and territorial
立 integrity” (Elise Reuter, 2018); Former Zhangzhou
in Nantou, Taiwan. Later, the company issued a statement that “Garmin has always upheld
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Taiwanese Businessmen Association Honorary Chairman, and Kingcan Company (福貞
控股) Chairman, Li Rong-fu (李榮福) attended the Spring Festival Friendship Event at
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Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF). At the time, he expressed support for President Tsai
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Ing-wen during the interview. Later he was attacked as two-sided Taiwanese businessmen,
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pressure from China, he twice published advertisement in Taiwan newspapers against
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Taiwan independence and in support of the “1992 Consensus” （施曉光、曾韋禎，2018).
Not only the Taiwanese company are demanded to express its political position. Many
multinational corporations are also requested to explicitly express their stance on the
sovereignty issue between China and Taiwan. American fashion brand—Coach was found
to juxtapose “Taipei-Taiwan”, “Hong Kong”, with “Beijing-China” in a design of the Tshirt; Japanese sport brand—Asics was also found on official website outside China, listing
Hong Kong and Taiwan as country, and accused of “splitting China”; American fashion
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brand—Calvin Klein was found on its U.S. official website interpreting Taiwan and Hong
Kong as “regions” different from China, and accused of splitting China; French fashion
brand—Givenchy was also found out one of its women’s T-shirt, like Coach, listing Hong
Kong and Taiwan as countries. Later all these brands have issued statement to apologize,
Givenchy and Asics even emphasized “adhering to integrity of the motherland’s territory”
and “supporting one China” （李修慧，2019）. The Maryland-based hotel company,
Marriott Group, was accused of including Tibet, Taiwan, Hong Kong as a selection of a

政 治 大
apologies, stating “respecting China’s sovereignty and territory integrity as always”. Three
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questionnaire: “Which country do you currently live in?”. Later Marriott Group issued two
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days later, Global Times saying that after receiving news from Chinese netizens, Delta
Airlines Chinese website also listed Taiwan and Tibet in the “country” option, followed by
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Zara and Medtronic. The Civil Aviation Administration of China (中國民航局) arranged
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talk with the Head of Delta Airlines immediately and required to rectify the mistake. A few
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hours later, Delta Airline acknowledged the mistake on the official website, expressing that
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support separatist groups that subverththe sovereignty and
e n g c h i Uterritorial integrity of China. We
sincerely apologize for any actions that may have suggested otherwise” (Benjamin Haas,
2018).
Beginning with the case of Delta Airlines in January, 2018, The Civil Aviation
Administration of China wrote a letter to 44 foreign airlines on April 25, 2018, requesting
that the title of “Taiwan” should be amended by adding “China” to it, and the color of
Taiwan and China on map should be the same. There 44 airlines, including American
Airlines, Delta Airlines, United Airlines, Japan Airlines, All Nippon Airways, Air India,
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British Airways… etc., all compromised to the demand from Chinese authority. These
airlines either changed “Taiwan” to “Taiwan-China” or removed Taiwan and only put the
name of the cities “Taipei, Taoyuan International Airport”, or “Chinese Taipei” （李秉芳，
2018）.
(2) Entertainers
In addition to pressure on Taiwanese enterprises and multinational corporations, China
is also putting pressure on Taiwanese entertainers s who go to China for development,
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forcing them to express their political stance and identity. For example, on January 13,
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2016, Chou Tzu-yu (周子瑜), a 16 years old female singer from Taiwan who is a member
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of Korean Pop Music Group— “TWICE”. She was accused as “Taiwan independent
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entertainers” by Huang An (黃安), a pro-China Taiwanese who is currently living in China.
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Because she was waving the flag of Republic of China (Taiwan) on Korean TV show, later
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boycotted by Chinese TV station and netizens. Her management company—JYP
Entertainment could not afford the stock price plummeting and the endless abuse and
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resistance of radical netizens. Therefore, a video of Chou
h e n g c h i U Tzu-yu apology was posted on
the Internet. In the video she said: “There is only one China, the cross-straits territories are
one in the same, and I am proud to consider myself thoroughly Chinese. As a Chinese
person who performs abroad, I say to my employers and internet friends on both sides of
the straits—I’m terribly sorry for the harm I have caused, and I feel ashamed” (Josh
Horwitz, 2016). Park Jin Young, boss of the JYP Entertainment also issued an apology: “I
have again experienced in a profound way that to cooperate with a country, you should
respect its sovereignty, culture, history and the feelings of its people” (Chris Buckley &
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Austin Ramzy, 2016). Another case of pressure from the Chinese netizens accusing Taiwan
actress as “Taiwan Independence”. Vivian Sung (宋芸樺), a Taiwanese actress, gained
popularity in the movie “Café. Waiting. Love” and “Our Times”. She was shortlisted for
the Best Actress in the Golden House Awards, and then developed in China. In August,
2018, a short video which was filmed in 2015 was dug out. In that video, Vivian Sung
expressed “my favorite country is Taiwan and I want to stay in Taiwan with my family” to
a friend unintentionally, which provokes social media storm in China. Later criticism like
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appease angry Chinese netizens, she wrote a statement on her Weibo on 2th August,
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“please stay in Taiwan”, “Taiwan Independence” was flew over the Internet. In order to
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publicly stated that “I am a Chinese, a post-90s Chinese girl, Taiwan is my hometown,
China is my homeland”, “Two sides of the Taiwan Strait are always a family”, and I
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apologize for the previous video, she said (Tsai Shan-Ling, 2018). With more entertainers
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like Ruby Lin (林心如), Lu Guang Zhong (盧廣仲), Rainie Yang (楊丞琳), Lee Wei (李
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威), Nana Ou-Yang (歐陽娜娜), Tiffany Ann Hsu (許瑋甯) are all ever involved in the
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h e n Potter
storm （黃嘉儀，2018）. Even recently,
i U(波特王), a Taiwanese internet
g c hKing
celebrity, has many fans on both sides of the Taiwan Strait. On December 14, 2019, he

posted a video co-produced with Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen on YouTube, titled “I
tease President Tsai Ing-wen today! I am the first YouTuber who tease President!” (今天
撩蔡英文總統！全世界第一個撩總統的 YouTuber！). However, the video has also
quickly attracted accusations from the Chinese internet company—Papitube, which is
responsible for promoting Potter King’s business in China. According to the screenshots
of WeChat conversations posted by Potter King on Facebook, Papitube requested Potter
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King to immediately delete the video, and stated that the controversy lies with the words
“President” in the video. Potter King refused to delete the video and the contract with the
Papitube was terminated. Papitube issued a statement on Weibo saying that it had
terminated the contract with Potter King, indicating that the reason was “Potter King’s
values and the behaviors he has generated are different from the spirit of integrity and
professionalism the company has always promoted”, and expressed “strongly condemned
Potter King’s misconduct”. And the last sentence of the statement was “Papitube severely

治
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and defends national sovereignty” （石濤，2019）.
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rebukes any words and deeds that harm national honor, adheres to the one China principle,
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From the above discussion, it is obvious that the CCP’s sharp power is through its
influence in economic and trade market, the right to work, and even the security of survival,
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that is, the comprehensive power to publicly or privately influencing specific targets,
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4.4 Analyzing the Effects
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“Blue-wave” is the demonstration of China’s sharp power on disinformation; ban
business and entertainers is the demonstration of China’s sharp power on agenda setting.
Based on the above discussion, the CCP has used the method of setting up content farms
to disseminate fake news and biased news in the most commonly used social media in
Taiwan, such as LINE, Facebook, and PTT. At the same time, the CCP has infiltrated local
media, such as the media and newspapers of the Want Want Group, transmitting biased
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information to attack the authority of the government and plant contradiction within the
society, so as to achieve the effect of attacking the Taiwan government with the mouth of
the Taiwan people and support China favored candidate.
However, has the CCP achieved the effect of influencing Taiwan’s election? In the
2018 9-in-1 election, part of the reason for the KMT’s volume was due to the integrating
operation of CCP’s disinformation and the pro-China media to attack Tsai administration,
thus, I argue that the China does help Han’s high discussing volume during the election,
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only 6 seats, especially lost Kaohsiung, a city DPP has been governed for 20 years. Yet, it
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which in part caused the KMT won 15 seats of the 22 counties and cities. The DPP won
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remains difficult for agencies to confirm that the 2018 9-in-1 election were influenced by
China, in other words, it is difficult to prove that the constituents voting behavior was due
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to the piece of disinformation by China. More solid prove and research is still needed for
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Figure 3 Results of 2018 9-in-1 Local Election (2018/11/26)
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Source: “九合一選舉結果 6 張圖表快速看懂”, 中央通訊社,2018.

Elected Kaohsiung Mayor Han Kuo-yu, his poll rose from 25.7% to 40.3% within
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merely four months, and finally won the election with 890,000 votes over 740,000 votes
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Figure 4 Poll Data in the Kaohsiung Mayor Election between August and November
2018 (2019/6/26)
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Source: Paul Huang, “Chinese Cyber-Operatives Boosted Taiwan’s Insurgent
Candidate”, 2018.
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manipulate domestic public opinion for its political interests, the “Red Penetration” of the
CCP did not seem to have the expected effect. For example, in the upcoming 2020 Taiwan
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Presidential Election, 12 days before the election, the KMT candidate Han Kuo-yu’s poll
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did not lead the DPP and PFP candidates Tsai Ing-wen and Song Chu-yu. Instead, the KMT
was 21.9% compare to DPP 52.5%, 30% behind the DPP. In short, the CCP use traditional
media and new media to exert sharp power did not seem to play a role in the upcoming
2020 Presidential Election.
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Figure 5 Tendency of the 2020 Taiwan Presidential Election (2019/12/30)
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Source: 2020 台灣總統與立委大選, Taiwanese Public Opinion Foundation, 2019.
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The outcome of the 2020 Taiwan Presidential election was won by current president
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Tsai Ing-wen. Tsai’s votes were as high as 8.17 million and 231 votes, which was
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determined to break the record of votes for the presidents of ROC all times. Although Han
Kuo-yu was defeated, he also received 5.52 million and 2219 votes, surpassing the 3.81
million and 3365 votes by Eric Chu (朱立倫) and Wang Luxuan (王如玄) in 2016
Presidential election. In contrast to the 2016 Presidential election, the turnout rate was only
66.2%, 2020 turnout rate reached 74.9%.
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Figure 6 Results of 2020 Taiwan Presidential Election (2020/1/11)
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Source: 2020 總統大選：「蔡賴配」得票破馬英九紀錄，韓國瑜超越 2016 年的朱立
倫, 關鍵評論, 2020.
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The special aspects of this election were coincided with the “sense of subjugation (亡
國感)” from Hong Kong, and the KMT candidate Han Kuo-yu violates his promise of “not
leaving Kaohsiung”, and his attitudes toward China was uncleared, which letting young
people no longer support him; however, due to the low morale of the KMT, the popularity
of Han has given KMT supporters hope, and it has sent emotional projections to middleaged and senior generation who have experienced the era of Taiwan’s economic take-off,
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resulting in many elders and children have cracked in relationship because of different
political positions.
Referring to table 2, the 4 factors can explain why China’s sharp power is not
productive in Taiwan with regard to the result of elections. Because Taiwan is a open civil
society, people have the right to speech, so that the society will have the capability to
counter disinformation and fake news; as the non-mandatory but active measures, it is
easier for Taiwan to come up with countermeasures; in Taiwan, there is freedom of press,

政 治 大
newspaper to run over China, this is an asymmetric relationship; the purpose of the United
立
we allow Tsai Eng-meng to run newspaper in Taiwan, but China does not allow our
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Front is not to change political position but to team up with people having the same political
stance. Therefore, the goal is to strengthen existing situation, both arouse patriotism and

‧

enhance opposition in Taiwan.
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The incentives of the Chinese market and the fear of losing the right to work originated
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entertainers working in China to express their political position and national identity. The
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CCP’s United Front strategy against Taiwan mainly uses public opinion warfare to combat
the confidence and authority of the Taiwan government. The purpose is to attract Taiwan
people to agree with CCP’s political interests. However, the CCP uses its market and right
to work to compel others to express their opinion has not been successful in co-opting
Taiwan people’s goodwill toward China, instead, it has led to more confrontation and
ideology struggles in Taiwan.
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Figure 7 Changes in the Taiwanese/Chinese Identity of Taiwanese (2019/07/10)
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Source: 臺灣民眾臺灣人/中國人認同趨勢分佈 (1992 年 06 月~2019 年 06 月）,
Election Study Center, National Chengchi University, 2019.
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According to a survey conducted by the Election Study Center in National Chengchi
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University, in 2018, about 55% of people in Taiwan identified themselves as Taiwanese,
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Taiwanese and Chinese,
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38% of them considered

and only 3.7%

considered themselves Chinese. For people considering themselves Chinese, it dropped
from 26% in 1994 to only 3.7% in 2018. In short, sharp power has not achieved effect on
Taiwan’s national identity issue, but has continued to decline.
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Figure 8 Independence Stance of Taiwanese (2019/07/10)
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Source: 臺灣民眾統獨立場趨勢分佈(1994 年 12 月~2019 年 06 月), Election Study
Center, National Chengchi University, 2019.
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Also, it is noteworthy that in 2018, the number of people who pro-unification was
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12.8%, the highest in the past 16 years, and the number of people who pro-independence
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was only 15.1%. However, in 2019, the number of people who pro-unification dropped to
8.7%, while those who pro-independence rose to 19.9%, the highest figure in 25 years.
That is to say, since 2019, the Taiwanese attitude towards unification has inclined. In other
words, China’s sharp power does not seem to change Taiwanese tendency favor for
unification which in line with China’s political interests.
Finally, through the above observations, it is found that although the CCP uses the
right to work to directly exert pressure to the target, there are many cases that not started
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with the CCP’s first hand intervention, but by the Chinese netizens who first accused the
target as “Taiwan independence”. Then, through the Internet and the pressure of public
opinion, the targeted object eventually had to declare support for China’s political position.
Thus, it raises an argument that sharp power may not only belong to the state, but also can
be operated by the ordinary people or certain groups.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to explore the impact of China’s sharp power in Taiwan.
Especially Taiwan and China shared the same complex historical, and the “same language
and same ethnic” background. Moreover, since 1949, Taiwan still has identity issue within
the society. Furthermore, conforming to the V-Dem database, Taiwan is the country
suffered the most false-information in the world. This revealing that CCP’s sharp
power against Taiwan has entered a stage of intense heat, needed for attentions.
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In Chapter 2, I compared the difference between sharp power, soft power and hard
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power.
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(1) In order to analyze the difference between sharp power, soft power and hard power,
you can distinguish by observing the political system, the degree of civil society openness,
the mandatory and activeness behaviors of a country and the de-legitimation process. Due
to the fact that totalitarian states are hardly open up to civil society, they stifle the public’s
criticism of the government, control the news media, and lead the country’s external
propaganda work.
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This draw our attention to the ways in which the Chinese government was not
effectively promoting their soft power in the past. In Western democracies, what is
regarded as soft power behavior, when it occurs in a country dominated by a totalitarian
government, the government not only limits domestic civil liberty but also manipulate the
perception of citizens of other countries. On account of this, a totalitarian state like China,
even when exercising soft power, will be exposed by the international community as it is
now and accused of wielding sharp power.
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other countries through non-mandatory but highly proactive measures, such as infiltration,
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Unlike soft power and hard power, sharp power affects the political environment of
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inducement, and suppression. It is not like hard power, which uses economic and military
power to compel others to comply with its will, nor it is like soft power, uses culture and
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value to attract others to follow.
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However, the study also finds that in addition to differences in polities and behavioral
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acquisitions, funding, donations, etc., matching up with the guidelines of the country’s
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external development to influence either Chinese-friendly, infiltration or even coercion
behaviors at many levels. Consequently, it is boldly inferred that the exercise of sharp
power may be correlated with the hard power of a country. That is, sharp power, soft power
and hard power are in a relationship of embeddedness. Thus, although we can clearly
distinguish between the concepts of the three powers, we cannot assert a certain power is
exercised independently from the others.
That is to say, the characteristics of China’s sharp power are:
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(a) The influence exerted by China in providing investment and job opportunities to
people in other countries through economic and trade exchanges, including various
resources provided for bribing senior government officials, that is, the comprehensive
power of authoritarian countries, both utilize temptation and coercion on targets to make
the other party obey the CCP’s will or self-censorship, to achieve its manipulation and
influence of public opinion.
(b) China utilizes propaganda, disinformation, and other information operations to
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activities in ways favorable to the interests of preserving the absolute authority of the CCP.
立
undermine democratic institutions and exploit cultural institutions to affect political
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(2) Sharp power is actually a part of United Front work in terms of their ultimate goal,
however, there are some differences regarding their appealing target and implementation
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modality.
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Front work also try to change the preference and predisposition of others (including foreign

engchi

government, overseas Chinese communities, and other actors, such as political and social
elites), by coercion and inducement (best scenario is that these overseas Chinese
communities and foreign friends voluntarily advocate the CCP’s interests), make them
adopt or support the positions and policies preferred by the Beijing authorities, and
eliminating forces that may oppose CCP’s policy and ruling authority.
However, there are some differences regarding their appealing target and
implementation modality. China’s sharp power primarily focusing on bribe political elites,
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use economic coercion, manipulate media, and fund think tanks to put pressure on these
areas, seek to subvert and manipulate the narrative of the targeted country (foreign
capitalists), through misrepresenting and distorting information to suppress dissent and
debate, surreptitiously promoting a positive image of China; while the United Front mainly
focusing on influence overseas Chinese, make them endorse or reinforce the stands and
policies preferred by the Beijing authorities. The CCP uses these organizations as a shield,
secretly exporting influence to infiltrate other countries. Including military organizations,
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official organizations, are all engaged in overseas United大
Front work under the guidance
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cultural associations, academic groups, and Confucius Institutes, these officials/ semi-

of funding of the UFWD.
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In conclusion, I argue that the China’s sharp power is a part of United Front operation
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in terms of their political purpose, which is to establish preferred positive image on China.
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restrain
h e n g toc h
i Ufreedom of speech, cripple the

integrity of independent institutions; while the United Front work primarily concentrate on
the overseas Chinese to emphasize “flesh-and-blood” bond, and ethnic, cultural, political
and economic ties, to draw support from them, and then utilize them to voice for the CCP,
in order to influence foreign government, I argue that these infiltration behaviors are in a
“indirect” fashion. In other words, China’s sharp power is a demonstration of overseas
United Front work, therefore, in order to investigate the impact of sharp power in Taiwan,
the CCP’s United Front work must be looked at.
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(3) The impact of China’s sharp power on Taiwan, from the case of the 2018 9-in-1 election
and the use of right to work to compel entertainers and corporations to assert their political
attitude and identity, it seems that it has not achieved the expected results, that is, make
Taiwan society to have a more positive perception on China, so to change their identity
and tendency for unification. Instead, the figure of pro-independence and consider
themselves as Taiwanese have increased.
By collecting news, I found that China’s United Front work in Taiwan are mainly
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entertainers and corporations working in China. From this observation, the disinformation
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concentrated on waging information warfare, and the use of right to work to compel
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and economic coercion are exactly the demonstration of China’s sharp power.
China has used the measures of setting up content farms and creating fake accounts to
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penetrate Taiwan’s most popular used social media and communication software to
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to affect Taiwan’s political environment and public opinion. At the same time, China has
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infiltrated local media to buy advertisements and provide funds so that it can disseminate
information and voices that are beneficial to China, in an attempt of influence Taiwanese
perception about China.
However, the study found that China’s sharp power did not seem to have the tendency
to affect Taiwan people’s favor and conform to its political stance. In other words, although
much information and reports point out that China attempts to influence the 2018 local
election in Taiwan and people’s favorability to China by disinformation and the help of the
local media. Yet, the results of polls show that the impact of “sharp power” has not reached
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a positive effect, but a negative result. It does not indicate the negative result is the effect
of sharp power either.
Also, has the CCP achieved the effect of influencing Taiwan’s election? In the 2018
9-in-1 election, part of the reason for the KMT’s volume was due to the integrating
operation of CCP’s disinformation and the pro-China media to attack Tsai administration,
thus, I argue that the China does help Han’s high discussing volume during the election,
which in part caused the KMT won 15 seats of the 22 counties and cities. The DPP won
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remains difficult for agencies to confirm that the 2018 9-in-1 election were influenced by
立
only 6 seats, especially lost Kaohsiung, a city DPP has been governed for 20 years. Yet, it
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China, in other words, it is difficult to prove that the constituents voting behavior was due
to the piece of disinformation by China. More solid proof and research is still needed for
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the argument to be completed, same as the result of the 2020 Presidential election.
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power operation does not increase pro-Chinese identity and favored pro-unification
political tendency toward China.
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Finally, in my opinion, with the concept of de-legitimation, the purpose of CCP’s
United Front against Taiwan is not merely to change political position, but to deal with two
issues. First, Chinese people’s perception about the CCP; Second, to arouse people with
the same political stance in Taiwan, at the same time strengthen the existing social
opposition, division, create fears within Taiwan. Particularly, after the 2018 9-in-1 election,
Taiwan’s social confrontation has become more serious, so-called political polarization.
From this perspective, the CCP’s United Front strategy has been relatively successful. This
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indicates the maturity and resilience of Taiwan’s democratic system is capable of
counteract the sharp power attacks from the CCP.
Future Research Suggestion
(1) United Front work is a manifestation of sharp power, which attempts to influence
Taiwan’s public opinion and people’s favorability about China, especially during the
election. However, when you realize the election is affected by China, will you still be
affected? Or rather, a voter voted for China’s favored candidate is based on reading a piece
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of fake news originated from China? The surveys about the identity and tendency for
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unification conducted by the National Chengchi University can be the beginning for
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identifying China’s influence via disinformation and economic coercion. Nevertheless, it
would be profitable if voter’s behavior based on news they have read is also surveyed. That
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is, whether a voter’s choice for China’s favored candidate or perception about an issue is
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(2) Because the concept of sharp power was based on the specific empirical cases—
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the two authoritarian systems of China and Russia, the degree and flexibility of this concept
is still far from conceptualization. Because this may be related to the idea of “concept
traveling” and “concept stretching” problem, especially when the concept was originally
formed based on a particular experience (China and Russia) to be applied to other cases.
To such a degree, what are the definitive attributes of sharp power? When cross-domain
comparisons are to be made, do other cases countries meet all the current attributes that
have been developed of sharp power? Besides, whether the use of sharp power only belong
to state as we have seen in the definition, or the concept can also be applied to individuals,
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groups, and any actors? Such as hard power and soft power—can be mastered by different
actors, even though the main actors of international relations are still sovereign countries.
During my study, I argue that either the case of disinformation from China’s content farms
or the CCP use the right to work to exert pressure on targets, there are many cases that not
started with the CCP’s first hand intervention, but by the Chinese netizens who first
accused the target as “Taiwan independence”. Same as the disinformation distributed
among the social media, is the personal behavior for earning money. Thus, it raises an

治
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大the country may be the main
the ordinary people or certain groups. In another word,
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argument that sharp power may not only belong to the state, but also can be operated by

customer of the current sharp power, but it is not to exclude the role of other actors logically.
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These problems concerning the conceptualization and generalization of sharp power have
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not yet been discussed in the literatures.
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strength of sharp power is determined by the country’s completeness of national power

elements, the degree of military and economic development, even if the current definition
of sharp power is primarily about the manipulation or penetration of political and
information environments. In other words, in terms of the information manipulated by the
authoritarian states against democratic countries, whether the big country has more “hard
power” than the small country, will it have more sharp power than the small country? Or,
even if the small country does not have “hard power” assets, can it still develop or have
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advantages in sharp power? Or, some small countries may not be able to exercise sharp
power due to the lack of hard power? Therefore, whether the capability of sharp power is
actually determined by the size of the country’s hard power, it needs further discussion and
verification.
Policy Suggestion
There are some steps that Taiwan’s government can take to shape the media
environment to make sure it is less vulnerable to the dissemination of disinformation.
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Improving Multitude’s Media Literacy:
大
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Taiwan’s government can invest more resources to nurture citizens’ ability to
differentiate fake news. For students, the government can institute curriculum for
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teachers to instruct students how to identify fake news and to determine the reliability
and validity of media outlet. For adults, the government can decide the extent to which
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2.
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Government Help to Advertise Fact-Checking Mechanism:

engchi

Such as Taiwan FactCheck Center, a journalist-run NGO to verifying suspicious news.
CoFacts, a non-governmental platform that allow the users on LINE to forward
suspicious messages for fact-checking, and Aunt Meiyu, a bot for fact-checking on
personal private group. Simply by add Aunt Meiyu to your family chat group, when
family members share suspicious news item, it will come out with correction
information. Government can help to propaganda this kind of useful tool for factchecking. Meanwhile, these organization can try to cooperate with the most popular
used social media in Taiwan, such as LINE and Facebook to address the issue of fake
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information and fake accounts. Taiwan’s government should also try to cooperate with
foreign democracies countries to combat offenders on platform of each other.
3.

Optimize Laws and Regulations:
Taiwan is cautious when dealing with the problem of limiting speech, but narrow
limits are possible without changing the country’s democracy value of free speech. As
it considers such options, the administration should look to the laws under
consideration for dealing with misuse of social media by other countries, like UK,
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大by foreign actors seeking to
media environment that can be less easily exploited
立
Australia, US, and Baltic States. New regulations may be necessary to ensure a

bolster malign influence in Taiwan’s society. Perhaps most controversially, Taipei
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should consider regulations on media ownership and transparency. It is a critical
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question whether individuals and businesses with extensive interests in the PRC
should be permitted or not to own media outlets in Taiwan. A free press and free
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Taiwan’s governments should seek approaches to enhance their capabilities for
combatting illegal political donations. Although Taiwan’s governments have the
competence to identify money coming into the country, tracing that money’s origins
beyond their borders is a difficult task. Taiwan may try to cooperation with the US
Treasury Department, which has a powerful capability to monitor transactions in the
international financial system. One loophole the Taiwanese authority has
recently tackled is the lack of transparency on who or what unit is paying for political
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advertisements in traditional and new media. Taiwan government might decree that
campaign donors sign pledge asserting that donations are freely given on own will and
do not come at the direction of foreign actors. Such a pledge could raise donor’s worry
about reputation damage so acting in other ways, but this would likely merely have a
minor effect.
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Appendix

Appendix 1 News Concerning Sharp Power

Sender
Country
China

立

Control media: United
Front Work
Department is exerting
influence in the British
media to suppress
dissident voices
against Beijing.

China’s “sharp
power” continues
to extend, and the
British are
beginning to be
alerted

‧

y

sit

io

al

n

What can Taiwan
do regarding
China’s sharp
power?

Nat

（中國 “銳實力”
觸角繼續延伸, 英
國人也開始警
覺）
Jan
Apple Daily
6,
2018

政 治
Means
大

Target
Country
Britain

學

Jan
2,
Voice of
2019 America

Headline

China

er

Media

‧ 國

Date

v
i
n
CTaiwan
Uspy:
h e n g cChinese
i
h
Chinese think tank
staff uses their stay in
Taiwan to investigate
and study Taiwan’s
political and economic
development, social

（被中共「銳實
力」鯨吞蠶食的

Comment

Citation

China uses its
“sharp power” to
influence the views
of foreign
politicians, scholars,
and think tanks, and
uses these means to
eliminate criticisms
and to shape
favorable opinions
for the Chinese
authorities.

蕭雨
[Xiao Yu]
(2019, Jan 2)

In order to cope
with China’s sharp
power infiltration,
Taiwan has to
strengthen its
democratic values,
freedom, and as the
Economist suggests,

李釋釗
[Li Shizhen]
(2018, Jan 6)
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台灣能做什
麼？）

Warning China’s
sharp power,
British Scholar:
We are all
Taiwanese

China

立

Taiwan is at the
治
of China’s
政 forefront
大 and it is
sharp power,

Taiwan

郭中翰
[Guo
Zhonghan]
(2018, Dec
19)

‧
y

sit

n

al

To set up China’s
official English
program in the US
media, mergers and
acquisitions of
independent Chinese
newspaper and digital
publications attempts
to lead research and
discussion agendas by
sponsoring the US
think tanks, and
influence Chinese
students in the US

United
States

er

io

（《瞭望之窗》
防範中國「銳實
力」已成為國際
主流)

China

Nat

Dec Liberty
27,
Times Net
2018

（示警中國銳實
力滲透世界各國
英學者：「我們
都是台灣人」)
Precaution against
China's “sharp
power” has
become the
international
mainstream

strengthen the
functions of
counter-intelligence,
laws, and
independent media
are must have.
We must carefully
analyze whether
China’s penetration
in various countries
is malicious.

學

facing the loss of
diplomatic countries
and the international
space being
compressed.

‧ 國

Dec Central
19,
News
2018 Agency

custom, and collect
information.

Ch

engchi

i
n
U

v

China has invested
vast amounts of
money to infiltrate
US educational
institutions, politics,
and Chinese
communities. Also
exploit the openness
of the American
democratic system,
challenging or even
damaging US
democratic values,
freedoms, norms,

托克維爾
[Tocqueville]
(2018, Dec
27)
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campus. In order to
block US criticism
toward China.
Australia will
never compromise
even live in the
shadow of China’s
sharp power

China

立

政 治 大

‧ 國

‧

sit

io

China

al

n

China’s Rise and
(Under?)
Balancing in The
Indo-Pacific:
Putting Realist
Theory to The Test

y

Nat

Jan
War on the
8,
Rocks
2019

鄺健銘
[Kuang
Jianming]
(2018, Jan 22)

學

（即使活在中國
「銳實力」的陰
影下，澳洲也絕
不輕易妥協)

Australia

United
States,
Australia,
The
European
Union

Ch

engchi

er

Jan
The News
22,
Lens
2018

laws, and free
expression in the
United States and
around the world.
Sam Dastyari, a
Australian Prime
senator from the
Minister, Malcolm
Australian Labor
Turnbull spoke in
Party, announced his
Chinese and said,
resignation for
“The Australian
involving in took
people stand up”
money from Chinese
and “we do not
businesspeople, and
allow China to
then issued a statement interfere in
in favor of China on
Australia’s internal
the South China Sea,
affairs.” The report
which was contrary to described this as the
his party’s and even
harshest statement
the government’s
by the Australian
position.
Prime Minister on
China.
Its interference in the
The European
domestic politics of its Union, Australia,
neighbors, its
and others have
crackdown on
begun the following
academic freedom, its suit, unveiling new
increasingly repressive screening measures
approach to freedom
on foreign
of religion and human investments and
rights at home, and its outlawing foreign
punitive bullying
political donations
tactics abroad.
while more vocally

i
n
U

v

Jeff M. Smith
(2019, Jan 8)
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Sep Foreign
14,
Policy
2018

政 治 大

‧

‧ 國

立

China’s Confucius
Institutes, which are
educational and
cultural centers
embedded in more
than 525 university
campuses around the
world and are
considered by Beijing
as vehicles for
propaganda and
influence, present a
sanitized, Communist
Party-approved
version of Chinese
politics and culture.
China seeks to
“penetrate and sway”
the Chinese American
community, Chinese
students in America,
US civil society
organizations,
universities, thinktanks, and media.

United
States

學

Forget Hearts and
China
Minds: Soft Power
Is Out; Sharp
Power Is In. Here’s
How to Win the
New Influence
Wars

sit

n

al

China

er

io
China Now Using
“Sharp Power” to
Defend Its
Interests: US
Think-Tank

y

Nat

Nov The Straits
30,
Times
2018

United
States

Ch

engchi

i
n
U

v

denouncing China’s
predatory trading
practices and illegal
detention of foreign
citizens.
Given the nature of
censorship and selfcensorship, it has
been difficult to
measure the degree
to which
intimidation from
authoritarian
governments has
already made
academic
institutions,
publishers, and
individual scholars
shy away from
writing about China.
Decades after
opening up its
market to the rest of
the world, China is
reshaping its soft
power to “sharp
power” to defend
and promote its
authoritarian
regime, including

Christopher
Walker,
Shanthi
Kalathil, and
Jessica
Ludwig
(2018, Sep
14)

China Now
Using “Sharp
Power” to
Defend Its
Interests: US
Think-Tank
(2018, Nov
30)
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Nov Financial
21,
Times
2018

China’s ‘Sharp
Power’ Play in
Taiwan

China

立

Taiwan

Beijing is trying to
meddle from within as
the island’s voters
prepare to pick
mayors, regional and
local lawmakers, as
well as borough
wardens and village
heads.

政 治 大

‧

‧ 國

學

y

Nat

sit

The panoply of
information operations
launched by China’s
cyber army against
candidates during the
election campaign is
“the biggest crisis
facing Taiwan’s
democracy.”

n

al

Taiwan

er

Taiwan a Textbook China
Case of China’s
Sharp Power
Approach: Scholar

io

Nov Focus
21,
Taiwan
2018

Ch

engchi

i
n
U

v

through an influence
campaign inside the
United States.
Officials say China
is seeking to corrode
Taiwan’s body
politic through
infiltration and
disinformation— an
accusation that
echoes the growing
debate in a number
of western countries
over attempts by
authoritarian states
to weaken
democratic
adversaries.
Taiwan has long
been more heavily
impacted by China’s
sharp power than
other targeted
countries, partly
because China has
proxy forces in
Taiwan.
Furthermore,
Taiwan is
vulnerable to that
kind of attack

Kathrin Hille
(2018, Nov
21)

Shih Hsiuchuan (2018,
Nov 21)
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China donates up to
政 治
£60,000大
a year to

Britain

British research
organizations, and a
Chinese state-run
scholarship program
has links with 22
British universities.
Confucius Institutes:
China has organized
events, lectures on the
Belt and Road in these
countries through the
Confucius Institute try
to build influence in
the region. The
Confucius Institute
held only seven events
for the purpose of
promoting the OBOR
initiative in 2015, but
by 2017 the number
had grown to 37
events.

io

n

Ch

engchi

y

Nat

al

Central,
Eastern
Europe:
Serbia,
Macedonia,
Poland,
Bosnia, and
Herzegovin
a

sit

China

er

Confucius Institute
Pushes China’s
Belt and Road
Ambitions in
Europe

立

‧ 國

Aug Japan
28,
Forward
2018

China

‧

Chinese Regime
‘Intimidates Critics
in Intellectual War
Against Britain’

學

Dec The Times
31,
2018

i
n
U

v

because of its fragile
and challenging
diplomatic position
in the world and its
heavy economic
dependence on
China.
Such activity
represented a
“growing trend of
Chinese influence
operations in British
public debate” that
has grown since
2014.
The Chinese
government
associates the
concept of
“community of
common destiny”
with President’s Xi
Jinping’s special
economic initiative,
One Belt, One Road
(OBOR). The
Confucius Institute
is expected to serve
the initiative
through the role of
expanding China’s

Lucy Fisher
(2018, Dec
31)

Sankei
Shimbun
(2018, Aug
28)
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China

立

The
European
Union

政 治 大

學

‧

y

n

al

The
European
Union

Ch

engchi

sit

China

io

Greece Blocks
EU’s Criticism at
UN of China’s
Human Rights
Record

Nat

June The
18,
Guardian
2017

Manipulation of
Information and
Foreign Institutions:
Political elites within
the European Union
(EU) and in the
European
neighborhood have
started to embrace
Chinese rhetoric and
interests, including
where they contradict
national and European
interests.
Greece has vetoed a
European Union
condemnation of
China’s human rights
record at the UN,
infuriating diplomats
and human rights
organizations, who
said the move
undermined the EU’s
position as a defender
of human rights.

er

Senators Warn:
China Gaining
‘Sharp Power’
Influence over
European, US
Media

‧ 國

Jun
Washington
11,
Examiner
2018

i
n
U

v

influence and
ideology
internationally at the
forefront of this
campaign.
Rather than only
China trying to
build up political
capital actively,
there is also much
influence courting
on the part of those
political elites in EU
member states who
seek to attract
Chinese money or to
attain greater
recognition on the
global plane.
Greece’s decision
was directly
attributed to huge
Chinese investments
in the economically
depressed country.
China’s biggest
shipping company,
Cosco, bought a
51% stake in
Piraeus, Greece’s
largest port, for

Joel Gehrke
(2018, Jun
11)

Helena Smith
(2017, June
18)
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China

立

政 治 大

Hong Kong

‧

（傘運 4 年再出
發 黃之鋒新平台
抗中)

n

al

er

io

sit

y

Nat

Nov Awakening
21,
News
2018 Network
（臺灣醒
報)

China’s sharp
power attacking
Taiwan and Hong
Kong,
countermeasures
rely on citizen’s
awakening

陳玨明
[Chen
Yuming]
(2018, Sep
27)

學

Four years after
Hong Kong
Umbrella
Revolution: Wong
Chi-fung confront
China

‧ 國

Sep Awakening
27,
News
2018 Network
（臺灣醒
報)

€280.5m last year as
part of plans to
make the country a
shipping hub
between Asia and
eastern Europe.
China will ban
Wong Chi-fung
dissident scholars by
published the report
intervening the
“China’s Sharp
university’s personnel Power in Hong
appointment and
Kong”, this report
influence the religious analyzes the
groups to spread the
operation of China’s
“patriotic” thinking.
sharp power in eight
Hong Kong is like the areas: law, civil
testing ground of
society, elections,
China’s sharp power,
media, academic
after applying different freedom, education,
United Front tools to
religion, and the
Hong Kong, then
economy.
reapply to other
society around the
world.
Beijing is interfering
The Chinese
Hong Kong’s internal
government regards
affairs and
China-Hong Kong
undermining Hong
relations as “the
Kong’s spirits of “one sovereign state and
country, two systems” the colony” and then
and “a high degree of
unscrupulously
autonomy.” Also,
interferes and

China

Ch

engchi

Hong Kong
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李牧權
[Li Muquan]
(2018, Nov
12)
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（中國銳實力攻
台港 反制有賴公
民覺醒)

China is installing the
misconception in
Hong Kong society
with its economic
power: “don’t talk
about politics, only
talk about the
economy.”

立
China

United
States

China’s sharp power
uses economic power
as a weapon and the
ammunition has been
supplied by the results
of four decades of
economic
development.
China is using its
economic clout to
achieve its ends.

n

al

er

io

sit

y

Nat

The Liberty Times
Editorial: Beijing’s
sharp power is
blunted.

‧

‧ 國

學

Oct
Taipei
23,
Times
2019

政 治 大

Oct
Apple Daily
23,
2019

China intervenes in China
Taiwan elections,
US Think Tank

Ch

engchi

Taiwan

i
n
U

v

Taiwan's media
environment,
including the

suppresses Hong
Kong. China’s sharp
power penetration in
Taiwan is more
violent and more
powerful than other
countries; this
compoundinfiltration attack
includes military
intimidation,
diplomatic isolation,
economic
inducement.
China’s attempts to
export its totalitarian
model beyond its
borders have been
frustrated, the most
notable examples
being a row with the
NBA and trade talks
with the US.
China’s hard-headed
approach —
essentially “go with
us or go home” —
has been blunted.
Many reporters in
traditional media
often put the

Paul Cooper
(2019, Oct
23)

Apple Daily
(2019, Oct
23)
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GTI Report: PTT
account can sell
some 200 thousand
NTD
（中國干預台灣
選舉 美智庫研
究：PTT 帳號可
賣 20 萬元)

‧ 國

China

Taiwan

‧

China has proposed 31
Incentives Policy for
Taiwan, hoping to use
high salaries to attract
Taiwan's
professionals. It is not
difficult to imagine
that these entangled
Taiwanese may
become China's
helpers in influencing
Taiwan's in the future.

io

sit

y

Nat

How China uses
sharp power to
influence
democratic
countries
（中國如何用銳
實力影響民主國
家)

政 治 大

學

Mar Lado Post
23,
（六都春
2018 秋)

立

traditional media and
new media, has
become a fertile
ground for China's
infiltration activities.
For example, before
the local elections in
2018, Taiwan's social
platform PTT became
the main tool for
Chinese fake news.

n

al

er

（蘋果日
報)

Ch

engchi
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contents without any
verification, further
expanding the
information that
may be false to the
maximum. Thus, the
traditional media
has become a
potential channel for
Beijing to try to
influence Taiwan’s
society.
At present, it seems
that the means of
sharp power can
only disrupt the
public opinion of
other countries in
the short term (such
as increasing
criticism of the
government), but for
achieving long-term
effective political
goals (for example,
turn Taiwanese to
recognize China
because they hate
the government),
relying on sharp

葉耀元、吳
冠昇 [Yeh
Yaoyuan, Wu
Guansheng]
(2018, Mar
23)
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strength may not be
enough.
Dec Aboluowan Unmask: China’s
27,
g.com
sharp power:Hong
2018 （阿波羅新 Kong, Taiwan
聞網)

China

立

Hong
Kong,
Taiwan

According to a report
released by the Hong
Kong Journalists
Association in 2017,
about 35% of the
mainstream media in
Hong Kong is
controlled by the
Chinese government
or invested by Chinese
companies. This has
enabled the Hong
Kong media to
continue to strengthen
self-censorship and
begin to follow the
footsteps of Chinese
media.

政 治 大

‧

‧ 國

學

林坪
[Lin Ping]
(2018, Dec
27)
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y

Nat

There are various
signs that the two
systems are being
unified, Hong Kong
is being ChineseCharacterized, and
the rule of law has
become rule of man.
Hong Kong could
have the advantage
of the rule of law
and the democratic
system. But it has
become more and
more Chinese like.
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